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Preface 

Living wage. The phrase Is familiar, even totemic. Many commentators 

associate It with a world we have lost, a symbol of the wage level and so

cial structure characteristic of the "good old days" when one breadwinner 

could support a family. The "notion of the 'living wage' has a quaint ring 

to It today, as more people labor longer hours for less pay and fewer bene

fits," observes Jacqueline Jones. In the midst of America's postindustrial 

economic woes, calls for a living wage have resurfaced In political rhetoric 

and on picket signs. President Bill Clinton, playing off the disparity be
tween the legal minimum wage and the ability to live decently. asked Con

gress In his 1995 State of the Union address "to make the minimum wage 
a living wage." He Is not the only politician to Invoke the phrase. Colin 
Powell called for the restoration of a "decent living wage" In his address 
to the 1 996 Republican National Convention; at the 1 996 Democratic Na
tional Convention, Jesse Jackson called It a "moral Imperative to prOvide 
a job with a living wage to every man and woman In America. That was 
Roosevelt's dream, and Dr. King's. "\ 

Demands for a living wage have become a staple not only of national 

political speeches but of grass-roots movements as well. Several states 

and municipalities, prodded by the campaigns of organized labor and ac

tivist groups, have passed "living wage" laws, which usually set a wage 

floor half again that of the current minimum wage. North Dakota's piO

neering "living Wage Amendment," passed In 1992, reqUires businesses 

that accept government subsidies to pay their full-time workers enough 

money to keep a family of four out of poverty. In 1992 It was $6.7 1 per 

hour, far exceeding the national minimum wage of $4.25. Baltimore en-

xl 
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acted a "living wage" ordinance requiring all city contractors to pay their 

employees at "a rate which exceeds the poverty lever' - $6. 1 0 per hour as 

of July 1 .  1 995. to Increase to $7.70 over the next several years. Living 

wage bills have also been proposed In St. Paul. Milwaukee. Houston. and 

New York City. where In 1 995 Councilman Sal Albanese sponsored legis

lation to set the minimum rate for city contractors at twelve dollars an 

hour. The platform of the New Mexico Green Party calls for a "national 

debate" on the living wage. and the recently formed Labor Party endorses 

a national "living wage" of ten dollars an hour. Living wage proponents 

argue that well-compensated workers are more likely to be active In po

litical life and. conversely. that Impoverished workers cannot constitute 

a vital ciUzenry. Linking economics to politics. these advocates stress 

the social benefits - for labor. capital. and the nation - that result from a 

well-remunerated working class.2 

The call for living wages Is frequently connected to movements for 

social justice. Demanded In recent years by Mexican garment makers. 

Canadian letter carriers. and South Mrtcan Kentucky Fried Chicken em

ployees. as well as by thousands of American workers. the living wage 

has become a universal In the language of labor rights. The United Na

tions has made the living wage a centerpiece of Its worldwide antipoverty 

campalgn.3 

Contemporary living wage advocacy Is not based solely on Issues of 
politics and social justice but embraces family. gender. and moral obli
gation. Many proponents have echoed Congressman Richard Gephart's 

claim that "wages are the most Important family value. "4 In 1 992. for 

example. the mother of a minor league baseball player. Mike Gardella. 
complained about her son's Inadequate Income. For Gardella's mother. a 

living wage would enable a male breadwinner to support a family. "He's 

not making a living wage In the minor leagues." she declared. "He gets 

about $ 1 .200 a month. And he has a wife and they have a baby on the 

way." In the wake of the 1 992 urban uprising In his city. a reSident of 

south-central Los Angeles explained the root of the problem: "McDonald's 

pays four dollars and fifty cents." he said. 'That's not even a living wage 

for a teenager." The government "ought to raise the minimum wage to ten 

dollars an hour." He viewed lower wages as a threat to masculinity: "A 

man can't have any self -respect for less than that."s 

With the globalization of the economy as well as revelations about some 

manufacturers' use of low-wage. prison. child. and even slave labor. liv

Ing wage advocates have begun to emphasize consumers' moral respon

sibility to those who make the products that they purchase. "If the con-
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sumers only realized the horror and pain and suffering that goes into 

the strawberries they eat so pleasantly," maintains Arturo Rodriguez, 

president of the United Farm Workers union, they would support the 
unionization of exploited workers. A 1 992 editorial in the Los Angeles 

TImes, proposing a "minimum wage that is a living wage," acknowledged 

that higher wages "would raise the price on lettuce and frocks and many 

other things" but concluded that consumers had an obligation to pay 

workers well.6 

However timely the contemporary living wage debate, the issues are 

not new. The meaning of democracy in a wage labor society, the theory of 

a symbiotic relationship between economic and political justice, the Sig

nificance of good wages for the perpetuation of family life,  and the impor

tance of a politics of consumption were first debated when the idea of the 

living wage developed more than a century ago. Indeed, the continuities 

extend to the language of contemporary critics, whose indictment of the 

living wage as a dangerous, potentially socialistic violation of economic 

law recalls the arguments made by late nineteenth- and early twentieth

century American opponents of the living wage. 7 

In 1 9 1 5  when the nation first debated minimum wage legislation, the 

journalist and pundit Walter Lippmann found it "hard to believe that 

America With all its riches could still be primitive enough to grunt and 

protest at a living wage. "8 At a time when an infinitely wealthier America 

is once again revisiting the issue, it is especially important to understand 
the complex history of this idea. In this book I examine the history of the 

"living wage," the term first voiced in the 1 870s, whose seeming self
evidence obscures the history of debate about what exactly it means. 

Scrutiny of the long-term ruminations of labor leaders and reformers on 
the subject of wages uncovers three central and related transformations 

in modem American history: the acceptance of wage labor by workers, 
the concomitant consumerist reconstruction of working-class identity in 

the late nineteenth century, and the emergence of a new political

economic order in the early twentieth century which reflected these de

velopments. 

In Part I I describe how criticisms of wage labor gave way in the late 

nineteenth century to support for an economy based on high wages that 

would enable workers to reclaim citizenship, to consume more, and to 

preserve threatened gender roles. In Part II I examine the Origins and de

velopment of the living wage and the related idea of the American stan

dard of living, the central components of labor's late nineteenth-century 

"consumerist tum." In Part III I trace workers' attempts to define a con-
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sumerist class-consciousness through an analysis of the eight hour and 

union label movements. In Part IV I describe debates about the living 

wage from the Progressive Era through the New Deal and suggest that 

the living wage constituted a central tenet of the political economy of the 

"American Century." 

Four interrelated arguments are central here. 

Workers had long dismissed wage labor as a form of slavery. but with 

the notion of the living wage. they came to interpret it as consistent with 

and even constitutive of freedom. They did so by redefining wages in con

sumerist terms. 

Workers played an active role in the construction of American con

sumer society. not just as participants in popular culture but as origina

tors of a vision of a democratic political economy to which working-class 

consumption and consumer organizations were integral. 

Workers attempted to shape the market for their own benefit. treating 

it not as a force of nature but as a human construction. an arena open to 

change through political and cultural struggle. 

The living wage expresses the transformation of nineteenth-century re

publican into twentieth-century industrial America. As the labor radical

ism of the post-Civil War years developed toward the New Deal. the de
bate shifted from the legitimacy of wages in any form to the possibility 

that the state should guarantee a minimum wage and promote an Ameri

can standard of living. Endorsed by a variety of advocates from labor rad
icals such as Ira Steward to "pure and simple" trade unionists such as 

Samuel Gompers and later to religiOUS leaders. politicians. and pundits. 
the living wage linked workers to reformers and to the state. and radicals 
to conservative trade unionists. thus setting the stage for the consumer

ist common ground of the New Deal order. 

My 1987 datebook contains a fateful entry on September 27: "Look into 

the history of the family wage." Little did I know when I sCribbled this 

reminder that I would spend nearly a decade dOing exactly that. After all 

this time. it is a pleasure to thank some of the many friends. family mem

bers. teachers. and colleagues who have helped me along the way. I regret 

that there is not space to acknowledge all of them by name. 

I have been blessed with excellent colleagues and a helpful staff in the 

History Department at the University of South Carolina. Two USC Re

search and Productive Scholarship Grants. encouragement from my col-
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leagues. and generous departmental policies allowed me to complete this 

book. Three graduate students at USC.  Tom Downey. Janet Hudson. and 

James Ttdd. provided excellent research assistance. 

This book was born in the vibrant intellectual community at the Uni

versity of California. Berkeley. I am grateful to the amazing group of 

graduate students. hoops players. and faculty who provided inspiration 

and advice. Berkeley's Department of History. the Eugene Irving Mccor

mac Graduate Fellowship. and the Doreen B. Townsend Center for the 

Humantttes provided financial support that amounted to a respectable 

living wage for a graduate student. 

An earlier version of Chapter 4 appeared as "Inventing the 'American 

Standard of Living': Race. Gender. and Working-Class Identity. 1 880-

1 925." in Labor Htstory 34 (Spring-Summer 1 993). It is reprinted with 

the permission of the Tamiment Institute. 

The following people read portions of this book and dispensed espe

cially valuable advice: Gregg Andrews. Amittai Aviram. Ed Davies. Eliza

beth Faue. Ellen Furlough. Jon Gjerde. Jim Goodman. Victoria de Gra

zia. Alice Kessler-Harris. Steve Leikin. Ruth Milkman. and Kim Voss. For 

encouragement and interested response. I thank the audiences at the 

Bay Area Labor History Workshop. USC's "Scholars of Fortune." the Rut

gers Center for Historical Analysis. and the Atlanta Seminar in the His

tory of Labor. Industry. Technology. and Society. As readers for the Cor

nell University Press. Susan Porter Benson and Jean-Christophe Agnew 

gave the manuscript sympathetic and Immensely helpful readings: they 
will detect their mark on this book. My friends Michael Berkowitz and 

Marc Schachter more than once took time from their own busy schedules 
to read and critique drafts of this book; I benefited enormously from their 
suggestions. Robin D. G. Kelley. Mary Jo Maynes. James M. McPherson. 
Peter Rachleff. John Risch. and Gerald Zahavi graciously answered spe

Cific queries from the author. My editor. Peter Agree. took an early inter

est in this project and encouraged me to produce the best book that I 

could write. Judith Bailey and Carol Betsch expertly handled the manu

script at Cornell University Press. I also thank the librarians and archiv

ists at the Hagley Museum and Library. the State Historical Society of 

Wisconsin. the Tamiment Institute Library. the New York Public Library. 

and especially. the libraries at UC Berkeley and the University of South 

Carolina. 

My biggest intellectual debt is to my mentor Larry Levine. His uncanny 

sense of what works and what misses the mark was invaluable to me as 
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I wrote this book. as was his constant support. His dissertation group 

(which I must thank collectively) prov1ded fellowship. critical feedback. 

and some darned good dinners. I am proud to call Larry and Cornelia 

Levine my friends. 

Other friends who helped me along the way deserve mention: Jesse 

Berrett. Pam Burdman. Marianne Constable. Peter Gordon. Leslie Kauff

man. Cathy Kudlick. Jeff Lena. Mary Odem. Albert Park. Ann Powers. 

Stephen Shainbart. Marla Stone. Anita Tien. Eric Weisbard. Joel West

heimer. and TIm Weston. 

My family was there for me time and time again. It was great luck to 

have my brothers. Cliff. ajournalist. and Mark. an economist. to talk with 

about my work. Their love and friendship have been precious to me. 

Laura and Ellen Glickman. and their mother. Caroline. brought me joy. 

My parents. Ronald and Sandra Glickman. to whom this book is dedi

cated. have been conSistently lov1ng. encouraging. and generous. 

Jill Frank read over my work with her usual. that is to say extraordi

nary. care.
' 
But more than this. I thank her for the joy of sharing a life 

together. 
LAWRENCE B. GLICKMAN 

Columbta. South Caroltna 
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Introduction: 
Rethinking Wage Labor 

Wage labor seems almost a natural aspect of the world. a system of 

remuneration so ingrained that it is difficult to imagine an alternative. 

Wage levels are hotly contested. to be sure; even in this era of weakened 

trade unionism. the struggle for decent wages continues. But that work

ers. however well or ill paid. earn wages seems only a matter of common 

sense. ''TIlis is a wage labor society," Susan Willis notes. "If you do not 

work for a wage. you are not felt to be a worker. "I 

This was not always the case. At the inception of the system in England 

during the first industrial revolution. workers "fought desperately to avoid 

the abyss of wage labor." 2 Nor did nineteenth-century American workers 

wish to live in a "wage labor society." Although most proudly accepted the 
label "worker," they did not want to work for wages. The "simple fact of 
employment." Daniel T. Rodgers pOints out. "deeply disturbed . . .  many 

Americans."3  Wage labor represented a dangerous. demeaning. and de

bilitating departure from traditional modes of financial reward. The ideal 

for these workers lay in a semimythical artisanal past or in an uncertain 

cooperative future. 

Even after the independent craftsman had become more a symbol 

deeply etched in labor's collective memory than an accurate descrip

tion of working-class reality. many workers continued to challenge the 

legitimacy of wage labor. For most of the nineteenth century. workers 

hoped to become independent producers. not permanent employees. 

They claimed that wage labor denied workers the "full fruits" of their la

bor and reduced the proud American citizen-worker to a "wage slave" - a 

derisive term popularized in the Jacksonian era as the incipient crisis of 

1 
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wage labor led to the rise of the organized labor movement. Free workers 

did not want to be identified with lifelong "hirelings." whom they saw as 

little different from slaves. 

In the decades after the Civil War. however. a striking transformation 

began. as many workers for the first time considered the possibilities of 

wage labor. The unanimous aversion characteristic of the antebellum pe

riod splintered.4 Some in the labor movement continued to condemn 

wage labor as a form of slavery. but a far greater number began to accept 

wages as permanent and to view them in a positive light. 

This change in perspective was born of necessity; late nineteenth

century workers had little power to avoid wage labor. Fleeting political 

movements. successful unionization efforts. waves of strikes (of which 

there were approximately thirty-seven thousand between 1 88 1  and 1 905). 

and the formation of cooperatives indicated workers' strength. resolve. 

and fierce opposition to debilitating economic transformations. But these 

efforts did not stop the momentum toward proletarianization brought on 

by business consolidation and an adversarial state.5 In the period be

tween the Civil War and World War I. workers learned to accept wages and 

to identify themselves as wage earners because they had no alternative. 

While acknowledging the encroaching reality of a "wage labor society." 
wage earners and their advocates refused to accept the meaning of wage 

earning as fixed and inevitable.6 'The question of wages," noted Ira 

Steward, a labor theorist. was "one of the most disputed pOints in Politi
cal Economy." 7 He was only one of many workers to offer an alternative 
theory of wage labor. Rejecting the defeatist political economy of the "iron 

law of wages" as well as the "free labor" condemnation of wage workers 

as moral failures, living wage proponents struggled to make this new 

wage labor regime consistent with working-class notions of justice and 

democracy. A wage labor SOCiety. in their view. had no predetermined 

meaning; it could be inhabited by degraded "wage slaves." or in the 

version they preferred. it could be constituted by proud citizen-workers 

earning living wages. 

In coming to accept the necessity of wages, then, workers also rede

fined wage earning to make it consistent with their vision of a just world. 

They began to interpret wages not as slavery but as a potential means 

of escape from slavery. George Gunton. a pamphleteer for the American 

Federation of Labor (AFL) eight-hour campaign. declared, "Wages are 

not a badge of slavery, but a necessary and continual part of social prog

ress. "8 While not all labor leaders shared Gunton's utopian vision, almost 
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all of them participated in the redefinition of wage labor from slavish to 

liberating. 

The linchpin of this transformation was the demand for a "living wage." 
usually defined as remuneration commensurate with a worker's needs as 

citizen. breadwinner. and consumer. The AFL president Samuel Gom

pers. for example. declared in a well-publicized 1 898 debate that a living 

wage should be "sufficient to maintain an average-sized family in a man

ner consistent with whatever the contemporary local civilization recog

nizes as indispensable to physical and mental health. or as required by 

the rational self -respect of human beings." Although others put forth very 

different definitions. all proponents of the living wage shared a new. pOSi

tive vision of wage labor. Instead of contrasting wage labor with freedom. 

they contrasted low wages with high ones. The living wage. proponents 

held. should offer to wage earners in the postwar years what independent 

proprietorship had promised in the antebellum era: the ability to support 

families. to maintain self-respect. and to have both the means and the 

leisure to participate in the Civic life of the nation. Far from condemning 

the wage system. Gompers called the level of wages "the barometer which 

indicates the social. political and industrial status" of a society.9 High 

wages became a benchmark of freedom. independence. and citizenship. 

From the start. reformers. politiCians. and religious leaders jOined la

bor in debating the meaning of the living wage. By the 1 890s. it became 

impossible for Americans to comment on the "wage question" without in
voking the phrase that. according to one observer. had already "found its 

way in everyday language." 10 The living wage became central to social 

and political issues of national importance. including Progressive Era 
minimum wage legislation and New Deal economic policy. For Herbert 

Croly. a Progressive. "the most important single task of modern demo
cratic social organization" was to determine "if wage earners are to be

come free men." "  Workers had wrestled with this question long before 

Progressives posed it; nonetheless. input from religious leaders. politi

cians. and social reformers became crucial in shaping the twentieth

century conception of the living wage. 

In this book. I explore how the United States became a "wage labor Soci

ety." I examine changing attitudes toward wage labor in American culture 

between the Civil War and the 1 930s through an analysis of the history 

of the "living wage" and several related phrases: "wage slavery." "pros-
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titution." "American standard of Uving." "union label:' and "minimum 
wage." At the beginning of this period few workers could countenance a 

lifetime of working for wages; at the end. very few could imagine any

thing else. There was a seismic shift not only in occupational structure 

but in sensibllity -Richard Oestreicher calls it a "profound psychological 

change" - as the producing classes became the wage-earning class.'2 It 
was perhaps the most significant ideological development of the late nine

teenth century. since it entalled a redefinition of the meaning of freedom. 

independence. and citizenship. 

Explaining changing attitudes toward wage labor in American culture 

is by no means a simple undertaking. Conceptions varied widely. affected 

by such variables as class. poUtical persuasion. race. and gender. In 

addition. the acceptance of wage labor was a process as uneven as the 

actual proletarianization of the work force. Some in the middle classes 

trumpeted the promise of wage labor in the antebellum years. Many trade 

unionists did so shortly after the Civ1l War. Some continued to reject the 

legitimacy of the "wage system" well into the twentieth century. 

There is also a historiographical difficulty: although labor historians 

have identified the trend toward wage labor as. after emancipation. the 

defining event of the nineteenth century. they have tended to focus on 
opposition to It rather than acceptance. 13 Placed alongside the usual fare 

of labor history. the Uving wage demand appears mundane and materi
aUstic. Compared with strikes. organizing campaigns. and poUtical ac
tivities. where heroes proUferate. the Uving wage has been interpreted as 
a distressing sign of the conservative business unionism that triumphed 
in the late nineteenth century. "an incUnation." as John Bodnar writes. 
"to seek practical goals . . .  rather than the loftier ideals which prevalled 

in the protest of earUer times. "14 

By deemphaslzing demands for living wages. however. historians have 

neglected an area in which workers demonstrated an abiding political 

interest. '!! Like the Chicago workers in the 1 920s and 1 930s. whose con

cerns. Lizabeth Cohen notes. were both "material and Ideological." Uving 

wage advocates did not draw a distinction between economics and poU

tics. Samuel Gompers stressed in 1 9 1 9  that. as political freedom was in

timately linked with economic freedom. high wages were necessary for 

workers "to be free." Conceding that trade unions "have been derided 

as materiaUstic and lacking in ideaUsm because they concentrate their 

forces upon securing higher wages." he responded that "no nation can 

retain its power when the masses of its citizenship are existing upon in

adequate wages." As early as the 1870s. Ira Steward denounced "an at-
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mosphere of cheap labor" as "eminently un-American." Good wages. he 

claimed. were as Integral to the success of American democracy as the 

"frequency and freedom of elections." A half century later. a union Jour
nal maintained that high wages enabled American workers to "become 

self-respecting citizens In an industrial democracy." 16 

Acceptance of the wage system does not constitute proof of the eclipse 

of working-class consciousness. Certainly. opponents of the living wage 

demand from the 1870s through the present have viewed it as a danger

ous political threat. a challenge to the laws of the market and an affront 

to capitalist property relations. "When we resist employers reducing our 

wages below a living basis." declared Gompers. "we are called Anarchists." 

Wage labor enabled workers to see themselves as a unified class rather 
than as a loosely related group of craftspeople. inevitably known for most 

of the nineteenth century In the plural as the "producing classes." The 

"modem experience of class." according to David Montgomery. "had its 

origin in the encounter with wage labor." John Bray noted in 1876 that 

"the wages class" could for the first time be deSCribed as "a unit." A dozen 
years later. the leaders of the AFL became the first American trade union

ists to declare that "wage workers . . .  are a distinct and practically per

manent class of modem SOCiety: and consequently. have distinct and per

manently common Interests." Few workers. of course. viewed the causes 

of this newfound unity as an altogether good thing. What brought them 

together. some believed. was nothing more than the misery of wage la
bor. The demand for living wages. nonetheless. produced new solidarities 
since it linked all workers by virtue of their status as wage earners. rather 
than on the basis of craft or ethnicity. As a British commentator noted in 
1913. it was no accident that "permanent wagedom" and "trade union

ism" came Into existence simultaneously. 1 7 

"Most Americans once identified themselves as producers whose labor 
created wealth." Michael Kazln has noted. "Now they see themselves pri

marily as consumers - or have let themselves be defined that way."IS This 

observation. frequently made by histOrians and contemporary commen

tators. implies both pass1v1ty and defeat. I contend. on the contrary. that 

workers played an active role in creating a consumerist identity and a 

consumerist political economy. This "consumerist tum." I believe. oc

curred In the postbellum years. much earlier than is usually supposed. 

It was during this period that workers began to think about themselves 

as consumers and to ponder the power of consumer organizing. while 

they were developing the idea of the living wage; the two ideas. in fact. 

developed In tandem. 
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In late twentieth-century America it may be hard to imagine how a pro

gressive vision could be built around high wages and consumerism. 19 

The influence of such critics as Christopher Lasch. who argued that con

sumer society creates a "restless. bored" populace uninterested in poli

tics. makes it difficult to conceive how such a focus could be anything 

other than "therapeutic" escapism.20 The living wage ideology. however. 

developed in a very different context. when consumer society was nas

cent and ill defined. 

Labor's "consumerist tum" in the late nineteenth century was as much 

ideological as practical; it reflected new conceptions of identity and eco

nomics as well as a new conception of power. Well before most workers 

were able to enjoy the fruits of mass consumption. living wage advocates 

theorized about the positive benefits of high wages. consumer activism. 

purchasing power. and leisure. and they explicitly associated all these 

with a class-conscious consumerism. They defined what Warren Susman 

has called "the utopian possibilities in the culture of abundance" in 

political rather than therapeutic terms.2 1 Workers made the new con

sumer SOCiety not just by participating in commercial amusements; far 

more significant was the consumerist realignment of class conscious

ness. working-class identity. and. ultimately. economic and social policy. 
The consumerist turn did not entail abandonment of "producer Ism." In 

order for workers to maintain their speCial status in the republic. living 
wage advocates argued. they needed to recognize and empower them

selves as consumers because In the new world of wage labor. consump

tion and production were intimately linked. As an article in the Journal oj 

United Labor noted in 1 884: "We have been led to suppose that the pro
ducer and the consumer were totally separate indiViduals. with separate 

and distinct interests. when in reality all producers are consumers. "22 

Proponents of the consumerist tum maintained that the productive hu

man being was equal parts HomoJaber and Homo consumens. 

For most workers in the period between 1 865 and the 1 930s. wages 

suffiCient to provide for a well-maintained home. plentiful food. and some 

discretionary spending money - demands that Gompers grouped under 

the rubriC of "more of the comforts and neceSSities of life" -were prereq

uisites for ciUzenship.23 Living wage advocates promoted consumption 

unapologetically. not as a site of embourgeoisement but as a locus of po

litical power. The Boston labor leader George McNeill argued in the 1 870s 

that the class struggle could be reduced to the demand of the capitalists 

that the worker "produce more."  Instead. McNeill declared. "we say make 

him consume more." 24 
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Workers continued to think of economics in moral terms even after they 

accepted wage labor. but instead of understanding justice and liberty 

from the perspective of small producers whose class consciousness mani
fested itself at the point of production. they understood themselves as 

wage earners. demanded remuneration commensurate with their needs. 

and articulated a notion of class which centered as much in the realm of 

consumption as production. While it shared with the eighteenth-century 

moral economy what E. P. Thompson calls a "highly-sensitive consumer

consciousness:' the "social economy" under examination in this book 

situated itself within. not against. the market. 25 Interpreting spending as 

productive rather than wasteful. proponents of the living wage renounced 

thrift and the fetishization of work. Class consciousness moved from the 

shop floor to the storefront. 

The living wage enabled workers to reground a republican morality In 

the modem world of the wage labor economy. If proprietorship and pro

duction had once been the hallmarks of citizenship. living wage advo

cates reconstructed citizenship around high wages and consumption. In 

this process. workers helped construct American consumer society. Even 

as the literal term "living wage" faded from view from the 1 930s to the 

1970s - only to be revived In the 1 980s and 1 990s - its underlying ideas 

became central to the political economy of the New Deal era and beyond. 



PA R T  I 

FROM WAGE SLAVERY 

TO THE LIVING WAGE 



&tween the Civil War and the 1930s. working-class attitudes toward 
wage labor shifted from "wage slavery" to the "living wage." In this period. 
organized labor moved from a deep and defining aversion to wage labor to 
an equally definitive embrace of particular kinds of wages. usually called 
"living wages." Although the "living wage" had no single meaning. its ap
pearance signaled a transformation in labor's vision of the just society 
from a republic of small producers to a republic of wage earners. 

Before the Civil War. the idea of a "republic ofwage earners" would have 
seemed a contradiction In terms to most workers. For much of the nine

teenth century. wage labor-payment to an employee based on hours or 
days worked -had posed a fundamental threat to working-class con
ceptions of liberty. Drawing on two powerful antebellum political dis
courses. the "free labor" ideology and "artisanal republicanism." most la
bor leaders. indeed most Americans. defined freedom precisely as the 
ability to avoid a lifetime of working for wages: the very word "wages"was. 
to quote one worker in the 1850s. "odious.'" Langdon Byllesby. a printer. 
echoed popular sentiment in 1826 when he called wage labor the "very 
essence of slavery."2 To earn wages. in the view of these workers. was to 
depend on another for one's daily bread. and dependence was equivalent 
to degradation. Working-class men prized independence and the ability 
to provide for their families above all other manly virtues. As one observer 
noted in 1871. to "put a man upon wages is to put him in the position of 
a dependent" and therefore to make him "less of a man. "3  For quite differ
ent reasons. wage labor also threatened working-class women. whose 
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gender identity was largely shaped by the uncompensated labor they per

formed for their families as homemakers and consumers.4  

Even in the postbellum years. most Americans believed a healthyrepub

lic must be made of free men. defined as self-employed small producers. s 

Labor leaders regularly linked wage labor to the erosion of citizenship. In 

1877 George McNeill. a labor leader and prominent working-class eco

nomic theorist. described the wage system in completely derogatory terms 

as "a system that encourages cunning above conscience; that robs the 

producers. and enriches the speculator; that makes the employer a des

pot. and the employee a slave. - a system that shortens life. engenders 

disease. enfeebles the mind. corrupts the morals. and thus propagates 

misery. vice and crlme."s  How could such a system serve a republic. 

which demanded antithetical values? McNeill saw no easy resolution. 

and he was not alone. 

American workers had long denigrated the "wage system" as the main 

obstacle to what they thought of as their birthright: freedom. indepen

dence. and democratic citizenship. Along with the vast majOrity of or

ganized workers. McNeill believed that wages and republicanism were on 

a colliSion course. with wage labor destroying the possibility of demo

cratic government. In this context. McNeill seemed to be stating the ob
vious when he declared. In one of the most frequently quoted lines of the 

Gilded Age labor movement. "There is an inevitable and irresistible con
flict between the wage-system of labor and the republican system of 

government:'? 
Even as wage labor was becoming increasingly common. nineteenth

century workers deemed it acceptable only as a temporary step on the 
way to self-employment. Abraham Lincoln articulated the expectations of 

free American workers perfectly when he said. 'The man who labored for 

another last year. this year labors for himself. and next year he will hire 

others to labor for him:' A group of Boston labor reformers agreed in 

1872: "During New England's first 200 years. the wage period was the 

school period of practical life. While working for wages. the young man 

was looking forward to the time when he would work for himself . . . .  The 

wage period was merely the transition period in labor from youth to ma

turity:' As a stepping stone wage labor was acceptable. but as a perma

nent condition it was scandalous. the very antithesis of labor's vision of a 

republic of independent craftsmen. "No wage laborer can be a freeman." 

declared Jesse Jones. a minister and labor radical. in 1 876. "When any 

body of wage laborers accept. or seem to accept. their wage condition as 

permanent. and organize themselves as wagemen to contend with their 
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employers as capitalists. without the distinctly announced purpose to 

end their wage condition. they do thereby organize themselves into a 

'caste of serfs. '  and the step they thus take tends to make them such 

forever."s 

For much of the century. wage laborers fared little better In popular 

estimation than the nefarious wage system of which they were a part. for 

In a society that promised Independence and mobUity to all nonslaves. 

wage earners had to shoulder the responslb1l1ty - and the blame - for 

their degradation. "If none were willing to work as slaves." declared New 

York City's most popular labor newspaper In the 1 880s. "there would 

be no wage-system." For most of the century. In fact. labor reformers 

had expressed little sympathy for lifelong wage earners. blaming them 

for their own condition. ascribing It to what Horace Greeley described 

as "their own extravagance and needless ostentation." "If any continue 

through life In the condition of the hired laborer." said Lincoln. "It Is not 

the fault of the system. but because of either a dependent nature which 

prefers It. or Improvidence. folly or Singular misfortune." And the re

former E. L. Godkin InSisted that only those exhibiting "vice or miscon

duct or Ignorance or want of self-restraint" would be locked Into perma

nent wage labor; "honest and Intelligent and self-denying" workers could 

reasonably expect to set up on their own. In his Fourth of July oration on 

the American Centennial. Henry Ward Beecher declared: ''The laborer 

ought to be ashamed of himself who In 20 years does not own the ground 
on which his house stands . .. who has not In that house provided carpets 

for the rooms. who has not his China plates. who has not his chromos. 
who has not some books nestling on the shelf."9  

As the century progressed. however. wage labor became increasingly 
common not simply as a way station on the road to Independent proprie

torship but as a permanent fact of working-class life. In reality. the arti

sanal Ideal had never been entirely congruent with working-class reali

ties. 10 Although Independent proprietorship predominated for nonslaves 

In colonial America. wage labor was already a much-noticed concern at 

the time of the American Revolution.ll In the 1 780s urban artisans con

demned Incipient changes In the political economy "that would gradually 

erode self-sufficiency and remake yeomen. artisans. and their children 

Into workers dependent upon wages." 12 

The uneven but Inexorable process of proletarianization continued 

through the nineteenth century. 13 In an observation that anxious urban 

commentators would repeat for the next half century. religious reformer 

Joseph Tuckerman declared In 1 829. ''The classes are very numerous. of 
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those who are wholly dependent upon wages" and who "will never be any

thing bu t journeymen." 14 By the 1 830s, a majority of apprentices worked 

for wages, serving as what one printer called in disgust "journeymen 

through life," rather than as independent artisans. 15 Phlladelphia work

ers in the 1 830s carried picket signs proclaiming "WE ARE NOT DAY LABOR

ERS" to express their rejection of the increasingly common wage labor 

system. 16 Within a generation, however, even their former masters had 

become wage earners. By 1 850 wage earners outnumbered slaves. Not

withstanding President Lincoln's assurances to Congress in 1 86 1  that "a 

large majority are neither hirers nor hired," by that time wage earners 

outnumbered independent entrepreneurs . 1 7 The Civil War accelerated 

this process as it both wiped out chattel slavery (turning mlllions offreed

people into potential wage earners) and put the final nall in the coffin of 

apprenticeship. IS 

Within a few years after armistice, the majority of Americans, male and 

female, who labored outside the home did so in exchange for wages. 19 

In 1 873 the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor reported that 

"practically all that the laborer receives is through the wage-system, - a 

system more widely diffused than any form of religion, or of government, 

or, indeed, of any language." Few workers would have disagreed with the 
observation made many years later by Alexander Keyssar that "the era of 

the independent artisan had come to a close" as "self-employment be
came the exception rather than the rule ." 20 

Thus, despite their denigration of the wage system, most Americans 

earned their datly bread through wages . Even members of the labor aris
tocracy - white male trade unionists - were forced to sell their labor. As 

David Montgomery notes, the fact that "two out of three productively en

gaged Americans [ tn the post-Ctvtl War world) were hirel1ngs posed an 

ideological dtlemma for the free-labor system."2 1  

I n  spite o f  this dtlemma, many workers kept artisanal dreams al1ve 

in their collective memory long after wage labor became commonplace . 

Some challenged the unreal1stic premises of the expectation that all com

petent workers would move out of wage labor. Others clung to the myth 

that independence was within reach of any hardworking citizen. In 1 886 

P. M. Arthur, the conservative chief of the Locomotive Brotherhood, un

real1stically proclaimed in language reminiscent of Lincoln's, 'The work

ingman of to-day may be the capital1st of five or ten years from now." To 

be free,  according to the "free labor" ideology and its later variants, was 

to be able to work for oneself, to hire others, and, if necessary, to be 

hired - but only temporarily. Even those labor leaders who recognized 
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the increasing predominance of permanent wage labor. looked to inde

pendent proprietorship as the solution. rather than seek a solution within 

the wage system. While acknowledging that the self-employment myth 

did not accord with reality. for example. the labor leader William Sylvis 

nonetheless asserted in 1 865 that the United States should aim to be "a 

nation of employers - the employers of our own labor." "Men should as 

far as POSSible. work for themselves." declared Justus Woods in 1 883. for 

self-employment was "the only work befitting freemen."22 The irony. of 

course. is that on this definition few American workers qualified as free.  

One fruitful way of gauging the intensity of workers' aversion to the idea 

of wage earning is to examine the metaphors they employed. Nineteenth

century workers frequently spoke of "wage slavery" or "prostitution," in

voking the most degraded states the race-conscious. patriarchal white 

male American workers could imagine. And so they condemned wage la

bor as fit only for slaves. girls. and coolies. At the same time. however. 

this degradation was all too easy to imagine - and experience. Though 

they too were wage earners. skilled workers did not want to be identified 

with the slaves and prostitutes they condemned. The force of the antl

wage. profreedom argument depended upon the view that wage labor 

placed the labor of white working men on an unnatural continuum with 

the most dependent strata of blacks and women and placed "respectable" 

women on the same plane as prostitutes. For their part. white women and 

Mrican American workers. those scorned by this rhetoric. also invoked 

it. demonstrating the supple and multivalent uses to which the wage 

slavery and prostitution critiques could be put. 

In the following chapters I analyze the discourses of "wage slavery" and 

"prostitution" and trace the development of an alternative to total rejec

tion of the wage system and acceptance of obviously untrue myths about 
Its promise. Rather than condemn the wage system In broad strokes. this 
discourse came to distinguish between wage justice and injustice. In 

creating a space for freedom. independence. and citizenship within the 

wage system. these alternative languages pOinted the way toward the liv

ing wage. 



1 

That Curse of Modern Civilization 

Rhetoric linking wage earning to slavery did not originate in nineteenth

century America. but the antebellum United States became. to use David 

Roediger's words. the "world leader" in the use of the wage slavery meta

phor. The term took on tremendous symbolic importance in the first half 

of the century in popular belief and in the rhetoric of radicals such as 

Orestes Brownson. Frances Wright. William Heighton. Thomas Skid

more. Langdon Byllesby. and George Henry Evans. Even in the North. 

Judith Shklar maintains. slavery was "an ever-present anxiety" for work

ers striving to reach the increasingly difficult goal of independence de

fined as self-employment. Women in the antebellum North played a cru

Cial role in developing wage slavery rhetoric as well: "American Ladies 

Will Not Be Slaves." proclaimed the banner of a group of striking New 
England shoe workers in 1 860. 1 

Workers' rejection of wage labor drew from notions offreedom. indepen

dence. and citizenship. which they applied to the interconnecting areas 

of politics. society. economics. and the family. In the political arena. 

workers thought that equality was possible only if each member of the 

polity was economically independent. In the guise of the voluntary con

tract they perceived a compulsion that they believed made it impossible 

to exercise citizenship. Those who received wages could not possibly par

ticipate in civic life as the equals of their employers. Thus. the wage sys

tem would promote the formation of an aristocracy. In the late 1 870s. for 

example. the labor editor J. P. McDonnell was discouraged to report: "Af

ter a century of political independence. we find that our social system is 

not better than that of Europe and that labor in this Republic. as in the 
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European monarchies, 8 the slave c:i capitalism, Instead c:i being the 

master of its own products." In economic terms, they believed that wages 

inevitably granted employees only a partial payment for their labor, leav

ing a portion of their work uncompensated. "In what does slavery con

sist?" asked the Mechanic's Free Press in 1 830. "In being compelled to 

work for others so that they may reap the advantage." Finally, within the 

patriarchal family structure endorsed by male workers. masculine and 

feminine roles were sharply differentiated; the men were charged with 

breadw1nn1ng and the women with household responsibilities. Iffreedom 

was possible only when workers owned their labor, neither men nor 

women could be free.  On all these fronts, wage labor was a form of slavery 

and the growing army of wage laborers failed to qualify as free.2 

Most Americans believed independence to be pOSSible only in a society 

of small producers. Many wondered, as Melvyn Dubofsky has asked, 

"how could a republican democracy built on the participation of eco

nomically independent freeholders and artisans endure in a society com

posed in the main of dependent wage earners?" Liberty and Indepen

dence required that each worker receive the "fruits of his labor," that, as 

Abraham Lincoln declared, workers gamer "the whole produce to them

selves" and ask "no favors of capital on the one hand, nor of hirelings or 
slaves on the other." "God intended," said a union broadside of the 1 850s, 

that every man should be "truly independent of his fellow and above the 
position of mere 'wage slaves.' "3  

Liberty was defined as complete ownership o f  one's own labor and, by 

extension, oneself. The notion of self -ownership was central to antebel
lum labor rhetoriC and important well into the twentieth century, The 

"identification of the self and property," according to the literary critic 

Walter Benn Michaels, is "bourgeois," But valorization of self-ownership 

was not limited to America's middle class: workers too rested their eco

nomic understanding on this premise. Ira Steward, a machinist and la

bor leader from Boston, declared that under a regime of permanent wage 

labor, "there can be no freedom or self-ownership," Without these "natu

ral and inalienable rights," he believed, the "self is destroyed,"4 

Th e widespread popularity of the wage slavery metaphor in antebellum 

America linked disparate groups who shared little common ground other 

than an antipathy toward the wage system, including both southern de

fenders of chattel slavery and northern labor radicals. Free laborltes and 

abolitionists conSidered wage labor acceptable only as a pit stop on the 

road to independent entrepreneurship and not as a permanent condi

tion. Few antebellum Americans defended permanent wage labor; most 

agreed that it resembled slavery,S 
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The Civil War eliminated chattel slavery. but use of the wage slavery 
metaphor continued unabated References abounded in the labor press. 

and it is hard to find a speech by a labor leader without the phrase. For 

several decades following the Civil War. as the trend toward wage labor 

progressed. working-class organizations endeavored to "strike down the 

whole system of wages for labor" through strikes. worker-owned cooper

atives. and political parties. "As long as men work under the wage system 

there wlll be slavery." declared John Swtntons Paper in 1 884. 'The wage 

system is the curse of our time. Away with it." In an address before the 

1880 General Assembly of the Knights of Labor in Pittsburgh. Terence 

Powderly condemned wage labor as "that curse of modem civiliZation. "6 

Changes in the political and economic climate ultimately transformed 

the meaning of the wage slavery metaphor. but they did not extinguish 

the use of the term Segments of the working class maintained the view 

that wage earners were slaves well into the twentieth century. The Knights 

of Labor advocated the replacement of the wage system with an lll-defined 

but frequently invoked system of cooperation under which all workers 

would receive their just reward.7 "Chattel Slavery is dead, but industrial 

slavery remains." noted the popular political economist and New York 

City mayoral candidate Henry George in 1 886. As late as 1 9 1 1 .  Mary E. 

Marcy. a SOCialist. implored workers to "sign the death warrant of Wage 
Slavery'" The Industrial Workers of the World (lWW) made the same de
mand in equally ardent tones. Indeed. even today the phrase remains 
popular and compelUng. The term "wage slave" has been applied to a host 
of positions in modem society: from exploited migrantlaborers and sweat
shop workers. to well-heeled but discontented salarymen and -women. to 
Generation X slacker tempworkers. One media critic called the television 

character Homer Simpson a "power-plant wage slave." "At the rate blue 

collar wages are falling," writes Barbara Ehrenreich. "the U.S. is going to 

reinvent slavery in the next few decades. only without any of its nice. re

deeming features. such as room and board. " 8  

Despite its frequent use. the metaphor had neither a stable meaning 

nor an undifferentiated group of advocates in the postwar years. Wage 

slavery meant different things to different people.9 Some invoked it to 

highlight racial and gender inequality. In 1 898. for example. Charlotte 

Perkins Gllman called housework a form of domestic "slave labor." 10 Oth

ers stressed the limitations of "free" contract. Still others focused on 

workers' lack of political power. I I Ultimately. however. the bedrock is

sue - "the fundamental cause of workers' suffertng" -was wage labor. 12 
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Tracing the changing meanings of the wage slavery metaphor in the 

late nineteenth century provides new insight into the complex slavery / 

freedom binary. a staple of American political language and thought. The 

comparison of wage labor to slavery played a central role in labor's search 

for the meaning of freedom in the postwar United States. If it seems odd 

to tease out the shape of freedom by studying the metaphor of slavery. we 

should keep in mind. as Edmund Morgan. Orlando Patterson. and Eric 

Foner have demonstrated. that the concepts have developed in close con

junction. "Slavery and freedom." wrote Nathan Irvin Huggins. "are joined 

at the hip." 13 A study of the wage slavery metaphor in the postbellum 

years highlights the attempt to reestablish the significance of the com

parison after the death of chattel slavery. As the United Mine Workers 

leader John Mitchell wrote. 1be history of the United States from the 

Declaration of Independence in 1 776 . to the Emancipation Proclamation 

in 1 863." could be described as "the solution of a labor problem - the 

problem of slave versus free labor." 1 4 After emancipation. the meaning of 

free labor could no longer be "not chattel slavery." But could it be "not 

wage labor"? 

Both halves of the slavery /freedom binary radically changed meaning 

in the post-Civil War world. The revolutionary consequences of emanci
pation forever altered the symbolic meaning of "slavery" - and not only 

for freed people released from the shackles of bondage. Slavery was for 

white workers. writes Roediger. "a touchstone against which to weigh 
their fears and a yardstick to measure their reassurance. " 15 But after 

emancipation. freedom lost its opposite. Hence. labor advocates began to 
contrast freedom with degrees of unfreedom. rather than with a legally 

sanctioned absolute unfreedom. White male labor leaders easily dis

cerned a level of unfreedom in the wage relationship. but in tagging it with 

the absolute term of slavery. they ran the risk of eliding the distinction. 

crucial to labor ideology and identity. between themselves and other 

wage-earning workers. particularly women. blacks. and immigrants.16 

Just as the abolition of chattel slavery forced new distinctions in levels 

of unfreedom. so too did it lead to a redefinition of the meaning of free

dom. especially in regard to the ideal of free labor. Emancipated black 

workers entered a world in which the meanings of wage labor were still 

being ironed out. 17 While both they and their white counterparts had 

prior experience earning wages. only after the Civil War did most workers 

face wage labor as a permanent condition. A double shift occurred simul

taneously: as the percentage of wage earners in the economy grew. the 

meaning of wage labor itself was increasingly contested. The system of 
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wage labor was anything but stable. After the Civil War It would become 

narrowly defined In Ideology and even at law not as a step toward freedom 

but as freedom Itself. Freedom for wage laborers came to be understood 

as pure contractual freedom. the unfettered abUlty to sell the self. 18 No 

consideration was given to the tangible benefits. If any. such a sale 

brought the worker. 

Many workers. increasingly diverging from their employers. believed It 

was wrong to equate the abolition of chattel slavery with the elimination 

of enslaved and unfree labor. PrIor to the CMI War. the free labor Ideology 

had united northern workers and their employers as It promoted both a 

hatred of slavery and an equally strong falth In mobUlty out of wage labor. 

In the absence of their common enemy. workers and their employers de

veloped radically different assessments of wage labor. Far from uniting 

the disparate classes of the North In a "free labor" consensus. attitudes 

toward wage labor diverged sharply by class after the Civil War. This new 

class conflict played Itself out In the language of wage slavery. which ar

ticulated distinctions among "free" workers. 

It galled workers that many middle-class Americans complacently cele

brated wage labor as a sign of freedom. The abolitionist Charles Sumner 

had defined slavery In 1 860 as "labor without wages." Implying that 

wages were a hallmark of freedom. "We cannot see what Is wrong to give 

or receive wages." declared his fellow abolitionist William Lloyd Garri

son. who condemned labor's use of the metaphor of wage slavery as "an 

abuse of language. "  But postwar workers thought It perverse to assume 

that wages automatically conferred freedom. Wage workers. wrote Henry 
George. were "mocked with the titles and Insignias of freedom" while be

Ing forced Into a condition "Virtually that of slavery." Some workers con

Sidered wage slavery more dehumanizing than chattel slavery because 

employers. unlike slaveholders. did not have to provide even basic sub
sistence. In 1 897 G. B. De Bernardi described chattel slavery as "a sys

tem In which the master has the burden to care for men. material. and 

products." but under the wage system. "the employer has no care what

ever of the workers. Live or perish. they are none of his concern. "19 

In this view. wage labor fell below chattel slavery on the hierarchy of 

freedom. since the market refused to recognize the power Imbalances 

that made workers dependent. A letter writer to a labor newspaper In 

1885 claimed to know of "a man well-known In the labor movement" who 

"announced . . .  that he would w1ll1ngly be a bond slave for the rest of his 

life to any man who would provide for himself. his wife and family suffi

cient to live on with clothing and rent."20 Under the wage system. he ar-
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gued, the only way to provide for one's family was to enslave oneself. Wage 

labor made manhood so unreachable that those forced into it longed for 

the paternalism of chattel slavery. The system of wage labor deprived 

men of the ability to provide for their families; how could it represent 

freedom? 21 

Although few workers went t o  the extreme o franking wages below slav

ery on the hierarchy of unfreedom, a majority identified the workings of 

the "free market" as the cause of modem wage slavery. Being forced to 

sell one's labor was a form of slavery in George McNeill's view. "Men who 

are compelled to sell their time are slaves to the purchaser," he told the 

International Labor Congress in 1 893.22 Where human labor seemed no 

different from any other commodity, slavery would inevitably reign. 

This critique of wages, what one labor journalist called "the slavery of 

the present," was not developed exclusively by white workers. For black 

workers too, including ex-slaves, as Foner notes, "freedom meant more 

than simply receiving wages." A wartime journalist in Port Royal, South 

Carolina, noted, "Labor for wages . . .  is but a modified servitude," and 

Richard L. Davis, a black miner agreed: "None of us who toil for our daily 

bread are free. At one time . . .  we were chattel slaves; today we are, one 

and all, white and black, wage slaves."  Indeed, rather than work for the 
low and Irregular wages that characterized the post bellum southern la

bor system, most freedpeople wanted the opportunity to own land, to 
serve in effect as their own employers. Joseph Reidy describes the wage 

slavery critique developed by the freedpeople of central Georgia: "Freed

people who prized their independence had grave misgivings about a labor 

system resting solely upon cash wages. They speCifically resented the 

equation of the wage laborer with a hireling - a virtual automaton, devoid 
of volition and unquestioningly obedient to the employer." A generation 

later some black workers concurred, noting that the "Negro worker is no 

better off under the freedom he has gained than the slavery from which 

he has escaped. "23 

Tl'aaafonaatioD of ibe Wage SIa..., Critiqae 

What compelled so many workers in the postbellum years to assert a 

deep affinity between chattel slavery and wage labor? A telling clue can 

be found in a defense of the rhetoric of wage slavery which appeared in 

the newspaper ofthe Knights of Labor in 1 883. In response to some union 

members who had "sharply criticized" the newspaper's use ofthe expres-
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slon. the editors o f  the Journal oj United Labor explained Its relevance. 
The critics claimed that "wage slavery" rhetoric had outlived Its useful
ness in the postwar years as overuse and exaggeration had drained the 
term of all meaning. The editors responded that slavery should be prop
erly thought of not as a specific legal condition of the historical past but 

as an ever-present multifariOUS threat to wage earners. This flexible con

ception had great appeal to workers. "By the phrase wage slavery Is usu

ally meant a condition of practical enslavement." explained John Mitchell 

in 1 903. "brought about. not by legal. but by economic subJection. a slav

ery enforced not by the lash. but by pangs ofhunger.":W 

Slavery. on this view. was not a monolith but a continually shifting field 

of exploitation. By detaching wage slavery from the recently defeated sys

tem of racially based chattel slavery. the newspaper defined It as a fact of 

lif e for all American workers. An Inability. It said. to gain "an exact equiva

lent, Is and always will be slavery. without regard to color. race. location 

or position." The difference was one of "degree only and not in kind as 

neither the wage slave nor the chattel slave were in a position to arrange 

the terms of competence for labor performed." Slavery. the editors con
cluded. "simply consists in placing oneself In that condition where he Is 

powerless to exact an equivalent for services rendered." 2S Following this 

logic. there was no question of the utility of the wage slavery discourse for 

the natlon's producers. who conSistently complained that the wage sys
tem had rendered such an "equivalence" unreachable. 

Although most who spoke of wage slavery described It as primarily an 
economic condition. they believed that the Inability to garner the full 
fruits of one's labor extended slavery's reach beyond the purely economic 
realm into both personal and political life.  In this view. the servility pro
duced by wage labor undermined the Independence that lay at the root of 
republican manhood and republican citizenship. Under "wage labor." 
wrote Justus O. Woods in 1883. "the workers will be In a servile position." 

Self -employment was the only way to "place workers in their natural re

lations with each other and upon a basis of true manliness. "26 The Impli

cation was clear; wage labor would lead to both "unnatural relations" 

among men and to emasculation. 

Many workers echoed Woods in condemning the emasculating effects of 

the dependency that seemed Inherent to the wage relationship. Whereas 

artlsanshlp had produced a class of hardy. Independent. virtuous. and 

above all. virile craftsmen. the new organization of work threatened to 

produce the antithesis. Manhood and Independence. the hallmarks of 

producerlsm. seemed out of the reach of " 1 2  hour wage slaves. "27 
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Nineteenth-century workers consistently understood the personal af

fronts of the wage system in political terms. For them. the personal was 

political: dependence threatened not only to destroy the manhood of the 

nation's breadwinners but also to subvert the egalitarian social basis of 

the republic. As the editor E. L. Godkin wrote in 1 867. "Workingmen . . .  

wlll never cease agitating and combining until the regime of wages. or. as 

we might perhaps better call it. the servile regime. has passed away as 

completely as slavery or serfdom. and unUl in no free country shall any 

men be found in the cond1t1on of mere hirelings." 28  Since the abolition of 

wage labor was unlikely. workers feared the personal and political deg

radation of servile employment. Many others took up the theme that 

wages endangered social equality. the cement of the republic. The Boston 

Conference of Labor Reformers invoked contrasting images of royalty and 

vassalage to indicate the extent to which the wage system violated repub

lican values: ''TIle whole spirit and structure of the system. requires. yea. 

compels that a thousand men be kept as wage serfs. in order that one 

merchant prince may reign." The group concluded in 1 872 that the "wage 

system is a crime" that destroys "the body." "the vital forces." and "the 

moral lif e" of the wage laborer. In the same year. the abolitionist and labor 

reformer Wendell Phlllips gave a speech whose martial language evoked 
Jacksonian labor rhetoric: "We declare war with the wages system. which 

demoralizes alike the hirer and the hired. cheats both. and enslaves the 
working man." Few argued with this gloomy assessment. Many workers 
continued to demand what Uriah Stephens. founder of the Knights of La
bor. called "the complete emancipation of the wealth producers from the 
thraldom and loss of wage slavery." 29 

Produceriet aDd Co.eamariel Fol'ID8 

Defenders of the wage slavery metaphor argued that economic depriva

tion inevitably damaged both the person and the polity and that wages 

necessarHy produced economic injustice. usually conceived as a kind of 

robbery. But what exactly was the nature of this injustice? Were all wages 

inherently unjust or only particular kinds of wages? The vocabulary em

ployed suggested a consensus about the immoral economics of wages. 

The wage system. cr1t1cs railed. did not provide an "exact equivalent." 

a '1ust return." the "full fruits of one's labor." "fair remuneration." or 

simply. "one's worth." Most used these terms interchangeably; few actu

ally defined them. Ultimately. however. the crucial differences among 
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them reveal fissures in the seemingly monol1thic edifice of opposttton 

to wage slavery. The persistence of the slavery metaphor masked the 

fact that the meaning of the term had changed significantly since the 

Civll War. 

There were, in fact. two related but fundamentally distinct ways of 

thinking about wage slavery and the worth of labor: producerism and 

consumerism. According to the producerist argument. wage slavery re

sulted from the difference in value between what workers produced and 

what they earned in wages. which was often said to have been stolen from 

them. The consumerists were more concerned about the inadequacy of 

wages that did not meet the needs of workers as famlly supporters. citi

zens. and consumers. and they condemned the wage system for its seem

ing inabtlity to reward the nation's producers with a comfortable re

publ1can l1festyle. This distinction is critical. The producerist rhetOric 

predominated during the first years after the CMI War, but as the nine

teenth century waned and workers redefined and ultimately accepted 

wage labor, the critique shifted from the producerist to the consumerist 

version. 

The producerist Critique conveyed the commonsense meaning of the 

metaphor for much of the nineteenth century. The language used by the 

Journal oJ Unfted Labor in 1 884 was most fam1l1ar: 'The real essence of 

slavery is the coercing of one man by another in such a way as shall com

pel him to yield up the frutts of his labor . . .  without the power or oppor
tunity or freedom to extract a return which shall be a just equivalent for 

such service." On this definition, since the wage system could not pos

sibly accord workers the full productive value of their labor, a "just 

equivalent" in wages was not simply unl1kely but altogether unreachable. 

Accordingly, the "system of paying wages to workers is a system of slav

ery." In a 1 904 letter to the editor of the RaUroad Telegrapher, "Alphega," 

extending this producerist argument, suggested that the extent of  ine

quivalence marked the degree of enslavement: "If you produce wealth 

equivalent to $ 1 ,000 per year and receive a wage of $500, then you are 

one-half a slave. If a profit of 1 0 %  is made on your labor, then you are one 

tenth a slave. If you get only your l1vtng out of a year's continuous totl, 

then you are as much a slave as ever a black man in the antebellum 

days." By this standard of equivalence, the key to the producerist defini

tion of wage slavery, workers could never be fully rewarded and therefore 

would always be at least partial slaves. No "conSiderable improvement 

can take place in [workers' )  circumstances as long as they remain simply 

wage workers," announced Charles Pope. secretary of the Shoe Makers 
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Union of San Francisco, in 1 879. For Pope, robbery was an inherent as

pect of wage labor, since "the producers receive but a portion of their 

earnings in the form of wages. "30 Wage slavery, on this View, was an in

evitable concomitant of wage labor. 

The consumerist view, which eventually displaced the produceristview, 

was in many ways more relevant to a republic of wage earners. Its defining 

concept was the notion of a '1ust reward," rather than "exact equiva

lence." Although superficially similar, the concepts turned out to be cru

cially different. Unlike the producerist schema, which insisted that any

thing less than exact equivalence was inherently unfair, the consumerist 

idea of just reward implied, at least theoretically, that workers under the 

wage system could be free and fairly remunerated. It required only a 

short leap from the concept of the "just reward" to "just wages," and from 

'1ust wages" to "liVing wages." 

One of the first hints of the consumerist argument came in an 1 870 

report by the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, which de

nounced wage slavery in the strongest possible tenns: "Not a Single work

man working at day wages has acquired a competence." Only by "thrift 

and injustice," by denying himself and his family the "necessaries of ltf e" 

could a worker survive. The "wage system," the report concluded, "has 
proved to be adverse to the general good. " S I  While the report employed 

the prevailing producerist wage slavery metaphor, it used the tenn in a 
new way, condemning the wage system not because it robbed workers of 
an equivalence but because it denied them what they needed to live as 
family men and citizens. The focus was shifting from equivalence to 
needs, from production to consumption. 

No one in the labor movement did more than Ira Steward to promote 

the view that it was inability to consume rather than failure to receive an 

exact equivalence which constituted wage slavery. Raised in antebellum 

Massachusetts, Steward retained the abolitionist spirit of reform. Even 

after the Civil War abolition remained a leitmottf in his writings, gUiding 

his vision of political economy, especially with respect to wage labor. Ar

guing that American workers had uniquely cultivated wants and needs, 

Steward believed that a denial ofthese lay at the heart ofthis new slavery. 

"To surround a very poor man with what seems to him abundance is to 

surround him with temptations:' he noted ''TIle only safety therefore 

when the laboring classes are limited to the most barren, dreary and 

cheerless physical necessities is chattel slavery."32 

Another New Englander, the young reformer Edward Bellamy, articu-
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lated a consumerist understanding o f  wage slavery in an address a t  the 

Chicopee Falls Vlllage Lyceum in 1 87 1 . Mter condemning the payment to 

workers of a "bare subsistence" for their "painful labors," he went on to 
describe as slavery the perpetuation of a system in which the few enjoy 

the consumerist benefits of "the abundance created by labor."33 For Bel

lamy, lack ofleisure and wages too low to meet family needs and workers' 

wants constituted slavery. 

The consumerist emphasis on needs did not entirely supplant the 

producerist focus on equivalence, however. The two strands coexisted 

throughout the late nineteenth century. In an 1 886 article titled "Wants," 

for example, the Joumal qfUntted Labor posited a natural connection be
tween "the full fruits of their toil" and "legitimate wants." 34 A 'Just wage" 

represented both the value of labor and the needs of the worker. 

The shift from a producerist to a consumerist critique of wage slavery 

registered a significant change in the relation between economics and poli

tics. For producerists, rewards could be fair only if they amounted to the 

full fruits of one's labor; for consumerists, rewards could be just if they 

met one's needs. Equivalence called for productive payment Wants and 

needs required consumerist payment. Both versions linked economic au

tonomy to political freedom; but whereas for producerists. an economic 

concept - equivalence -was inextricably tied to a political vision, for con

sumerists, a political concept -justice - informed the economic. 

An instructive example of the transformation of the idea of wage slavery 
can be found tn an unUkely source, a 1 9 1 1 adverttsement tn the Interna

tional Socialtst Review (Fig. 1 ). The bold headline "Don't Be A Wage Slave" 
announces not a trenchant article denouncing wage labor but an adver
tisement for a pamphlet titled How to Become a Mechano-Theraptst. This 
vocation. the copy trumpeted, would provide "wonderful money-making 
possibilities." The "wage slavery" targeted by this advertisement was the 
system that prevented a healthy level of consumption. The ad cleverly 

supplemented the producerist insistence on the dignity of labor with a 

consumerist Vision of social mobility through high wages. Higher wages 

would make for dignified labor, and in tum, dignified labor - hence re

spected citizenship - depended on the consuming powers such labor af

forded. As a doctor of mechano-therapy one could make very good pay, 

provided that the worker had "a spark of manhood or womanhood left." 

While the idea of "going into bUSiness for yourself" was consonant with a 

long line of labor ideology, the ad emphasized "earning big money" as 

much as being a productive worker. What mechano-therapists actually 
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Figure 1 .  "Don't Be a Wage Slave ," International Socialist Review (August 1 9 1 1 ) , 
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did was not discussed; the emphasis was on what they earned. The 

changtng context of the postwar years transformed the "wage slavery" 

critique from condemnation of wage labor to condemnation oflow wages. 

Toward the Living Wage 

Negotiating the post bellum definition of freedom, which was central to 

the wage slavery metaphor, necessitated coming to terms with wage labor 

and challenging the conception that subsumed all wage earners under 

the rubric of wage slavery. This negotiation had several components. 

First, In an Increasingly market-oriented and market-dominated coun

try, It became difficult to maintain a definition of slavery that included 

wage workers. In late nineteenth-century America almost no one existed 

outside the market, and such existence had come to seem a sign not of 

independence but of isolation from the benefits of freedom. Many work

ers, stressing the allure of the market, claimed that withdrawal from It 

led to stagnation and depression and that the attempt to avoid It signaled 

savagery. Even George McNeill, who in 1 877 famously denounced the 

selling of labor as slavery, put forth a much more positive view of wage 

labor in his eight-hour pamphlet a decade later. Employing the rhetoric 

of the market. he described wage earners as "the merchants of time," 

marking as the key issue not the sale of human labor as such but the 

price that could be extracted.35 

Second, rhetoric consigned almost all wage earners to the category of 

"slave." This was a position that even vociferous advocates of the term 

preferred to view as a worst-case scenario, a benchmark rather than a 

self-description. The rhetOriC was used most effectively by those who 
believed that they were not yet slaves. Organized workers, especially, 

treated slavery as a degraded status toward which they might be heading 

but at which they had not yet arrived. White male workers, who consti

tuted the heart of the organized labor movement, put workers on the 

margins of the trade union movement - women, blacks, and recent im

migrants - in the ranks of the wage slaves.36 Although denying the rele

vance of wage slavery for trade unionists, John Mitchell conceded in 

1 903 that It remained an important issue for some workers, Since "in cer

tain sections of the country and in certain industries, the wage earners, 

especially women and children, are In a condition so debased and de

graded, and are so subject to oppression and exploitation, that it practi

cally amounts to slavery."37 Versions of wage slavery which placed all 
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workers In the same category elided distinctions essential to white male 

working-class Identity. 

Third, the consumerist formulation of "wage slavery" narrowed the ob

ject of criticism from the entire wage system to the Issue of low wages. 

Some working-class leaders began to question the usefulness of the 

metaphor. Trade unionists claimed that It did not accurately describe the 

reality of modem working-class life In which wage earners predominated 

even among the labor aristocracy and that It was harmful to perpetuate 

such an antiquated worldvlew. Writing In the Tobacco Worker In 1 902, 

James Ell1son dismissed the term as an Irrelevant vestige of antebellum 

labor radicalism: "Almost all the early American unions, In the thirties 

and forties, demanded the 'abolition of wage slavery' and the 'full product 

of our toil . ' " Although these phrases "sounded well," they "were not very 

clear," Ell1son complained. The Imprecision, he believed, followed from Its 

outmoded producerlst call for the full fruits of one's toll. A year later, John 

Mitchell concurred that the term hid as much as It revealed, since trade 

unionism did not oppose the wage system, only low wages: "Trade union

Ism Is not based upon a necessary opposition to the so-called 'wage slav

ery' of the present time . . . .  Where . . .  slavery exists . . .  trade unionism 

Is opposed to the slavery as such, and not to the wages as such." Mitchell 

disclaimed any necessary link between wages and slavery.3s 
The blanket critique of the wage system Implied by the producerlst 

sense of the term became Increasingly problematic even for those who 
continued to Invoke the threat of wage slavery. Writing In the Machintsts 

Monthly Jouma1 ln 1 90 I ,  John Allen Motte declared that the worker who 

"must take what his master gives him" and who Is "compelled to work for 
a mere subsistence" thereby "degenerates Into a wage slave." 39 Motte's 

nonproducerlst critique centered on the Issues of compulsion and sub

Sistence, not wage labor Itself. Many agreed with him that an Inability to 

demand and receive high wages was enslaving. But this was different 

from the view that slavery Inhered In wage labor Itself: workers who 

gained good wages rather than subsistence were not wage slaves. 

Consumerists who condemned wages as enslaving painted a positive 

picture of the potential, If not the actuality, of wages. They suggested that 

wage labor properly conceived could undergird modem citizenship rather 

than undermine It. "He Is not really free who Is forced to work unduly long 

hours for wages so low he cannot provide the necessaries of life for him

self and his family," wrote John Mitchell. "To have freedom a man must 

be free from the harrowing fear of hunger and want. ".0 By call1ng slavery 

a function of unmet need, he defined underconsumptlon as a form of 
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slavery, and as a corollary, he suggested that wages that met people's 

needs ensured freedom. 

As workers abandoned the notion that wages necessarily enslaved, the 
criterion for determining wage slavery changed: the issue became not 

whether one worked for wages but the kind of wages one received. At an 

1 899 lecture by Ira Steward's protege George Gunton, an AFL pamphlet

eer and political economist, a member of the audience challenged Gun

ton's contention that high wages would entirely eliminate the dangers of 

wage slavery. While conceding that the "factory system has enlarged the 

capacity of the people to consume more products and have a broader so

cial life," the questioner argued that the concomitant loss of workplace 

autonomy inherent to the wage system offset these gains: "Has it not in 

reality degraded the workingman by discarding his ind1v1duality as a 

producer, and taking out all his personal interest or pride at work? He 

becomes a wage slave, with little or no opportunity to rise." Wage slavery, 

Gunton responded, had nothing to do with wages in themselves and ev

erything to do with narrowed opportunities. "Higher wages," he declared, 

led to "increased demands" as well as "new varieties of satisfaction." 

Since good wages created new needs and new opportunities, they contra

dicted the nature of wage slavery.4 l  

Th e consumerist discourse quietly but effectively redefined the mean

ing of wage slavery. While condemning low wages as enslaving, it stressed 

that wage labor and freedom went hand in hand. By 1 9 1 6  the Stone Cut

ters Journal suggested that good wages marked the very opposite of ser

vitude: "A slave is indeed he who works for no wages and what food, shel
ter, and clothing his owners will dole out to him. Conversely, then it is the 

good wages and conditions that make a man really free."42 In less than 

half a century wage labor had metamorphosed from a mark of servitude 

to a sign of freedom. 

The Appeal of EmaacipatioD 

Despite these developments, the wage slavery metaphor did not disap

pear. The producerist meaning fell to the side in the post-Civ1l War years, 

but the term was revitaliZed as a marker of consumption, signaling a new 

kind of connection between wages and freedom. "I think a man should be 

paid enough wages for eight hours' work to enable him to live comfortable 

like a free man, and not like a slave totling every hour that he is awake," 

declared John Kelly, a member of the Knights of Labor, in 1 886. That is, 
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freedom was a product of wage labor. provided that wages were ade

quate.43 Even as the wage slavery metaphor changed meaning. then. the 

slavery / freedom dichotomy. the key to the antebellum republican and 

free labor discourses. retained centrality. 

If the consumerist view made wage labor acceptable. it did not elimi

nate use of the slavery metaphor to distinguish worthy from unworthy 

workers. The consumerist interpretation of wage labor opened up pos

sibilities of freedom for some. but it also allowed for new "slaves." This 

perspective was sometimes used to evoke the sympathy of skilled work

ers for their less powerful brothers and sisters. More frequently. how

ever. skilled workers blamed these "slaves" for perpetuating their own 

enslavement. 

Racialized understandings of wage slavery were reframed in consum

erist terms. In 1 886. for example. Terence Powderly. the leader of the 

Knights of Labor. condemned the "mental slavery" of "able-bodied col

ored men in the South who do not know enough to ask for living wages." 

who "work for starvation wages." He declared: 'The colored laborers can 

and do exist on an amount that would not pay for a single meal for a 

northern white laborer. The colored man lives with his family in a hovel 

but little better than the quarters of the slaves prior to the war, and upon 
food practically the same as was issued to the slaves."·· Powderly thus 

rearticulated wage slavery not as working for wages as such. but as fail

ing to demand wages high enough to support a suffiCient standard of liv
ing. The new freedom. it seemed, involved a cultural disposition to de

mand good wages and to consume properly; the new slavery its opposite. 

This discourse, as we will see in Part II, evolved into the often racially 

motivated "American standard of living" discourse. 

Even more striking use of the rhetoric of slavery and freedom can be 

seen in a statement by the Cleveland labor leader Luke McKenny in the 

midst of a streetcar workers strike in 1 898. McKenny. secretary of the 

Brotherhood of Wood. Wire, and Metal Lathers, claimed that the "colored 

race" predominated among those who continued to ride the streetcars in 

spite of the strike: 

I contend that the negro. who owes his freedom and right of suffrage to 
the working class more than to any other. should stand shoulder to 
shoulder with those that have befriended him in the past. The wage 
slavery that now enthralls both black and white is every bit as galling 
as was the chattel slavery which the black race endured so long. I have 

been pondering to myself . . .  on what would have been the result had 
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the conditions of th e black and white races been reversed in '6 1 .  Would 
the negro take the same stand to abolish white slavery that the white 
men of the north did to free the blacks? Well. in View of the attitude of 
the Cleveland colored people in this emergency. I am rather inclined to 
think that white slavery would exist forever. 4� 

Not only did black workers contribute to their own enslavement. accord

ing to McKenny. they also threatened to enslave whites through their ir

responsible patterns of consumption. 

But to end the story of wage slavery on this note would not be entirely 

accurate. The racist cast of the metaphor in the postbellum years can not 

be denied. but there is also no question that emancipation fundamentally 

affected conceptions of slavery and freedom. Whlle deemphasizing the 

slavery aspect of the freedom /slavery dichotomy. more and more work

ers pointed to the model of emancipation and suggested that with the end 

of chattel slavery "all kinds of slavery" should be "buried . . .  forever." 

Terence Powderly declared the project of the Knights of Labor to be "in

dustrial emancipation." 46 

For many ex-slaves. emancipation meant that they had finally gained 

the right to demand that their labor be treated with dignity and fairly 

compensated. but African Americans were not alone in making use of the 

metaphor of emancipation. 47 Although the defeat of chattel slavery did 

not free the "wage slave." it provided a model of liberation for wage work

ers. white and black. Notwithstanding W. E. B. Du Bois's comment that 

white labor. to its detriment. never saw in "black slavery and Reconstruc
tion the kernel and meaning of the labor movement in the U.S . .

.. 
workers 

of all races invoked emancipation in the context of their battle against the 

ever-present danger of wage slavery. The "trade union movement." ac

cording to a labor newspaper in 1 905. had. in a process analogous to 

emancipation. transformed "the wage earner from a practical slave wage" 

into a republican citizen John Mitchell deemed liVing wages essential to 

a "second emancipation" for American workers. 46 

Although the United States had legally moved beyond slavery. the is

sues of freedom and bondage were very much alive and relevant to Ameri

can workers. Ira Steward invested the spirit of abolition in his work as a 

proponent of the eight-hour movement. Steward believed that the crux of 

slavery was poverty. and poverty. however frequently it accompanied 

wage labor. did not inhere in it.49 'The practical question for an Ameri

can . . .  is not between freedom and slavery. but between wealth and pov

erty." Steward declared in 1 879. By contrasting a political dichotomy to 
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an economic dichotomy (and seemingly subsuming the political under 

the economic). Steward was argutng that the economic order shaped the 

political order. Wealth In the form of good wages would produce the con

ditions necessary for freedom. but poverty would lead. In effect. to slav

ery. since "when the working classes are denied everything but the barest 

necessities of life.  they have no decent use for liberty." 50 

Steward continued to speak offreedom along wi th wages and wealth as 

goals for the American worker. and he framed political questions In eco

nomic terms. "Slavery Is . . .  the child of poverty. Instead of poverty the 

child of slavery; and freedom Is the child of wealth. Instead of wealth the 

child of freedom." he declared In a Fourth of July address. Liberty for 

Steward was rooted In economics and politics. Emancipation was Impos

sible without just wages. and Steward called on all workers to apply the 

spirit of emancipation to the new world of wage labor. to move. as he 

wrote. "out of the slavery of poverty Into the freedom ofwealth."51 

Other labor leaders drew analogies between the labor struggle and 

emancipation. William Mullen. a labor leader from Richmond. told a 

Knights of Labor assembly In 1 885: 'There still remains a battle to be 

fought for the establishment of universal freedom. Can those who are 

now the slaves of monopoly and oppression be liberated as easily as was 
the African race in America? Yea . even more easUyl . . .  two grand prtn
clples - a  fair day's pay for a falr day's work, and an Injury to one Is the 
concern of all. "52 Fittingly. Mullen. a southerner. linked the goals of the la
bor movement to the spirit of emancipation. Other labor leaders stressed 
the need for the natlon's "wage slaves" to explore the meaning of freedom 
through the model of emancipation. "While the Declaration of Indepen
dence established cMl and political liberty." wrote John Mitchell In 1 9 1 0. 

"It did not . . .  establish Industrial liberty." Indeed. noted Mitchell. "real 

Industrial liberty was not even established with the abolition of chattel 

slavery." since "he is not a free man whose family must buy food today 

with money that Is earned tomoITow." lra Steward. years before. had simi

larly suggested that workers should be emanCipated through wages. not 

from them: 'The repeal of . . .  slavery . . .  was an Indirect way of deciding. 

that laborers should have some more wealth. How much more is the great 

unanswered question. "53 This consumerist reading of emancipation went 

hand In hand with a view of slavery as poverty and poverty as enslaving. 

In this vision. living wages marked a kind of eternal emancipation. 
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Idle Men and Fallen Women 

American workers, labor leaders, and reformers expressed acute anxiety 

about the dangers of the encroaching market In the years between the 

CiVil War and World War 1 Wage labor, they feared, threatened to tum 

everything Into a commodity, with dangerous ramifications for the repub

lic and the working people who constituted it "As a rule everything a poor 

man has is for sale," wrote Ira Steward. who filled his voluminous writ

Ings with incessant worrtes about America's growing army of poorly paid 

wage laborers. When "bread and employment is not secure," he con
cluded, "prtnclples, votes and honor have each their unknown prtce." 

Poverty made even upstanding citizens vulnerable to attacks on their 
"virtue"; as Steward noted, "Higherpricesare sometimes successful when 
lower ones fail." ) Low wages. he believed, threatened the male worker's 
ability to own himself, thus calling into question his ability to fulfill his 

political and familial dUties. 
Labor reformers expressed Similar fears in relation to women workers. 

In 1 9 1 1 Margaret Dreier RobinS asked: "Why must young girls pay the 

price of their youth and forfeit their rtght to motherhood at the machine 

why must thousands of men and women endure hardships and suffer

Ings to secure the primitive demands of a living wage and the right to self

government, to which as a people we stand pledged?" Like Steward. Rob

Ins linked economic independence with democracy, the term 

"self-government" registering at both personal and political levels.2 

The interpretation of poverty as the loss of self in the market economy, 

merged frequently In labor and reform discourse with images of prosti

tution, which - along with slavery - represented the quintessential ex-

35 
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ample of the immoral implications of the sale of the self. Slavery and pros

titution were widely used to describe the ultimate humiliation of a liberal 

capitalist SOCiety: the self as property rather than that which owns prop

erty. Both slavery and prostitution involved being sold or selling oneself 

on the market and hence losing control of bodily activities related to 

production and reproduction which rightfully belonged to the free indi

vidual. To those who feared wage labor. prostitution represented both the 

inevitable outcome of its logic and a worst-case scenario. Steward. who 

frequently referred to prostitution as a subset of the problem of wage la

bor. was not the first to make this connection. Karl Marx declared that 

"prostitution is only a specific expression of the general prostitution of 

labor." 3  

Although the languages o f  slavery and prostitution performed different 

kinds of rhetorical work. there were significant parallels between them. 

Both were used to critique the wage system and to delimit the boundaries 

of the acceptable sale of the self. Just as "wage slavery" reveals the deep 

anxieties of workers about the degree of their freedom. so too does "pros

titution" shed light on anxieties about their sexuality and sex roles. By 

expressing a vision of the proper relationship among gender. wage labor. 

and citizenship. the rhetoric of prostitution demonstrated the central role 
of wage earning and market behavior in constituting sex roles. My job in 

this chapter is to trace how anxieties about the new predominance of 
wage labor were displaced onto gender and to demonstrate the role of the 

living wage in the resolution of these anxieties.  Understanding the "pros
titution" discourse helps to explain the rhetorical path to the living wage. 

Unlike chattel slavery. prostitution represented a continuing problem 

in reality as well as metaphor. Yet labor's prostitution discourse was sur

prisingly disembodied. rarely referrtng to real prostitutes or. surprisingly. 

even to women. It was. in fact. a discourse about masculinity. Reconciling 

wage labor with normative gender roles. it shed light on the conditions 

under which wages would be accepted: namely. when they permitted in

herited notions of masculinity and femininity to be maintained in a mar

ket economy. Workers and reformers employed prostitution for two dis

tinct rhetOrical uses: metaphor and narrative. Those who invoked the 

metaphor directly compared wage work to prostitution. and those who 

used the narrative made prostitution part of a chain of related events set 

off by low wages and threats to the gender system.4 The metaphor left 

little room for rhetorical escape from "prostitution." If workers were like 

prostitutes simply because they earned wages. little could be done about 

it. But the narrative of prostitution was more flexible; it opened possibili-
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ties to  solve the problem o f  prostitution within the wage system itself, 

notably through the living wage. Whereas the metaphor emphasized the 

shame of wage labor, the narrative suggested remedies for the shame 

within a regime of wage labor, and, for this reason, ultimately became the 

more common way to invoke the language of prostitution. 

The metaphor /narrative distinction in the prostitution discourse 

closely parallels the producerist lconsumerist distinction in the wage 

slavery discourse. In each case, the first term suggests that only the abo

lition of the wage system w1ll suffice. The latter terms suggest ameliora

tion within the wage system. Thus the prostitution narrative, together 

with the consumerist version of wage slavery, became a building block of 

the living wage discourse. 

The competing uses of prostitution as metaphor and narrative 1llumi

nate a debate about working-class gender roles, particularly masculinity, 

in the age of wage labor. Those who invoked the metaphor to condemn 

all wage earning as the moral equivalent of prostitution suggested that 

wage labor was incompatible with working-class manhood. Preserving 

manhood meant avoiding wages. Manhood was equally challenged when 

women worked for wages, since working women were taken as evidence 

of the failure of the male breadwinner.s 

The prostitution narrative, by contrast, suggested that wage labor was 

like prostitution only in specific cases - as, for example, when wages 

were low. This view defined modern manhood by its relation to the mar
ket. Within the market mental1ty, manhood had to be redefined in terms 

of the worker's abllity to earn a "living wage." As long as men earned such 

a wage, they could not be legitimately compared with prostitutes and 

manhood could be salvaged. According to the prostitution narrative, the 

sale of the self in exchange for living wages became a paradigm of self
ownership and symbol of modern masculinity.6 Sell1ng one's labor under 

a regime that offered living wages ceased to be the same as sell1ng one's 

virtue. 

There was more ambivalence about the relation of femininity to the 

market. If the recogntUon that many working-class families needed the 

income of women workers and that there were increasing numbers of 

single "women adrift" led to calls for living wages for women as "the only 

social foundation for a decent industrial system," many men still consid

ered having a female relative at waged work to be a sign of a man's moral 

fallure.7 In addtUon to patriarchal humtltation, working women felt the 

pall that prostitution cast over even legitimate jobs. lf the prostitution 

narrative had opened the way for an endorsement of wage labor for men, 
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it did so by relegating women to the role assigned to men in the meta

phoric use of prostitution. Labor reformers and the popular press com

pared virtually any form of female employment to prostitution. Women 

could "earn a fair or even an abundant living." Clara Ruge wrote. "only at 

the risk of losing their characters and their higher self." She grouped all 

jobs under the rubric of prostitution. which she defined quite broadly: 

"I do not mean only that which is strictly so called. but all grades of earn

ing . . .  good wages. in which the sensual attraction of the women rather 

than her special fitness for the work counts:'8 Women workers faced a 

double bind: low-wage jobs were said to lead inevitably to actual prosti

tution. but well-compensated labor was called a form of prostitution. 

The wag_ of SiD _4 the SiD of Wages 

Workers had long made the connection between sell1ng their labor as 

wage earners and sell1ng their bodies as prostitutes. Like slavery. prosti

tution was a way of sell1ng the self on the "free market." In a society that 

closely linked personal identity to work. sell1ng one's services to an em

ployer struck many workers as analogous to prostitution. An antebellum 
dictionary. for example. l1sted "hireling" as a synonym for prostitute.9 For 

many workers. there was no meaningful difference between the wages of 

sin and the sin of wages. 
The prostitution metaphor gained particular salience in the late nine

teenth and early twentieth centuries. a time when the seemingly inexo

rable expansion of wage labor raised anxieties about the implications of 

a society bound in every way by market principles. Some reformers ar

gued that prostitution itself had entered a new stage as a deep-rooted 

social problem rather than an individual lapse of morality; they feared it 

might be a structural fixture of modem capitalism. Shortly after the Civil 

War. for example. the reformer Caroline Dall maintained that modem 

prostitution was distinctive for having achieved a "permanent position" 

in the American economy. 10 Progressives later echoed this argument in 

their "white slavery" investigations. as they shifted the focus from the 

morality of individual prostitutes to the economic system that seemed to 

produce them in large numbers. I I  

Those who invoked this language to denounce wage labor. however. 

rarely condemned prostitution itself. or even expressed concern about 

the wages or working conditions of prostitutes. Far more often. they used 

the metaphor to critique the deleterious effect of the wage system on so-
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cial and economic relations. The logic of  capitalism. in this view. threat

ened to tum all commercial activity. most obviously wage labor. into 
prostitution. 12 If the metaphor did not necessarily equate workers with 
prostitutes. It suggested an uncomfortably strong resemblance. The New 

York Call. for example. suggested in the early twentieth century that pros

titution exposed the "real nature of the wage system." which It identified 

as the "original graft of all grafts." 13 Both wage labor and prostitution re

quired the immoral sale of the self. which could be preserved only if It 

stood outside the market. Both stripped away the essential elements of 

freedom. independence. and citizenship. 

Although both male and female workers compared wage work with 

prostitution. the comparison had particular salience for working-class 

women. since they. not men. formed the pool of potential prostitutes. One 

working woman told a Progressive Era factory investigating committee 

that she and her peers had trouble deciding "whether there is any differ

ence between selling yourself for $6 a week or $5 a night." 14 Working

class women had special license to use the prostitution metaphor. es

pecially given the permeable boundary between low-wage jobs and 

prostitution. 15 

But they did not have exclUSive claim to it. Male workers made full use 

of a metaphor that worked by analogy rather than synonymy. Unlike their 

working-class Sisters. they were unlikely to become prostitutes in a literal 

sense; indeed. the rhetorical power of this comparison rested precisely in 
its unlikeliness . 16 By comparing themselves to prostitutes. working-class 

men. who made independence and masculinity a cornerstone of their 
identity. criticized the social order. In an ironic tWist. the language of 

prostitution became primarily a male discourse about the reproduction 
of masculinity in a wage-labor regime. 

ProstitatioD " Narrative 

Despite Its rhetorical power. the prostitution metaphor was difficult to 

maintain in an era in which wage labor was no longer the exception but 

the norm. Just as the language of wage slavery changed as the economy 

became dominated by wage laborers. so too did the language of prostitu

tion. Beginning in the late nineteenth century. another strand emerged. 

and workers developed a narrative of prostitution. 

The narrative replaced the one-to-one correspondence between wage 

labor and prostitution with a series of events. Instead of idealiZing a non-
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market world, the prostitution narrative accepted the market mentality 

and ensconced workers squarely within the world of buylng and selling, 

wage labor and consumption. The way to avoid prostitution was not to 

escape the market but to embrace it more eifectively. 17 Prostitution came 

to be seen as a lack of working-class control over the wage labor market, 

not as mere participation in that market. 

The narrative narrowed the focus from a blanket condemnation of the 

wage system to specific instances in which the system had gone awry. 

Wages were unacceptable if they undermined the possibility offamily life, 

subverted gender roles, and made self-ownership impossible. The narra

tive was better suited to talking about the nuances of gender. In the nar

rative of prostitution, thus, a well-wrought wage labor system that pre

served gender roles, far from encouraging prostitution, would make it all 

but impossible. The narratives presented two poles: prostitution symbol

ized incongruence between economic activity and gender roles, and living 

wages represented harmony between economics and gender. Prostitution 

narratives thus provided a way to describe, critique, and reformulate the 

relation between wage labor and gender. 
Prostitution figured variously in these narratives, but it always in

volved a transgression against the gender system. Labor leaders both 
criticized wage labor and reconciled themselves to it through the lan

guage of gender and the family. To them, the family represented the es
sential building block of society. 18 They viewed the patriarchal family of 
the male breadwinner and the female homemaker as central to preserv
ing the republic and the self-worth of men and women. The motto of the 
National Women's Trade Union League expressed the connection among 
wages, leisure, and domestic Ufe in its motto, ''TIle Eight Hour Day I A 

Living Wage I To Guard the Home." Any attack on family and home 

threatened the very fabriC of working-class life and, by extension, the re

public itself (see fig. 2).  

Critics of wage labor developed a narrative of the embattled family 

threatened by the market. Just as wage labor had destroyed artisanal 

work practices, it threatened to destroy the family. In his study of the 

family life of the English proletariat, Frederick Engels maintained that 

capitalist wage relations rendered a normal family life "almost impos

sible." Similarly, John Swtntons Paper criticized forms of labor that de

stroyed tradtttonal gender roles: ''TIle present industrial system under 

capitalist rule is destructive of family ties and has already succeeded in 

forcing women out of their natural positions at home." "Capital thrives 

not upon the peaceful, united, contented family circle," thundered the 
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AFL official Edward O'Donnell In 1 897. 19 The wage labor regime, charac

terized by Its underpayment of men and Its enticement of women, seemed 

at odds with working-class conceptions of family life. 

Workers routinely Invoked the family In their pleas for living wages. To 

the Workingmen's Party of Illinois just recompense meant wages suffi

cient to hold the patriarchal family together: "We have asked In the name 

of humanity, for the sake of our starving wives and children and our own 

manhood, only a fair allowance of life's necessities." Workers defined dis

ruption of the family as the most humiliating effect of low wages. "Wher

ever the compensation of labor falls below the cost of living . . .  disastrous 

results Will follow," noted B. W. Williams In 1 887. Disruption of gender 

roles, especially that of the breadwinner, was the most crushing conse

quence: "Able bodied men will be reduced to pauperism; their wives and 

children Will be on the verge of starvation." Samuel Gompers expressed 

fear In 1 902 of an ill-paid and, thus, "a degraded, a debased, or a demor

alized manhood."20 

The wage system threatened to subvert and reverse sex roles that crit

Ics deemed to be natural. Although masculinity and femininity were sup

posed to be complementary, the market threatened to make men and 

women antagonists by promulgating an unnatural society consisting of 
feminized men and manly women. Congressman Martin A. Foran, former 
president of the Coopers' International Union and a leading proponent of 
protective labor legislation, stressed the causal connection between low 
wages and gender subversion, family disruption, and finally, prostitu
tion: "Low wages sends the pregnant mother Into the factory. . . .  low 
wages sends children Into the shop, low wages prevents marriage and 
Increases bastardy; low wages fills the brothel as well as the jail. " 2 1  Pros

titution was the ultimate product of topsy-turvy gender roles resulting 

from a poorly tuned wage system. 

The following eight episodes demonstrate how the prostitution narra

tives inSCribed gender In relation to the world of wage labor. Behind each 

of these stories lay the specter of prostitution or the marking of its ab

sence, which Is no less Significant, Inasmuch as it signals the acceptable 

role for women In this gendered economy, that of housewife and helpmate. 

Sex Roles in the Age of Wage Labor 

American labor historians have long argued for the centrality of "man

hood" to working-class culture. David Montgomery suggests that "few 

words enjoyed more popularity In the nineteenth century than this hon

Orific, with all Its connotations of dignity, respectability, defiant egalitarl-
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anlsm. and patriarchal male supremacy." 22 Nick Salvatore describes the 

breadwinner as the "active participant In the world." whose "duty and 

responslb1l1ty demanded he provide for his wife and children In a material 
way." and whose manhood "required an active political participation and 

the fulfillment of one's duty as a citizen." Fundamentally tied to control of 

the market In general and good wages In particular. modem manhood 

required str1k1ng a bargain with the wage system which would permit the 

patriarchal family to be kept Intact. It was an Important transformation 

In the history of American masculinity: rather than working for oneself. 

working for living wages became the hallmark of manhood. 23 

One aspect of working-class manhood Involved a display of physicality. 

Labor newspapers emphasized this attribute well before "muscular Chrls

tlanlty" (a term used by Ira Steward In the 1 870s) became a middle-class 

obsession In the 1 890s.24 In 1 887. for example. John Swtntons Paper de

scribed a national convention of worklngmen's parties as an assertion of 

vlr1l1ty. "All kinds there were." the article began. "men of herculean build 

from the ever bountiful West; tall. gaunt natives of the sunlit South; good

looking business men; men of the farm and workshop. with muscles In

ured to toll; men of the mines and the frontier. keen-eyed. swarthy and 

slouch-hatted; men who fought Indians and grizzlies; men who had worn 

the blue and the gray and bore the marks of conflict on their bodles." 25 

The article did more than simply applaud the varieties of manhood: It 

connected manhood to political economy. Muscularity made men strong 

and Independent Citizens who. according to the paper. were "all united 

against a common enemy." that Is. "monopoly'" Manhood encompassed 
the related virtues of physical strength and moral responslb1l1ty. In
dustrial capitalism and wage labor- "monopoly" In the patois of the 

labor press -threatened both. Hence there was a need to affirm physical 

manhood and the values associated with It: Independence. patriarchy. 

virtue. 

Labor rhetoric closely linked the physical dimension of masculinity to 

the political economy of the family. especially to breadwlnnlng. the de

fining characteristic of manhood for the late nineteenth-century work

Ing man. Men had a responslb1l1ty to support "dependent" women and 

children. W1lliam Sylvls. a leader of the post-Civil War labor move

ment. criticized male "non-producers" as "effeminate" precisely because 

they shirked this responslb1l1ty. 26 Transformations In the organization of 

work. especially the widespread growth of wage labor. posed a direct 

threat to working-class culture because such changes challenged the 

sexual division of labor. 
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The meaning of working-class manhood could be understood only In 

relation to Its necessary complement, working-class womanhood. Iflabor 

Ideology defined men as providers, It placed women In charge of all facets 

of reproduction and domestic life. Family responslb1l1t1es, divided by gen

der, were mutually reinforcing. J. Pickering Putnam noted In a study of 

working-class life that "the work of men and women are distinct from, 

and supplementary to each other," and "the work of each Is equally nec

essary for the perfect health of the social state." 27 In this working-class 

masculinlst Ideology, women not only fulfilled necessary reproductive 

and domestic functions; they also demarcated a dependence whose ab

sence defined manhood. Femininity, then, represented both the com

plement to and the negation of masculinity. Although male and female 

functions were equally Important to the perpetuation of working-class 

life, woman's t'ssentlal function was to preserve rather than challenge 

manhood. 

Defining women as men's complement circumscribed the definition of 

liberty for women. Although both sexes equally deserved It, liberty con

Sisted of serving one's "natural" function, whether as a man or as a 

woman. William Sylvls could call for "universal liberty and universal suf

frage, regardless of sex or color," while arguing that women should stay 
at home. "I am not in favor of women working at all," he wrote. "I believe 

that every man should be able to derive enough profit from his toil to en

able him to support his wife, daughter, or mother. I do not believe that 

woman was Intended to live by the sweat of her brow." 28 "Universal lib

erty," for SylvlS, had a different meaning for each sex. It did not entail 

complete equality. Women gained their liberty by nurturing men; men 

achieved theirs by bringing home the bacon for their family.29 The view 

that what women did qualified not as work but as nurturing was central 

to the developing Ideology of masculine breadwlnnlng that "pastoralized" 

women's work, thus naturalizing sexual Inequality. 30 

The Fear of Gender Subversion 

Despite the seeming fixity of sex roles, many workers expressed a fear of 

gender subversion. At the root of this fear was the spread of wage labor, 

which, In the rhetoric of the labor movement, led to a chain reaction of 

developments culminating In the breakdown of the working-class family. 

If stable sexual roles signified social stability, fear of gender Instab1l1ty 

marked problems In the social order. In the cr1t1que of low wages, well

established Images of gender were typically Invoked and then shown to 

be under Siege. 
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An article in the Journal oj UnUed. Labor described. with a mixture of 

joviality and gravity. a case of gender masquerade at an 1 887 meeting of 
a local assembly of the Knights of Labor in Buffalo. The article began on 

a note of carnivalesque sexual innuendo: "Some Buffalo girls . . .  wished 

to initiate the young men into ( the order's) mysteries." Women unionists 

blindfolded male initiates and led them into another room. where the 

blindfolded men received a big kiss on the lips. When the men took off 

their blindfolds. they discovered that they had been kissed not by the 

women who led them into the room but by a man who had entered previ

ously. Instead of protesting. the men played along with the game. giving 

the next group of men the requisite kiss.31 The newspaper reported this 

event as a joke. but its humor was tinged with the anxiety that male and 

female roles were no longer securely fixed. 

Fears of gender instability in the working-class family were expressed 

in a variety of ways. Often. reformers invoked a distinction between con

temporary reality. which forced many working-class women into wage 

labor. and the ideal. in which women fulfilled their domestic duties se

questered from wage earning. "Uncounted mothers who have a right to 

be home stayers. are denied that right by the wages system. and are 

driven into the factory with the husbands whose incomes cannot support 

homes." wrote Lyman Abbott in 1 890. The gap between theory and prac

tice was widely emphasized in articles about working women in the labor 

press. "In theory women live a protected home life." wrote Florence C. 
Thorne. "In reality many earn their own livelihood and provide for those 

dependent upon them. "32 

This trope allowed organized labor and its supporters to make claims 

on behalf of working women while criticizing the circumstances that led 

women to work. "Under justly ordered social and industrial conditions 

women would not become wage-earners at all. except from choice; and 

their great and increasing number in the industrial ranks at the present 

time is an additional evidence of the disordered and anarchic state of so

ciety." declared Ida Van Etten in an 1 890 address before the AFL. "But 

since. under the present industrial system. they have become a perma

nent factor in industry. their condition. wages. hours and physical fit

ness for the different kinds of work in which they are employed . . .  is one 

of the most vitally important questions of the time." The "normal place of 

women is in the home." wrote Eva McDonald Valesh. a labor organizer 

and managing editor of the American Federattontst; "yet the fact remains 

that for some generations to come the wage-working woman is likely to be 

in evidence in even greater numbers in the industrial world than today." 33 
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Working women threatened the sexual division of labor and challenged 

gender roles. 

The Threat to Manhood 

In selling his labor on the market. a man who earned wages lost owner

ship of himself and his product and was owned by somebody else with 

great power over his life. This transaction subverted the working-class 

gender system because it made men dependent on their bosses In a way 

that was analogous to the dependence of the women In the patriarchal 

family. Engels had written that "within the family the husband repre

sents the bourgeoIs and the wife represents the proletarlat."34 He. like 

other critics. charged the wage system with putting men In the properly 

feminine position. 

The wage earner. forced to face the employer as a wife would a husband 

In a well-ordered patriarchal society. could no more display "manhood" 

than the prostitute could display "womanhood." An 1 885 letter to a labor 

newspaper condemned the type of men rewarded by the wage system. 

According to the writer. a self-described "Nobody." these emasculated 

men displayed none of the virtues of artlsanal masculinity: "Who are the 

men often raised to positions of prominence In factories. workshops. 
offices . . .  ? Are they the bold . . .  independent workmen? . . .  He who is a 

thorough workman. qUiet. firm. and Independent. the boss looks on as 

his most dangerous enemy . . .  but he who Is most sycophantic. pander

Ing to all the whims of his boss. the boss looks upon as an Ideal work

man. "35 Manhood conflicted with the perceived feminine behavior de

manded of wage earners. 

The Free Market and Gender 

Labor leaders often condemned the "free market" for Ignoring sexual dif

ference. The "Invisible hand." they complained. did not adequately rec

ognize gender. "Capital Is jus t as ready to crunch up the bones. brains. 

hearts and souls of women as of men." noted John Swtntons Paper in 

1 885. "It knows no sex; it has no chivalry." Employers. In their blindness 

to gender differences. threatened to emasculate men. defeminize women. 

and destroy the family. "Many If not most employers do not care how or 

where you get enough to live on when your wage Is $5 a week and it costs 

$ 10.00 to live." declared the suffragist Raymond Phelan In 1 9 1 3. "Some 

suggest. others force. their girl employes to live Immoral. Indecent lives 

In order to subsist." Similarly. another reformer accused bosses "of pay

Ing girls such low wages that many were forced on the streets to earn their 

living by a life of shame." The result of the unfettered market In which 
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women could s o  easily undersell the labor o f  men would b e  to force 

women, "the cheapest commodity on the market," as one radical journal 

described them, into the unnatural position of breadwinners. Ira Steward 
argued that women underselling men was merely an instance of capital

ism's preference for "the cheaper over the dearer." Because women could 

not succeed as breadwinners in a market that did not pay them living 

wages, prostitution was sure to follow. "Why do lewd women walk the 

streets?" "A Working Woman" asked businessmen. "Is it not because un

able to live upon the wages you offer that their souls were bought with the 

rich man's gold? Think of this, brother men. When you hire cheap labor; 

think of it when you reduce the wages of the women in your employll l "36 

A just economy, labor leaders contended, would respect and reinforce, 

not elide, gender differences. Out of this recognition would come solu

tions for men to the problem of low wages. 

The Actions oJ Women 

The market was not the only culprit; these narratives assigned working 

women a crtttcal role in the simultaneous destruction of the working

class economy and family. Working, it was claimed, threatened both their 

morals and the abtltty of men to support famtltes. Samuel Gompers called 

on women to remove themselves from the labor market, since "the wife as 

a wage-earner is a disadvantage economically considered, and socially is 

unnecessary." Critics of low wages blamed women for taking jobs away 
from men. ''There are many women today taking men's places, working 

for less pay," noted a member of a women's local of the Knights of Labor. 

"I do not question their right to work . . .  but I do object to them working 
at reduced rates." In arguing that women had no "moral right" to reduce 
wages, Ida Van Etten of the AFL implied that they did so by choice.37 Al

though not everyone criticized women for working, many echoed the no

tion that women's labor had dangerous repercussions. Gompers was less 

concerned about the threat of prostitution for "defenseless" women than 

that the "competition of the unorganized defenseless woman worker . . .  

tends to reduce the wages of the father and the husband." 38 Gompers 

described these women as victims, but he also condemned them as 

threateners of manhood. 

Gender DftTerence Naturalized 

Compounding the erosion of gender under the regime of wage labor was 

the Widely held view that men and women responded to low wages in dif

ferent but analogous ways. Biology it was thought would drive poor 

women to prostitution but impoverished men to theft. "There are in San 
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Francisco 2,800 boys and girls aged from 15 to 2 1  years mostly unem

ployed who wtll become thieves and prostitutes," noted the Joumal oj 

United. Labor in 1 882. "Give a man a chance to earn a good Itvtng and you 

may save his Itfe," wrote Wendell Phtllips in 1 884. "So it is with women in 

prostitution . . . .  Give a hundred men in this country good wages and 

eight hours work, and ninety-nine wtll disdain to steal. Give a hundred 

women a good chance to get a good Itving, and ninety-nine wtll disdain to 

barter their virtue for gold. " 39 The analogy: man is to woman as thief is to 

prostitute. 

Some took an emphaSiS on sexual difference to essentialtst extremes, 

argutng that because women possessed the option of prostitution (they 

overlooked the fact that in urban areas, at least, men had this option as 

well) ,  their wages would necessartly be lower than men's wages. "As wage 

earners women can at present only be regarded as detrimental to the 

prosperity of the country," explained Altce L. Woodbridge in 1 894, be

cause "the wages of men can never fall below the Itmit upon which they 

can Itve whtle the wages of women can have no Itmit since the paths of 

shame are always open to them. "40 In the realm of wage labor, according 

to Woodbridge, biology was destiny. Connected with this biological essen

tialtsm was the beltef that a male breadwinner's natural minimum wage 
should support all his dependents. Women's minimum wages, on the 

other hand, need be suffiCient to support only themselves. 41 Biology was 

thus taken to support gender constructions. 

The Gendering oj Desire 

In narratives of prostitution, not only wages but desires were gendered. 
It is not surprising that they were, given the close connection many work

ers posited between desires and wages. New theories promulgated by 

working-class leaders held that mascultne desires formed the basis of 

wages, and these desires, provided they fell withtn respectable bounda

ries, lay at the root of manhood and republtcan citiZenship. 

Labor advocates treated women's desires quite differently. These were 

usually defined as unreasonable, insatiable, and they were said to lead 

not to high wages but to "ltves of shame." It was what one writer called 

women's "merctless temptation" for the fruits of consumer SOCiety as 

much as inadequate wages which led to prostitution.42 'The White Slave," 

an ostenSibly sympathetic song by the IWW balladeer Joe Htll, reflected 

the view common in labor ideology that women's desire was dangerous. 

In the song, a "ltttle girl, fair as a pearl," who works as a laundress, be
comes a prostitute. Although Htll's account is sympathetic, it is clear that 

the laundress is drawn, not driven, into prostitution because of her rela-
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tlve sense of poverty rather than absolute need. Her tempter persuades 
her to prostitute herself by offering not basic necessities such as food and 

shelter but "fame and gold." "automobiles to ride in," and "diamonds and 

silks to wear." To be sure, the song holds to the WobbUes' Une and blames 

the boss, but it also implies that inappropriate desires played a large 

part. 43 A 1 9 1 3  report on Kansas City working-class women noted: "It is 

clear that girls who receive insufficient wages to pay for the bare necessi

ties of life . . .  are subjected to great temptation" because of their inabtlity 

to "secure not only the necessaries of life, but also nice clothes and 

amusements desired by every normal girl . "44 

In this version of the prostitution narrative, women's desire for the won

ders of consumer society conflicted with their inability to earn decent 

wages. An 1 883 article in John Swtntons Paper described the plight of a 

woman who worked in an opulent department store but could not afford 

to sample the cornucopia surrounding her. Raising the metaphor of tu

berculosis, the wasting disease, it declared that she was "dying of con

sumption." It was an apt expression of the dangers of working women's 

desires.45 

Just as women's biology dictated low wages, it also seemed to tempt 

them to overconsumption. In 1 886 Otis Stuart drew upon both of these 

views to explain the "appalltng" spread of prostitution in America. That 

"blackest spot upon our civtlization," Stuart maintained, was "largely re

sultant from the low wages of women," but their own natures were also at 

fault. Women. said Stuart. wanted to participate in popular entertain

ment. 'The nature of woman - lively, sympathetic, shrinking - craves pro
tection and companionship and entertainment. Low wages [deprive a 

woman of these). She is starved, body and soul, for want of money . . . .  

But if the wages of labor wtll not bring her companionship and amuse

ment. the wages of sin will . and woman, in utter desperation from selling 
her labor, stoops to selltng herself." While acknowledging that "hundreds 

of young women employed in factories and stores are paid such a low 

wage that they are driven into prostitution," Frank Copley suggested that 

the real cause was the inabtltty of working women to live within their 

means. For organized male workers this inability was a Sign of their need 

for higher wages: but for women it was taken as a sign of depravtty.46 De

sire, it seems, gained men manhood and women whoredom. 

Tramps 

Low wages brought shame to both men and women, but the nature of the 

humtltation varied according to sex. In labor rhetoric women faced pros

titution but men faced a far worse possibility: the loss of the bread-
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winner's status. "Are prices to be paid to females for man's work which 

necessitates the poor house, suicide, or the house of prostitution?" asked 

one worker, laying out the grtm alternatives. Although "the mantle of 

shame" rested on both men and women, male breadwinners bore the 

brunt of this hum1l1ation and women bore the blame for it. "Have you 

considered that your daughter, when working for less than a Itving wage, 

is . . .  in many instances competing with your son, and wlll bring down 

his wages to a lower standard?" asked "A Union Man's Wife. "47 

The most tragic product of the same forces that turned women into 

prostitutes was the idltng of men. Working men saw idleness as a perni

cious form of emasculation. Witness Labor Secretary James J. Davis's 

comment, "I have no more desire to be idle . . .  than I do to wear women's 

clothes." Low wages resulting from women's competition threatened man

hood, according to the American FederattonLst: "It is an economic fact . . .  

that in industries where the wives and chtldren totl, the man is often idle 

because he has been supplanted, or because the aggregate wages of the 

famtly are no higher than the wages of the adult man - the husband and 

father of the famtly." 48 

In an 1 887 letter to a labor newspaper, J. P. Kohler described emascu

lation and prostitution as two sides of the same coin. Obltged to "sacrifice 
their manliness." men lost their breadWlnnlng powers to a "disgraceful" 

degree, burdening women with the task. Low wages, Kohler complained, 

bred a "labor market so overrun with all manner of artisans that men 

crawl and cringe to earn an honest Itving and women run the streets and 
sell their bodies and souls to supplement the miserable pittance they get 

for their work. "49 This equivalence between the images of men crawling 
and women selltng themselves became a staple oflabor narratives. Work

ers depicted a future in which both sexes became tramps, but tramps 

of different kinds. Male tramps did not work; they were idlers. Female 

tramps did preCisely the wrong kind of work; they were prostitutes. 

Male workers argued that low wages would cause both female prosti

tution and emasculation. W. Whitworth, a Cleveland worker, wrote in 

1 884 that women, by accepting low pay, produced male idlers and 

tramps, dealtng a severe blow to mascultntty. The subheading of the letter 

highltghted his pOint: "Women Underworking the Men, Whom They Turn 

into Tramps." Whitworth deemed idleness the male equivalent of prosti

tution but considered it even more harmful to the working-class famtly 

since it was the male breadwinner who held the famtly together. "Wher

ever a half -priced woman can thrust aside a better-paid workman, she is 

employed, unttl . . .  the men they have supplanted are sinking to tramp

dom. In scores of shops in this City, they have thrust out men." Whitworth 
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described one printing shop in which "the women and boys, by the aid of 

machinery, do men's work for boy's pay." As a result, "able-bodied and 

skilled men [arel idle."50 The path of gender subversion was strewn with 
idle men and fallen women; both men and women were being reduced to 

the status of tramps. 

The market held the key to this sexual division. The worst case for 

women was being forced to sell themselves; for men it was being unable 

to sell their labor at all. Both tramps and whores walked the streets to 

bad effect. The idleness of aimlessly wandering the streets represented 

the opposite of masculine leisure, which could be enjoyed only in the con

text of ajob in the commercialized world of wage labor. The ability to con

sume invested free time with value, making it something more than 

idle time. 

Edward O'Donnell took the collapse of male breadwinning as the por

tent of a general gender crisis. In "Woman as Bread Winners - the Error 

of the Age," O'Donnell contrasted the ideal family consisting of bread

winner and homemaker with what he took to be its mirror image: a non

family composed of the idler and the prostitute. O'Donnell agreed that 

low wages led women into "lives of shame," but his main concern was the 

more serious danger that such wages posed to working-class mascu

linity. He condemned the "rapid displacement of men by women in the 

factory and workshop" as an "evolutionary backslide" in which "the fa

ther, the brother and the son [are) displaced as the bread winner by the 
mother. sister and daughter." The growtng demand for female labor was 

"an insidious assault upon the home" which would destroy both mascu
linity and femininity, making men like women and women like men. 'The 

wholesale employment of women . . .  must gradually unsex them. as it 

most assuredly is demoralizing them . . .  while it numerically strengthens 

the multitudinous army of loafers." he noted. using the characteristic di

chotomy of the prostitution narrative. "As masculine labor destroys the 

finer promptings and feelings of the sex, the necessary factors to happi

ness and prosperity, under th� conjugal knot. are undermined or they 

become totally undesirous of assuming domestic responsibility."s l  The 

result of this gender confusion caused by low wages was a world filled 

with tramps: female prostitutes and male idlers. 

The LA" W"e Solutio. 

The grim scenarios of the prostitution narrative supported the advocacy 

of a way to reconcile manhood with wage earning: the liVing wage. Pro-
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ponents maintained that the twin problems of prostitution and emascu

lation could be solved wtthin the wage system if two problems were cor

rected: the "free" market's refusal to recognize gender difference and the 

unwitting complicity of working women in lowering wages. Living wages 

would enable gender to be reproduced within the wage system. 

According to living wage narratives. the problem was not buying and 

selling but the inability to gain proper remuneration. Living wages would 

protect women from prostitution and preserve their femininity: they 

would promote the employment of men and fend off the threat of emascu

lating idleness. Male and female versions were proposed: an expansive liv

ing wage for men and a subsistence one for women. what Margaret Dreier 

Robins called a "primitive living wage. "52 These would keep idlers and 

whores off the streets and return men and women to their proper gender 

roles. 

Though the living wage resolved the main problems exposed by the 

prostitution narratives. it also developed as a positive concept for men 

and a negative one for women. While it would uphold manly virtues. it 

would prevent women from debasement. Male workers would be able to 

reassert wage differentials on the basis of their different needs. As bread

winners. men deserved wages sufficient to supply the needs of their en

tire famUy. 

Those who demanded living wages for women concerned themselves 

solely with what would be required to keep women from prostitution. Ed

ward Janney's study of the "white slave" traffic followed the conventional 

wisdom in noting that "when the wages of girls and women are low. the 

traffic in women flourishes." and in promoting a subsistence living wage 

for "a self-supporting. self-respecting woman." A 1 9 1 3  editorial in the 

Amer1Can Federationtst claimed that "the relation between wages and en

trance into that dreadful life" was "clearly established." and the solution 

was living wages. Noting that "there is little connection between value of 

services and wages paid." the Federattontst called for a new standard of 

wage payment outside the realm of production. 53 

Although. as Emilie Hutchinson noted. there was "no logical reason for 

fixing [ the minimum wage) only for women . . .  in the United States the 

minimum-wage movement has been connected wtth the question of wages 

not primarily as a labor problem but as a sex problem." In 1 9 1 5  the 

Brooklyn Central Labor Union argued that minimum wages should "only 

apply to low paid industries where the majority of the workers are women 

and minors whose wages now are less than the actual cost ofliving." Wom

en's minimum wages were a matter of subsistence. not consumption. 54 
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Even those labor leaders who claimed to be  supporting a universal liv
ing wage suggested male and female variations. The labor reformer Alice 
Henry called for "a living wage for everyone" in an article on the "vice 
problem." but it was clearly the living wage for women which concerned 
her. It would "remove temptation." she wrote. and "open the way towards 

self-respecting marriage relations." Henry Abrahams of the Boston Cen
tral Labor Union suggested in 1 9 1 3  that there were in fact two minimum 

wages. one for each sex. For men. the minimum wage was merely a syn

onym for an expansive living wage. "which will enable the worker to sup

port himself. his wife. and their children. and to lay by something for old 

age." Abrahams defined the minimum for women in distinctly narrower 
terms; it should "give a girl enough to pay her board. clothe herself. lay 

by something for sickness and still have something to pay for amuse

ments and literature." Abrahams made different assumptions about the 

level of need for working men and working women. but some male work
ers simply made the tautological claim that they should earn more than 

women because they were men 55 

As it minimized the Ignominy associated with the sale of the self. the 

living wage allayed anxieties expressed in the prostitution narrative by 
preserving gender roles within the wage system. Living wages for men 

would incorporate their families' needs as well as their ever-growing de

sires. Women. however. were excluded from this version of the living 

wage. Although the prostitution narrative brought the question of female 
desire to the fore. the problem of prostitution was resolved In the dis

course of the living wage not by calling for wages to meet women's desires 
but by advocating suffiCient pay for men to support their families. 

The consumerist living wage discourse and the narrative of prostitu
tion worked in tandem to make wage labor acceptable to working people. 
They did so by distinguishing good from bad wages and by locating the 
dividing line between the two in the realm of consumption. By late in the 
nineteenth century. workers and labor reformers. having redefined wage 

labor to be consistent with both freedom and the preservation of sex 

roles. had laid the foundations for the living wage discourse and the con

sumerist tum in labor ideology. 
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THE SOCIAL ECONOMY 



"The first economic theory that came under my eyes was not calculated 
to make me think highly of economists," Samuel Gompers once declared. 
"My mind intuitively rejected the iron law of wages, the immutable law 
of supply and demand, and similar so-called natural laws." Gompers's 
disdain f or economists did not extend to their field of study, however. 
When asked at an 1 898 lecture whether he opposed "the study of pol1t1-
cal economy by laboringmen:' Gompers responded huffily, "I would con
sider myself a fit subject for the insane asylum had I been guilty of such 
a thought." "PoHt1cal economy is the science of Hfe:' he concluded. "and 

why shouldn't laboringmen study it?" I 

George McNe1ll conveyed the same mixture of respect f or the field and 
loathing for its practitioners in his testimony before a Senate labor com
mittee in 1 90 1 .  When workers "commenced to study political economy," 
the veteran Boston labor leader declared, "we discovered that the sci
ence of political economy had never been written." McNe1ll did not mean 
for the senators to take him literally; like most labor intellectuals of his 
time, he demonstrated an easy fam1l1arity with the classic works of politi
cal economy.2 Instead, he suggested that working-class conceptions of 
the relationship between economy and society were no longer part of 
mainstream economic discourse. 

In combining a disdain f or economists with a keen interest in political 
economy, Gompers and McNe1ll articulated a view held by labor leaders 
of all stripes.3 To emphasize their differences with the economists, many 
workers rejected the term "political economy" and demanded instead 
what they called "social economy."· Reflecting this trend, George Gunton 
founded a journal called the Social Economist. 5 

5 7  
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In reclaiming rather than rejecting political economy, working-class 

economic thinkers and labor reformers saw themselves not as inter

lopers into an arcane science but as the true inheritors of its ortgtnal 

spirit, as embodied by its founding thinkers. In demanding the living 

wage, Henry Demarest Lloyd wrote, workers "stood for no more than 

what MUl, Ricardo and all the great economists have declared to be the 

true law of wages." Carroll Wright, a pioneering labor statistician, sug

gested in 1 882 that the true spirit of political economy was an "ethico

political economy" rather than coldhearted market calculations. Modem 

political economy had come unhinged from this moral Vision and needed 

the injection of "a new life, a warmer blood" in order to reclaim its proper 

role as both "a moral philosophy" and a "science."  8 Workers saw the "sub

stitution of a moral for a purely economic law" as the essence of political 

economy.? 

Just as labor leaders condemned corporate capitalists as the true revo

lUtionaries and identified themselves as conservers of republican values, 

so too did they blame the new professional economists for turning the 

field on its head and loosing it from its ethical moorings.8 This critique 

accords with Dorothy Ross's analysis of the republican roots of antebel

lum political economy. Even in the late nineteenth century, she notes, a 
school of historical political economists, including Henry Carter Adams, 

Richard Ely, and John R. Commons, expressed sympathy for the labor 
movement.9 As economics professionalized, however, its practitioners 
rejected ethics and history. Attempting to transform economics into a 
"positive" science, Francis Amassa Walker "urged the economist to have 

nothing to do with ethics and keep sentiment altogether out of sight." 
This was a far cry from Wright's insistence that ''we must . . .  view the 

whole superstructure in looking at the labor question, and not merely the 

economical shtngles of the edifice." 10 

Although they rejected the pos1t1vism of contemporary political econ

omy and challenged the view that only credentialed economists were 

qualified to study these things, labor leaders recognized the fundamental 

importance of understanding the structures of economic life. Political 

economy was too important to be left to the professional economists. As 

early as the 1 820s the British labor radical Francis Place proclaimed that 

"political economy is the science of the working people," expressing a sen

timent Similar to that of the artisans across the Atlantic who sought to 

develop what one antebellum journeyman's committee called a "true sys

tem of political economy." 1 1  

Late nineteenth-century workers continued to make such claims. A 
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Boston eight-hour organization declared that "the Trade Union is. in most 

cases. the only school where the working man learns what he knows of 

Social Science and Political Economy." Political economy. wrote Henry 
George. was of all the sciences "that which . . .  is of most practical im

portance." Echoing working-class leaders. the popular political econo

mist declared that no special expertise or academic training was re
quired. Since economic "laws of nature" were best apprehended through 

common sense and lived experience. political economy "is . . .  the sci

ence which the ordinary man may most easUy study. It requires no tools. 

no apparatus. no special learning. The phenomena which it investigates 

need not be sought for in laboratOries or libraries; they lie about us and 

are constantly thrust upon us." WUliam Cunningham agreed: "Advocates 

of the living wage need not fear political economy." 12 

George and others perceived a disjunction between the economic "laws" 

propounded by economists and the realities of economic life for ordinary 

people. Typical was the criticism of one letter writer to John Swtntons 

Poper. who denounced the "old fashioned . . .  dismal science of wages-and

capital-supply-and-demand political economy." as a system of thought 

which justified the inequalities of the economic status quo. Economists. 

said George Gunton. were blind to the real world. and "one-eyed politi

cal economy" failed to place economic questions in their proper social 

context. 13 

Advocates of the "social economy" criticized the mainstream politi
cal economists of the day on other grounds as well. Including their use 

of a disembodied and scientific language -what Gompers dismissed as 
"dreary columns of statistics" - to justify treating workers as commodi
ties. 14 Yet the social economists did not eschew the language of eco
nomics. As Robert Blatchford explained in 1 895. whUe there was indeed 
a "moral" right to a living wage. there was also an "economic" right: living 
wages. he claimed. were conSistent with the science of political economy: 

Whenever you hear a speech or read a paper which tells you that the 

"living wage" is against an "economic law," ask the speaker or writer 
these questions: -
1 .  What is the actual working of the economic law? 
2. In what book on political economy can that law be found? 
. . .  in every case . . .  the speaker will be unable to tell you. 15 

Remolding mainstream economic vocabulary. social economists ap

plied the central concepts of capitalist apologists -wages. consumption. 
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and the market - to very different ends; for social economists these terms 

reflected an overlap between the moral and the economic. Just as ante

bellum labor radicals "interpreted liberal precepts in ways diametrically 

opposed to those of their employers," living wage advocates contested 

the orthodox political economists not by developing a completely new lan

guage but by reclaiming and reinterpreting the older one. 16 

This reinterpretation of political economy manifested itself in a shift 

of emphasis from production to consumption. SOCial economists were 

particularly keen to resuscitate what they claimed was once a central 

tenet of political economy, that working-class consumption was vital to 

the health of the nation. "The fact that in the end the toilers must be the 

great body of the consumers," Gompers noted, "has been given little or 

no consideration at all ." Similarly, Gunton decried the view "which sees 

the laborer as a factor in production, but not as a factor in consump

tion." Claiming that an emphaSiS on consumption and wages did not 

mark a radical break in economic thinking, Wright approvingly quoted 

Thomas Chalmers, who in 1 832 had identified as the aim of political 

economy "the diffusion of sufficiency and comfort throughout the mass 

of the pop ulation by a multiplication or enlargement of the outward 

means and materials of human enjoyment." Noting the continuity be
tween their emphasis on consumption and that of earlier political econo

mists, some labor leaders depicted Adam Smith as a republican moral 

philosopher rather than as the father of liberal individualism. Smith was 

widely recognized in the nineteenth century as a proponent of high wages 
and healthy consumption for workers. So often did labor leaders quote 

his remark that consumption was "the sole end and purpose of all pro

duction" that it amounted to a virtual mantra. I? The following chapters 

trace the consumerist reconceptualization of wage labor by examining 

working-class interest in the market as manifested by the development of 

the concepts of the living wage and American standard of living. 



a 

Deftning the Living Wage 

In The Wage Slaves oj New York, Roy McCardell's popular novel, serial

ized in the New York Eventng World in the late 1 890s, the self-described 

wage slaves demand ':Just recompense" as a way to escape their degra

dation. 1 Although, as we will see, McCardell's "Wage Slaves" proposed a 

new way to achieve the goal of just recompense, there was nothing un

usual about the demand itself, which in its evocation of the labor theory 

of value echoed long-standing labor rhetoric.2 But what exactly did just 

recompense mean in an age of wage labor? This was the vexing issue at 

the root of the much-discussed "labor question."  B. W. Williams described 

the problem in 1 887: all Americans agreed that workers deserved "fair re

muneration," he said. "The difficulty arises when we come to consider the 

question as to what constitutes fair and honest remuneration for labor. "3  

For most of the nineteenth century, we have seen, labor had an unvary

ing response to this question: fair and honest remuneration amounted 
to the "full fruits" of one's labor.4 If it was legitimate on occasion to deter

mine this figure in wages, as for example in the case of apprentices or 

journeymen, as a general rule only ownership ofthe means of production 

made honest remuneration possible. From the perspective of antebellum 

workers, wage earning was inherently problematic since it entailed the 

sale of one's person rather than the product of one's labor. In his poem 

"Chants Democratic, "  Walt Whitman claimed that even high wages con

tradicted the republican ideal of economic justice: "Neither a servant nor 

a master am I, / I take no sooner a large price than a small price." As late 

as 1 903, George McNeill suggested, in a poem dedicated to his mentor Ira 

Steward, that workers would never gamer the full fruits of their labor 

under the wage system. "God speed the day when those that toil / Shall 

6 1  
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reap the products of the soil. I From 'wages' free!" In this producerist 

vision. wages. no matter how high. represented the immoral sale of the 

self. what one critic of the wage system derided in 1 898 as the "purchase 

of manhood as a commodity." As David Montgomery has observed. from 

the perspective of post-Civil War working-class leaders. the delivery of 

the worker "into a day's bondage for a day's wages" was "the very es

sence of the concept of 'wage-slavery .
. .  

·s Others. as we have seen. com

pared wage la bor to prostitution. 

Roy McCardell. however. put forward a radically different vision of eco

nomic justice. His ''wage slaves" demanded living wages rather than self

employment as a means to achieve just recompense. rejecting the conten

tion that wage labor necessarily implicated workers in a kind of slavery 

as well as the view that wage earning was incompatible with republican 

c1t1zenship.6 This call for living wages. although relatively new. was not 

unique. Before the Civil War the term would have been viewed as an oxy

moron. but after the war it became ubiquitous - and not only in works 

of fiction like McCardeU·s. 7  COined in the early 1 870s by workers on both 

sides of the Atlantic. the phrase quickly became a staple of American la

bor rhetoriC. reflecting a momentous change in attitudes toward wage 

labor. One of its leading proponents. Samuel Gompers. called the Uving 
wage "one of the most important contentions of labor."S  

The phrase "living wage" is  significant for a number o f  reasons. not 

least because it suggested the possibUtty that wage labor might at least 

theoretically be an integral part of a just social order rather than an ob
stacle to it. as the discourses of wage slavery and prostitution suggested. 

"The relation of a workman to his work implies wages - without money 

paid to the worker for subSistence there can be no labour." noted the 

British labor radical Hugh Lloyd Jones in the 1 874 article in which the 

term "living wage" probably first appeared in print. Similarly. Justus O. 

Woods's claim in 1 884 that "wages should be gauged by natural rights" 

implied that there was a positive. indeed necessary. relation between 

wages and rights. a relation that critics of "wage slavery" would have 

hotly denied. but one upon which living wage advocates depended. Fa

ther John Ryan. for example. argued that a "just price for labor is never 

less than a living wage." 9 

Having rejected o r  modified the critiques o f wage e arning as a form of 

slavery or prostitution. in the decades after the Civil War the "new wage 

earning majority." with emotions ranging from enthusiasm to reluctance. 

turned (or was forced to tum) increasingly to wages to solve the puzzle 

of how to determine just rewards. 1o Although a vast chasm separated 
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George Gunton's view that wages are "as elastic as human wants and de

sires" from Big Bill Haywood's call for the "abolition ofthe wage system," 

most workers came to some accommodation with wage labor, winding up 

much closer on the spectrum to Gunton than to Haywood. John B. Rae, 

leader of the United Mine Workers, for example, called wages "a natural 

and necessary part of our industrial system." Having concluded that the 

"average wage earner has made up his mind that he must remain a wage 

earner," Rae's successor, John Mitchell, similarly believed that "a vast 

and widespread amelioration . . .  can take place under the present system 

of wages." 1 1  

George Gunton may have captured the view of an increasing number 

of labor leaders in asserting that the "wage system is a permanent sys

tem" and that "there is no possibility of abolishing" it, but this acknowl

edgment of permanence did not make the meaning of wages self-evident, 

nor did it say anything about what level of wages might be legitimate. 12 

Treating wage labor as a human artifact rather than a force of nature. 

Uriah Stephens, founder of the Knights of Labor, in 1871  called the 

wage system "an artificial and mancreated condition, not God's arrange

ment." 13 While for Stephens this artificiality was reason enough to reject 

the wage system as immoral, for a new generation of workers viewing 

wages as constructed gave them hope that they could be reconfigured for 

the beUer. 

One did not have to share Gunton's utopian view of wage labor to en
dorse living wages. For some advocates of the living wage, the turn toward 

wage labor was premised not so much on a positive reformulation of the 

meaning of wage labor as on a pragmatic acknowledgment of its omni
presence. While agreeing that wages were not themselves natural, the 

Reverend William J. White argued that under a regime of wage labor, the 
natural law of human need necessitated the payment of living wages. 

"Men have by nature a strict right not merely to a bare subsistence but to 

a decent livelihood," he wrote in a review of John A. Ryan's influential 

1 906 book, A Uvtng Wage. "In the present industrial situation this . . .  

right takes the definite form of the living wage." 14 Whereas this "right" to 

a decent livelihood had previously been, theoretically at least, met out

side the wage system, he suggested that under a regime of wage labor, 

wage earning was the sole practicable means to that end. Although wages 

themselves were not "natural" or inherently good. they could in particu

lar circumstances serve useful ends. 

Many workers who continued to identify wages with slavery also began 

to lobby for higher wages, often in the form of living wages, as a neces-
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sary step in the emancipation of labor. For example. the International 

Labor Union of America, formed in the wake of the Great Strike of 1 877. 

noted in its statement of principles that "the wage system is a despot

ism." Nevertheless. the ILU acknowledged in another part of its platform 

that "as the wealth of the world is distributed through the wage system. 

its better distribution must come through higher wages." It called this 

move toward higher wages "the natural and logical step from wage slav

ery to free labor." 15 Here finally was a conception of "free labor" which 

equated freedom with good wages rather than self -employment. What 

seemed contradictory in 1 877 came a generation later to be the conven

tional wisdom of the labor movement: low wages. not wages per set were 

the problem. 

Many labor and reform constituencies participated in this postwar re

evaluation of wage labor. Among the participants were freedpeople and 

women entering the paid labor force; they did not View compensated la

bor as a symbol of their enslavement. 16 If anything. these groups tended 

to treat wage labor. when it amounted to Just recompense. as eVidence 

of their liberationY Hence. Elizabeth Cady Stanton spoke on behalf of 

women for "recompense in the world of work." and African American 

household workers in Atlanta demanded liVing wages. 18 Similarly. young 
people. subordinate in the workshop and the family. often found the 

"wage relationship liberating." 19 While not always the dominant voices 
in the liVing wage discourse. these groups had a powerful effect in shap
ing its contours. especially as they came to redefine wages in consumer
ist terms. 

Even the trade unionists associated with the AFL. the leader in con
struCting the liVing wage discourse. need to be reevaluated in light of 

the radical possibilities of wage labor they proposed. For this group. 

the liVing wage did not merely reflect quotidian bread-and-butter con

cerns but also built on a long-standing link. the bulwark ofworking-class 

republican ideology. between material and political well-being. Samuel 

Gompers. usually taken as the exemplar of the "pure and simple" men

tality. expressed faith that struggles over wages necessarily had a crucial 

political component when he declared in 1 887: "I believe with the most 

advanced thinkers as to ultimate ends. including the abolition of the wage 

system. But I hold it as a self-eVident proposition that no successful at

tempt can be made to reach those ends without first improVing present 

conditions. Continual improvement. by opening new Vistas. creates new 

desires and develops legitimate aspirations. It makes men more dissatis

fied with unjust conditions and readier to battle for the right." 20 

For those ambivalent about the wage system. working-class notions 
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of "social economy" provided a reason beyond the ubiquity of wages to 

endorse living wages. Advocates of the living wage described it in explic
itly political tenns as a "right" - often they used the phrase. "inalienable 
right" - the violation of which made republican citizenship impossible. 

As the ILU claimed. "Political liberty cannot long continue under eco

nomic bondage." Since "material advantages" were available to workers 

only through wage labor in post bellum America. living wages became a 

necessity. for "to prevent a class from possessing all the material advan

tages of a progressive civilization is as much an act of tyranny as to pre

vent them from exercising their rights of self-government."21 

Living wage advocates merged wage labor with citizenship. abandon

ing the view that they were incompatible. Workers "have burned the new 

words of the living wage into the bill of rights." Henry Demarest Lloyd 

announced in a pamphlet published by the AFL in 1 893. connecting the 

economic realm of wages to the political realm of Citizenship. In demand

ing the living wage. Lloyd claimed. the coal miners had "carried the stan

dard of their rights to a new height." ln evocative republican language. he 

declared that workers. "born equal. wtth inalienable rights to life.  liberty. 

and pursuit of happiness." made these rights meaningful by claiming liv

ing wages. by making needs central to any calculation offair wages. 'The 

demand for the living wage was a rebellion of the people . . . .  It was an 

insurrection against the decree of business that wages follow prices, and 

prices know no law but the competition between trades. We and ourwtves 
and children. the miners said. are not chips for gamblers. " 22 According to 

Lloyd, inalienable political rights empowered workers to make economic 
claims. 

To link wages wtth independence. another republican ideal. proponents 
of the living wage had to negotiate the difficult issue of the relation be
tween wages and the market. With the living wage. the market became a 
benchmark of freedom. but in a complicated way. While vociferously con

demning the market. advocates of the living wage quietly depended on 

it: they condemned commodification and supply and demand as symp

toms of the market. but their preferred language of rights and needs was 

equally market dependent. In defining the living wage they theorized in 

Original ways about the politics of the market. 23 

EaaergeaC8 01 the LiviagWage Discoane 

Dating the origins of the term "living wage" wtth precision is difficult. 

Most contemporaries believed it to have been invented by British miners 
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in the early 1 870s.24 Hugh Lloyd Jones popularized the term in a series 

of articles in the Beehive. to which those seeking the origins of the term 

invariably pOinted. 25 But at roughly the same time. Ira Steward of Boston 

used the phrase "Hving wage" several times in his unpubHshed manu

script. ''The PoHtical Economy of Eight Hours." which was written be

tween 1 872 and his death in 1 883. After the 1 877 national railroad strike. 

"Hving wage" became a keyword in American labor rhetoric.26 

Defining the Hving wage is no easier than dating it. If enemies and pro

ponents agreed on one thing. it was the vagueness of the term. Even its 

probable coiners had very different ideas about what it meant. Steward 

considered a Hving wage to be a bare subSistence. For Jones. a Hving wage 

was far more expansive: it "should . . .  secure sufficiency of food and some 

degree of personal and home comfort to the worker; not a miserable al

lowance to starve on. but Hving wages suffiCient to shield the reCipient 

from the degradation of the workhouse. or from the horror of hunger 

in his home." Most advocates followed Jones in sharply contrasting Hv

ing wages with subSistence wages. but the phrase was never without this 

tension between subSistence and luxury. In 1 898 Gompers. for example. 

called for "the mlllennium of labor. when an ample 'Hving wage' shall 

be assured." Several years later. the influential reformer Henry Seager. 
rejected the idea that the living wage could "usher in the millennium" 

or even that it should be "ample"; he promoted instead "a bare Hving 

wage." 27 

Rather than seek a precise definition. it is more helpful to think of the 

phrase as a kind of Hngua franca of the postbellum labor movement. In

deed. advocates tended to make a virtue ofthe fact that it was what Wash

ington Gladden called an "elastic phrase." To "a large extent this vague

ness is inevitable." wrote John Mitchell. since needs - on which wages 

should be based - varied widely. "It is hard to define just exactly what 

necessaries. comforts. and small luxuries a whole working population 

should receive. And yet notwithstanding all the vagueness. there remain 

in the mind of the workingman certain more or less definite things which 

make up to him what he calls the American standard of Hving. and a cer

tain sum which he feels or beHeves is a Hving wage." 28 Although propo

nents differed over the cash value of a Hving wage. the phrase became in 

the postwar years what the term "full fruits of labor" was to the antebel

lum era. namely. shorthand for economic justice. 

One of the reasons for the difficulties in defining the Hving wage was 

the newness and ortginaHty of the concept. which can be hard to dis

cern because of the fam1l1ar rhetorical scaffolding used by those who 
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constructed the living wage. Most advocates described it as a new means 

to tradtttonal goals. but such rhetoric obscured the radical implications 

behind a veil of comfortable catch phrases. The living wage reflected 
the strong influence of earlier labor ideology. even as it transformed it; 

it shared with this tradttton a critical stance toward the market and a 

skeptical view of the so-called natural laws of economics. as well as 

bold political claims and demands for a well-compensated working-class. 

Christopher Htll has written that for English workers the acceptance 

of wages necessitated abandonment of preindustrial languages of radi

calism. American living wage advocates. by contrast. continued to draw 

from languages that have been variously called artisanal republicanism. 

producerism. and labor radicalism. 29 

The living wage. then. was new but had deep roots in artisanal radical

ism. preindustrial moral economies. and religious. especially Catholic. 

doctrine. The widespread hostility to wage labor notwithstanding. certain 

positive interpretations began to appear before the Civil War. The long

standing ideal of the "competence." for example. called for sufficient 

rewards to support relatives and to survive a comfortable old age.30 A 

particularly important notion in this transition to living wages was the 

notion of "fair wages." a significant term in both American and British 

labor radicalism. 31 Terence Powderly. the Grand Master Workman of the 

Knights of Labor. in spite of his personal distaste for wage labor as well 

as his organlzation's formal dedication to the abolition of the wage sys
tem. noted in 1882. "1be principle of the trade union of late years has 

been . . .  to try and secure a fair day's wages for a fair day's work."32 Yet. 

although pointing the way toward the living wage. the notion of "fair 

wages" was a fundamentally different concept. 

While it rested to some degree on the idea that wages should enable a 

worker to live in modest comfort. fair wages discourse defined economic 

justice as a productive eqUivalence. a direct correspondence between the 

value of work performed and wages paid. The formula generally called for 

"fair wages" in exchange for a 'fair day's work."33 Fair wages. in this view. 

amounted to a fair price. that is. the full productive value of one's labor. 

That one could live on such wages was an expected by-product but not 

the essence of fair wages. Living wage advocates. defining economic jus

tice differently. suggested that how one lived should be the criterion by 

which to judge the fairness of wages. The concept of fair wages shared the 

prevailing producerist assumptions about receiving the value of the prod

uct. By contrast. the liVing wage was defined in consumerist terms. 

Seizing on this difference. critics derided the living wage because it 
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lacked the legitimacy of productive equivalence. A review of John Ryan's 

book A Uvfng Wage stressed the differences between "living" and "fair" 

wages. The reviewer was a strong supporter of the "fair" wage but an 

enemy of the "living" wage; legitimate wages were tied to production In 

his view. 

The ordinary person probably regards it (the living wage) as a measure 
of equality of exchange - "a fair day's wage for a fair day's work." That is 

not Prof. Ryan's view (in which there is) no necessary correlation be
tween the wage and the work done. Whether a man works well or m, 

skillfully or unskillfully, he must be paid not less than a certain sum 
irrespective of the value and amount of his work. The only condtUon is 
that the amount of work be "reasonable." But who is to be the judge of 

what is reasonable? 34 

"Fair wages," thus, measured justice as a function of the sale of the prod

ucts of labor; "living wages" by the sale of labor Itself. WhUe advocates of 

both would have agreed with the labor pamphleteer T. Wharton Collins's 

view that "he who will work has a right to . . .  earn a living," they would 

have done so for very different reasons. 35 

The living wage marked a critical shift toward a positive view of wage 
labor, a "Copernican Revolution" in labor ideology, as Ira Steward called 

it. In defining fair wages, Steward linked them not to productive value but 

only to the things that such wages could "secure" for the worker. A living 

wage was a new concept because It was based on a consumerist view, not 
the just price for the products of labor but remuneration commensurate 
with the needs of workers and their families.36 Basing remuneration on 

needs was a startlingly new idea. 

The emphasis on consumption engendered a subtle but important shift 

in the meaning of the link between wages and production. While placing 

unprecedented stress on needs and desires as the basis of wages, living 

wage advocates did not neglect the relation between wages and produc

tion, which they acknowledged lay at the root of wealth. Despite the con

sumerist emphasis of his definition, Samuel Gompers also described the 

living wage as workers' "fair share of the product of their toil." But advo

cates Invoked "fair share" In a new way. Whereas proponents of "fair" or 

"honest" or '1ust" wages described them as a return for individual labor 

yields, those who favored living wages described them in collective terms, 

as the worker's rightful "share in the products of common toU. "37 

Challenging the notion that It was possible to measure the full fruits of 
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individual labor, living wage proponents collectivized the value of labor.38 

While proponents still described the living wage as a claim on the products 

of labor, it was no longer an individual claim. In rejecting the idealized 

and in their view no longer valid - economy assumed by the notion of 

"just wages," advocates of the living wage developed a new conception 

of value. Max Weber succinctly described how the collectivization of the 

value of labor initiated a trajectory from producerlst to consumerist theo

ries of value, which culminated in the living wage: 

Quite generally, where the return Is determined by the sale of the prod
uct In a freely competitive market, the content of the right of the In
dividual to the full value of his product loses its meaning. There simply 
Is no longer an Individual "labor yield," and If the claim Is to make any 
sense it can be only as the collective claim of all those who find them

selves In a common class situation. In practice, this comes down to the 

demand for a "living wage," I.e. , to a special variant of "the right to 
the standard of living as determined by traditional need. "39 

This collective claim was based on needs - the realm of consumption 

as much as production, and thus the new wage equation sanctioned and 

reinforced, rather than undermined, the new emphasis on consumption. 

Living wage advocates refused to separate remuneration from produc

tion, although their critics accused them of doing so. The living wage, 

however expansively construed, was a demand for wealth earned by the 
sweat of workers' brows. and therefore Samuel Gompers insisted that it 

should be understood as an "entitlement" rather than "charity."40 Eco
nomic justice depended on this producerist side of the equation; living 

wages derived from wealth that workers themselves created. As the radi

cal Bob Ingersoll framed it, the living wage was not a claim for unearned 

wealth but a way to establish economic justice in the classic producerist 
' 

sense. "Why should labor fill the world with wealth and live In want?" he 

asked in 1 882.41 

Living wage proponents usually qualified the emphasis on production 

in a
,
number of ways, however. First, they claimed that the fruits of pro

ductlon had become so vast in America as to constitute an almost infinite 

pool of wealth from which to draw wages. The "power of consumption has 

not increased In proportion to the increase in productive power," declared 

Gompers. The living wage had become feaSible only in the "last genera

tion," John Mitchell claimed in 1 903; because of the productive power 

of industrial capitalism, for the first time "it is possible to give the work-
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Ingman a wage upon which he may live with reasonable comfort and de

cency, and with which he may obtain the necessaries and some of the 

pleasures ofHfe, which in the past society was too poor to provide for him." 

Proponents of  the living wage tended to agree with the Reverend John 

Chadwick's claim that industrial production in America had produced 

"enough for all."  They also argued that workers had been denied their 

full fruits for so long that the living wage could be justified as redress of 

past wrongs. As an 1 892 article in a labor newspaper declared, 'The great 

question that agitates the ctv1l1zed world is - how much shall the wage 

worker receive for his labor and how much shall the capitalist retain for 

his profit. The wage worker produces all the wealth of the country and 

has grown tired of providing all and receiving comparatively nothing."42 

It was one thing to demand that wages reflect the rightful share of 

the common toil, but what was the rightful share? Labor's faith in the 

nearly infinite capac1t1es of production made bold claims for high wages 

commonplace. Although acknowledged in theory as a limiting factor, as 

a practical matter, production presented no real limits as far as most 

workers were concerned since, as Samuel Gompers put it, "the workman 

has created, creates, and wlll continue to create, in excess of his ab1l1ty 

to consume." In addition, higher wages would spur production; the ex
pansion of needs would expand both production and wage levels. Beyond 

subsistence, B. W. Williams noted, the laborer "should receive as much 
more as the profits ofthe business wlll justly allow," suggesting thatwages 

could exceed basic needs. Gompers insisted that it was impossible for a 
worker to "demand more than an equivalent for his services" and claimed 

that "the wealth augmented by the additional result of his labors above 

his ab1l1ty to consume" leg1t1mated living wage demands.43 

Without abandoning the view that wages were determined in part by 

production, then, many workers came to define them largely in con

sumerist terms. Rather than as exploitation that inevitably fell short of 

full compensation, wages came to be defined pos1t1vely in need-based 

language.44 Even relatively modest living wage demands were framed in 

terms of need. One proponent wrote in 1 895 that the living wage "should 

enable (the wage earner! with economy and sobriety to maintain a com

fortable and healthful home, under cond1t1ons which make possible the 

cultivation of virtue." Despite this stress on thrift, the demand is for more 

than subsistence. Some recognized that producerism was being aban

doned. The Massachusetts labor activist Frank Foster declared in 1 900, 

"It is not . . .  the value of what is produced which determines the wage 

rate, but the nature and degree of the wants of the workers."45 
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In promulgating this innovative consumerist theory of wages. propo

nents fought conventional wisdom on several fronts. Not only did they 

modify producerist conceptions. they also challenged the increasingly 

popular view that wages were a product of the operations of the market. 

in particular the "laws" of supply and demand. A critic of this view ex

plained: 'The theory of orthodox political economy . . .  is that if laborer 

and employers are left absolutely free to make whatever contracts they 

like. the wages of labor will be fixed by the law of supply and demand. 

and the rate thus determined wtll be. according to one school. just; ac

cording to the other school. absolutely necessary. whether just or not."48 

Proponents of the livtngwage charged that the wages being paid were nei

ther just nor necessary. Instead of the market-based law of supply and 

demand. livtng wage advocates suggested that the proper criterion was 

what the labor pamphleteer and politician Wtlliam Howard called the 

"natural law" of need.47 In redefining the value of labor. Howard articu

lated two principles. one negative and one postttve. which became central 

to living wage claims. First. labor could not be properly rewarded on the 

basis of the market categories of supply and demand Second. only hu

man needs formed a valid basis for wage determinations. This rejection 

of market-based wage determinations in favor of a standard of needs had 

contradictory implications. On one level. needs. based on the political 

concepts of natural law and inalienable rights. trumped the impersonal 

and amoral machinations of the market. but in a more fundamental sense. 

need-based wages were utterly dependent on the market. The livtng wage 

discourse reflected an unprecedented working-class engagement with 

the market. which became understood as a site where needs were satis

fied. not blocked. Although claiming to be rejecting the principles of the 

market. living wage advocates were in fact reinterpreting it. They polttt
ctzed the market by challenging the notion that it was a "natura)" force 

governed by immutable laws. Instead. the essence of "natural law" as 

they defined it mandated a very different type of market. one subject to 

working-class control. 

The Living W.,e aad the Market 

The livtng wage was quite literally born in relation to the market. 48 Most 

advocates described it as both an alternative to and a rejection of market

based determinations of wages. Hugh Lloyd Jones used the term in 

an 1 874 article titled "Should Wages Be Regulated by Market Prices?" 
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in which he counterposed (just) living wages with (unjust) market

determined wages. Labeling the living wage "sacred ground to be de

fended from intrusion" by the market, Jones answered no to the rhetori

cal question posed by his title: wages governed by impersonal market 

forces could not be just. For Jones, living wages were the only legitimate 

form of wage labor precisely because they were determined instead by 

needs and the worker's "cost of living." Workers had long associated the 

market with two nefarious tendencies: the commodification of labor and 

the forces of supply and demand. Both, in their view, degraded working 

people. "To the employer," Wllliam Howard wrote, laying out the problem 

in a single sentence, "human labor is a marketable commodity subject in 

its price to the law of supply and demand." He declared in a campaign 

pamphlet promoting his 1 880 candidacy for Congress, "You cannot regu

late wages by the law of supply and demand as you would so much mer

chandise without making slaves of the workmen. "49 

The antImarket aspect of the living wage discourse, like so many other 

components of it, drew on the legacy of producerist radicalism that had 

shaped the American labor movement from its inception. Indeed, at first 

glance, it appears to be a simple extension. Sean Wllentz suggests that 

the defining component of American working-class consciousness has 
been the rejection of the Idea that "labor Is a marketable commodity. " 50 

In describing the market as a metonym for capitalist hegemony and 
working-class disempowerment, living wage advocates followed a long 

tradition of popular protest against the dangers of the free market. 51 Anti

commodification rhetoriC links the earliest working-class organizations of 

the 1 820s to Samuel Gompers, who called the 1 9 1 4  Clayton Act "labor's 
magna carta" because it explicitly stated that labor is not a commodity. 

All labor leaders, whatever their ideological orientation, claimed to re

ject commodification. G. B. De Bernardi wrote in 1 897 that workers did 

not want to be reduced to "marketable instruments," because to be so 

reduced led directly to commodification and wage slavery. According to 

Howard, "Human labor is practically the human being: they cannot be 

separated, to merchandise the one is to merchandise the other." Mak

ing the connection between the market, commodification, and slavery ex

plicit, he declared that however much it was "disguised under a fictitious 

freedom," wage labor amounted to "slavery," and he concluded elsewhere 

that "strikes, violence and bloodshed wlll always be imminent . . .  so long 

as wages are regulated by the law of supply and demand, and not by the 

cost of living."52 

Notwithstanding the ostenSible rejection of the market, the living wage 
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discourse was deeply embedded In the language and economics of the 

market. Leon Fink has remarked on a broad pattern In American labor 

Ideology. a "sincere Ideological ambivalence toward the capitalist mar

ketplace." In claiming that needs as much as production should deter

mine wage allocation advocates acknowledged that the living wage was 

a market-based concept. As William Howard wrote In 1 894. "Remuner

ation for his labor must be based on his own life necessities and not 

upon the business necessities of his employer:' but both "necessities" 

were market driven. The Issue was who was to control the market. whose 

needs would predominate. labor's or capital's? �3 

Despite the vociferous rejection of the commodification of labor. pro

ponents of the living wage came reluctantly to accept what Marxists took 

as a foregone conclusion - that under the capitalist mode of production. 

like It or not. labor was In some sense precisely a commodity governed 

by market forces.54 They might claim to despise what Henry George de

nounced as the "hlggUng" of the market. but they also acknowledged 

the need to shape that market by taking an active role In such hlggllng. 

According to George Gunton. 'The prior fact of all Industrial prosperity 

Is the market." which he defined as "the consuming capacity of the In

diVidual units In the community. 
,,

�� Even Gunton's Ideological enemies 

agreed that the value of labor could not be determined outside of the 

market. 

Living wage proponents directed their wrath not against the selling of 

labor but against the unfairness of the sale. George McNeill complained 
that "the wage worker Is forced to sell his labor at such price and such 

conditions as the employer of labor shall dictate." The converse of this 

view was that the sale was acceptable If labor could "dictate" the terms. 

For living wage advocates control of the market marked the crucial dis

tinction between selling their labor legitimately and commodifying. pros

tituting. or enslaving themselves.56 

If the laws of supply and demand were not a legitimate way to deter

mine wages. how could workers arrive at the "true" value of labor? Living 

wage advocates. invoking the political language of rights. entitlements. 

and citizenship. turned to rights and needs as an alternative to supply 

and demand. They argued that the Impersonal and amoral workings of 

the market had to be secondary to human need In determining wage 

rates. A letter writer to a labor newspaper. for example. contrasted "the 

Inalienable right of the wageworker to life.  liberty and happiness" to the 

notion that "labor was a marketable commodity" and found the latter 

principle wanting because this "law" destroyed citizenship. A group of 
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labor leaders complained that by regarding labor as a commodity. the 

capitaltst "forgets that the laborer is a man. a citizen. and a Christian. 

that he raises a famtly and that famtlies make the state. "57 

Those who accepted need as a basis for wages disagreed among them

selves over exactly how to define need. Reltgious leaders and most reform

ers who advocated ltvtng wages defined needs in terms of subsistence. 

but labor advocates drew a more generous picture. Commentators had 

long recognized that "need" could have a variety of meanings. Karl Marx. 

for example. acknowledged both biological and social dimensions. Butld

ing on the work of David Ricardo. Marx distinguished between subsis

tence wages and "social wages." Culture determined the distinction: 

The value of labor is formed by two elements - the one merely physical. 

the other historical or social. Its ultimate limit is determined by the 

physical element: that is to say. to maintain and produce itself. to per

petuate its phYSical existence. the working class must receive the nec

essaries absolutely indispensable for living and multiplying. . . . Be

sides this mere physical element the value of labor is in every country 

determined by a traditional standard oflif e. 58 

This distinction between objective and subjective needs pointed to the 

shifting demarcation of wages. Living wage advocates saw a great dif

ference between mere existence and an active. virtuous ltfe .  Like Marx. 
Father John Ryan devised two categories: an "absolute standard of ne

cessities" and a "conventional standard." Ryan noted. "In order to ltve 

becomingly. men must have not only those goods that are objectively 

necessary. but in some measure those that they think are necessary. 

Indeed. the latter may become more vital to decent ltving than certain 

goods that are objective and primary." In his review of Ryan's book the 

Reverend Wtlliam J. White contrasted "bare subsistence" to the "decent 

ltvelthood. "59 

Critics of the ltving wage questioned whether needs were a legitimate 

basis of wage determination. since this theory of value conflicted not only 

with tradtttonal producerist conceptions of the labor movement but with 

the dominant bourgeoiS view that wages should be regulated only by the 

laws of the market Critics deemed the distinction between subSistence 

and a decent standard of living maddeningly imprecise compared with 

the scientific accuracy of market forces. In 1 872 E. L. Godkin. the ltberal 

editor of the Nation. condemned this new attitude toward wages because 

it seemed to reward workers regardless of the value of work performed. 
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He noted that "workingmen . . .  firmly maintain the beUef that the rate of 

wages ought to be what a workingm� needs to make him 'comfortable'. 

let his habtts and the size of his famtly or his views of 'comfort' be what 

they may." Godkin blamed workers for promulgating the view that "the 

market rate of wages is a mere invention of the capttaUsts; that the proper 

rate of wages is what wtll provide a man and his famtly wtth 'a comfortable 

subsistence'. and that this rate. be it much or be it Uttle. all employers 

ought to be made to pay . . .  that the reward of labor is something wholly 

regulated by an abstract rule of right. and in no way dependent on the 

laws of the physical universe." For Godkin this "abstract rule of right" 

was mere rhetoric. lacking the power of the scientific laws of the market; 

he named this disturbing movement "communism. "60 Thus he deftly re

versed the working-class view of the market as abstract and rights as 

real. As we wtll see. this market -based critique of the Itving wage contin

ued well into the twentieth century. 

Invoking a discourse of civtltzation. Itving wage advocates tried to allay 

fears that wants and needs would escalate out of control. One strategy 

was to argue that wages should maintain but not improve the standard 

ofltving to which a worker was accustomed. Adopting this tactic. Samuel 

Gompers maintained that a Itving wage should be "commensurate" with 

a worker's "economic and social surroundings." In 1 894 Wtlliam Cun

ningham expressed a simtlar view: "The Itving wage. in any social grade. 

is the payment which wtll enable the ordinary man to maintain the stan
dard of comfort of his class. In the economic conception of a standard 

of Itving we have the correlative of the Itving wage. This standard dif
fers greatly for different social grades." Frank Foster claimed that wages 

should reflect the wants of the workers. as "embodied in their customary 

standard of Itvtng." The Uving wage. Wtlliam White wrote. "should con

form in a reasonable degree to the conventional standard oflife that pre

vatls in any communtty or group."61 The problem with the view that one 

needed only what one was used to was that it undercut notions of social 

and economic mobtltty that were central to many workers' understand

ings of the Itving wage. 

More common and less problematical was the strategy of ensuring the 

respectabtlity of need-based wage demands by framing them in the con

text of famtly. This domestic rhetoric countered opponents' charges of 

greed. since in this schema. what was being suppUed was not indiVidual 

hedonism but the good of the famtly. "Wages." Gompers wrote in 1 888. 

"are Simply the provision of datly or weekly wants of the workman and of 

his famtly." B. W. Wtlliams described the "natural minimum" for workers 
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as the sum of family needs: the "workingman must have the prime nec

essaries of life - food, raiment, and shelter, for himself and family. " 62 

No matter how respectably or domestically they were framed, wages 

based on needs opened up radical new possibilities. Under a system in 

which wages were based upon the products of labor, they necessarily 

faced an upper limit: the value of the product. No such limit capped wages 

governed by the principles of the living wage. Unlike "full fruits," which, 

however difficult to achieve, were finite, needs were potentially infinite. 

The Protestant minister Henry Ward thought the living wage should 

satisfy "normal desires."63 But what was the difference between "normal" 

and superfluous needs? One Bradford Dubois gave a standard list of 

the "primary needs of mankind,"  naming "food, fuel, raiment and shel

ter." But DuboiS also listed certain cultural necessities, including "luxu

ries. refinements. amusements and diversions of life." Others made the 

same shift from needs to desires. "We must no longer be content With a 

living wage which is measured by the iron bound law of supply and de

mand," proclaimed the Journal published by the Union Label League of 

Denver, proposing a living wage that would supply "all the good things 

that help to make life bright and happy and comfortable." The living wage 

should "enable us to educate our families, to participate in art, literature, 
music . . . .  And the workingman who does not secure this is falling short 

of what he deserves."64 
Rather than place limits on this need-based conception of wages, living 

wage advocates argued unapologetically for continual expansion John 
Mitchell claimed that "no limit should be set to the aspirations of the work
ingmen, nor to the demands for higher wages." Since "the consuming 
power of the community" rested on the backs of workers, wrote George 

Gunton, it was their duty to "unite and struggle" continually for the "ex

pansion of human desires and necessities." In this rhetoriC, needs tended 

to grow rather than shrink. By 1 9 1 3  the AFL treasurer John Lennon an

nounced that "the labor movement has now reached the point where we 

insist that every man and woman in the world performing useful labor is 

entitled to a living wage." Silent on what counted as useful labor, Lennon 

insisted that a living wage was not one "upon which they can merely ex

iSt." Rather, it was a combination of retirement plan, workmen's compen

sation program, and family trust fund.65 

Fundamental to the concept of the living wage for most proponents 

was the belief that needs were ever expanding, that wages should grow 

correspondingly, and that the limitless capacity of production made con

tinual growth possible. The living wage had "elevated the standard of 
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living o f  the American workman and conferred upon him higher wages 

and more leisure." declared Mitchell. and it should continue to do so in

definitely. Wages should reflect the expanding consumption habits of the 

workers. 'The American of today." noted George McNeill. "wants some

thing today that yesterday knew nothing of: tomorrow he will have a new 

want." Stressing the consumerist dimension in his well-publicized 1 898 

defense ofthe living wage. Samuel Gompers demanded a wage that would 

enable workers to maintain the American standard of living; it should. he 

declared. prevent the breadWinner from becoming what he called a "non

consumer." Gompers refused to be pinned down to a specific definition 

since. as he put, "a living wage today may be denounced as a starvation 

wage in a decade." Placed in this context, Gompers's famous demand for 

"more. more" emerges as part of a long working-class tradition of political 

economy. The notion of the ever-increasing living wage was an ideal to 

which all groups of workers aspired.66 

While opening up new rhetOrical avenues for labor. the emphasis on 

needs and the market also had a drawback. Basing wages on workers' 

"customary standard of living." had the potential to reinforce and harden 

social divisions and to produce racial and gender discrimination.67 The 

next chapter examines the most divisive aspect of the consumerist social 

economy. the appeal to an American standard of living. 
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Inventing the American 

Standard of Living 

The American standard of living was central to organized labor's ideology 

between 1 870 and 1 925. Yet, as with the living wage, few workers defined 

the term when they invoked it. Labor historians have not investigated its 

meaning either. David Montgomery suggests that it was the equivalent 

of "white man's wages," but he does not pursue this point. I In this chap

ter I develop Montgomery's suggestion. showing how all three terms 
white, man, and wages - that is, the corresponding categOries of race, 

gender, and political economy - lay at the core of the idea of an American 
standard. 

The American standard allowed workers to reground the distinction 
between freedom and slavery in a wage labor economy by making needs, 

rather than production, the mark of virtuous character. While this re

grounding reinvigorated labor ideology by replacing a dying producerism 

with a vibrant consumer-oriented language, it also had negative effects. In 

addition to rehabilitating the freeman /slave distinction, the American 

standard reestablished male / female and American /alien dichotomies. 

In adjusting to the wage labor economy, organized workers used the idea 

of the American standard of living not only to reclaim economic and polit

ical rights that they feared they were losing in the new economy but also 

to exclude other groups from its benefits. If it allowed white, male workers 

to escape "slave" status, it also gave them a way to call others "slaves" and 

to exclude working-class immigrants, African Americans, and women 

from participation in the American standard. 

The American standard of living discourse, far from eclipsing politics, 

revitalized and remade working-class consciousness through an empha-

78 
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sis on consumerism. As labor leaders accepted permanent wage labor, 

they developed many intriguing ideas about the relation between consum

erism and working-class ideology. Labor's tum to consumerism should 

not be understood as inherently depoliticizing. The American standard 

had a variety of political valences, some quite radical, others downright 

reactionary. 

CoDsamptioD aad l'reedODl 

As the reigning metaphors in labor's economic language changed from 

"wage slavery" and "prostitution" to the "living wage" in the late nine

teenth century, organized workers continued to invoke a dichotomy be

tween slavery and freedom, but they placed it in a different context 

Slavery became a synonym not for wage earning itself but for low or 

inadequate wages. Living wages made it possible to avoid slavery and 

achieve republican freedom. Although the distinction between slavery 

and freedom remained central to the labor movement, workers began to 

equate well-paid wage work with freedom. The new slavery, in this con

text, was a low standard of living, and the new republican freedom was 

the American standard of living. 2 

Like the wage slavery discourse, the language of the American stan

dard promoted economic independence, civic participation, and working
class character development. Like the living wage discourse of which 

it was a part, the American standard emphasized the role of the wage
earning worker as a consumer and a creature, not a victim, of the mar

ketplace. Under the old ideology, workers staked their claims to political 

rights on their position as the producers of the nation's wealth. While la
borers did not abandon their producerist rhetOriC, with the American 

standard they claimed that, as citizens, they deserved a comfortable ex

istence. Furthermore, they viewed consumption as a more effective agent 

of social change than production. The discourse deemphasized thrift and 

stressed the importance of circulating money; it deemphasized produc

tion and stressed consumption. George Gunton, for example, contrasted 

a "stultified social life," which "furnished no market for the multiplied 

and diverSified products," to "diverSified consumption which only grows 

apace with the possibility of new desires."3 With the American standard, 

workers adopted new means to traditional republican goals, locating vir

tue within, rather than outside, the wage labor market. 

If labor's measure of the morality of society before the Civil War was the 
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absence of wage labor and the presence of a broad stratum of indepen

dent producers, its new economic view labeled "high wages as a criterion 

of civilization." Whereas the Knights of Labor foresaw a cooperative com

monwealth in which the lack of wage labor symbolized the health of soci

ety, high wages came to signify the possibility of social uplift To "raise 

wages . . .  would be worth more than all other reforms put together," 

wrote W. E. Hart.4 

Many workers understood themselves as part of the market, but as we 

have seen, they did not accept the conservative tenets of orthodox politi

cal economy. According to their "social economy," the sign of a healthy 

working class was not frugality but a multiplicity of wants and desires. In 

this view, such desires were not frivolous but absolutely necessary be

cause increased demands would lead to increased production and higher 

wages. The worker's needs, as much as his or her production, lay at the 

basis of economic life. 

Although he never used the term "American standard" (he did write of 

the "American way of living"), Ira Steward pioneered a style of working

class consumerist thinking which rejected the middle-class view that 

thrift was the best way out of poverty. For Steward, consumption did 

not mean adoption of bourgeOiS values. Rather, he conSidered productive 
consumption, that which translated deSire Into wealth, a hallmark of 

good citizenship and "necessary for human progress."s  
Underconsumption or the wrong kind o f  overconsumption were dan

gerous in Steward's view. The unproductive consumer's desires for the 

debilitating trap of unseemly commercial amusements and drink did 

not translate into greater working-class wealth or power. The dissipated 
worker, who "wears shoddy and rags, and lives in a tenement or a hovel," 

was a poor consumer because his consumption did not"stimulate produc

tion. Furthermore, such unproductive patterns of consumption signaled 

a general weakness of character and were the sign of a worker unlikely to 

know how to stand up to his employer. As Steward wrote, "He is fre

quently distressed by his vices into the slavish necessity of accepting the 

only terms possible from the most selfish employers."6 Slaves, on this 

view, were not wage earners but workers who consumed poorly. 

Steward's belief in the importance of acting on socially productive de

sires through consumption and the dangers of not doing so led him to 

challenge the popular connotations of the terms "economy" and "extrava

gance." Indeed, he called one of the central chapters of his magnum opus 

"Economy and Extravagance." Middle-class moralists, he charged, de

fined scrimping as a virtue and spending as a vice, economy as prudent 
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and extravagance as wasteful. Steward reversed these judgments. He 

viewed spending as far more socially productive than saving. "Economy 

is the real extravagance." he noted. because it dissipated the potential 

stored within all demands. 7 

Steward argued that the negative meaning assigned to spending was 

nothing more than a linguistic defense of the class interests of the bour

geoisie. 'The charge of extravagance is made to sustain the claim that 

wages ought not to be any higher." When "a more expensive style of 

living . . .  is denounced as ·extravagant .
.

. • he wrote. it "is another way of 

saying that the laborer must accept less wages." In his view. progress 

consisted of precisely such increases in the standard of living. Steward 

insisted that the praise of economy as a social good signified the desire of 

the rich to prevent workers from enjoying the fruits of their labor. 8 

American st�dard proponents. following Steward. challenged the be

lief that workers should restrain their desires. In 1 886. for example. a la

bor reformer criticized the worker"who indulges in unnecessary and nig

gardly economy" thereby depriving "some brother producer of a proper 

market for the products of his labot." By attaching the notion of self

indulgence to excessive frugality. the author demonstrated the need to 

rethink economic categories.9 There was a point to this linguistic sub

version: it emphasized the connection between frugality and slavery on 

one pole. and consumption and freedom on the other. In a series of ar

ticles written in 1 887. significantly titled. "Wage Slavery as Seen by a 
wage Slave," A. S. Leitch, noting the connection between consumption 

and production. argued that without increased demand workers were in 

danger of becoming "wage slaves." These slaves were workers unwilling 

to circulate money and by their refusal setting off a chain of events which 

made the American standard unreachable: 'The wage workers' extrava

gance is the wage-workers' salvation . . . .  Suppose all workingmen of the 
United States . . .  at a certain time conclude to squander no more of 

their earnings in the purchase of tobacco - thousands of tobacco workers 

would soon go hungry. Or beer: the brewers would be ruined. To shut 

down on 'superfluous luxuries' of books and papers. the printers would 

get a tough deal." Drawing on Steward's ideas. he concluded with an at

tack on the critics of working-class "extravagance." insisting . .. It is what 

press and pulpit term the extravagance of workingmen. that keeps money 

in circulation . . . and gives employment to thousands of our brother 

wage-slaves by means of which they gain a livelihood." 10 

The same year. the freethinking radical Robert Ingersoll made a simUar 

argument. The capitalist. he said. "tells the workingman that he must 
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be economlcal - and yet. under the present system economy would only 

lessen wages . . . .  Every saving. frugal. self-denying workingman Is un

consciously doing what little he can to reduce the compensation of him

self and his fellows. The slave who did not wish to run away helped fasten 

chains on those who did. So the saving mechanic Is a certificate that 

wages are high enough." I I  

The American standard complemented labor's "consumerist tum" by 

positing a direct correlation between character and desires. To meet the 

standard. the worker had to have many wants as well as the means to 

fulfill them. In this view. wages were the products of worker's desires. not 

"natural" economic forces. and labor controlled the market rather than 

being coerced by It. The worker who achieved the American standard 

could actually help to set the wage rate by consenting only to high-paying 

Jobs. George McNe1ll called this the "Great Law" of economic life. After 

Ira Steward first promulgated the theory In the 1 870s that high wages 

resulted from high standards of living. many working-class leaders fol

lowed suit. As a Detroit Knight of Labor leader put It In 1 885: 'The rate of 

wages does not depend upon the amount the wage-earners produce but 

the amount they will consent to live upon and raise a family." According 

to the Encyclopedia. oj Social Reform. the most popular late nlneteenth
century theory held that "wages depend upon what the working man con

siders the lowest level upon which he can live." The labor reformer and 

onetime Massachusetts gubernatorial candidate Edwin Chamberlin con

cluded. 'The greater the wants. the higher the wages." 1 2 

Many workers. then. defined the standard of living qualitatively rather 

than quantitatively. The American standard. In their view. did not refer 

to a monetary figure but rather to a type of character that would make 

American workers Insist upon a certain level of consumer comfort; It was 

a mlndset rather than a particular wage level. This does not mean. how

ever. that American workers refused to enumerate specific requirements. 

Discussions of the American standard were laced with demands forvarl

ous fruits of the Incipient consumer SOCiety. For example. B. W. Williams 

spoke plainly In 1 887: 'The American laborer should not be expected to 

live like the Irish tenant farmer or the Russian serf. His earning ought 

to be sufficient to enable him to live as a respectable American citizen. 

His living therefore must Include not only food and raiment for himself 

and family. but also such other Items as taxes. school books. furni

ture. newspapers. doctors b1lls. contributions to the cause of religion. 

etc." Similarly. John Mitchell wrote In 1 898 that the American stand

ard should enable the worker to purchase "a comfortable house of at 
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least six rooms." which contained a bathroom. good sanitary plumbing. 

parlor. dining room. kitchen. sleeping rooms. carpets. pictures. books. 

and furniture. 13 Other labor leaders incorporated symbols of modem 

consumerism - recreational opportunities. home ownership - into their 

definitions. 14 In their minds. this booty was not so much a cause of high 

standards as a product of them. albeit a welcome one. 

As with the living wage. labor leaders reSisted quantifying the American 

standard because they believed that it should be ever increasing. "The 

American Standard of Living in the year 1 903 is a different. a better and 

higher standard than the American standard of living of the year 1 803." 

wrote John Mitchell. George Gunton suggested that "expanding the so

cial opportunities of the masses" would "crystallize" a higher standard of 

living which ultimately would lead to higher wages. He wrote that the cul

tivation of desire "would make a general rise of real wages inevitable." 15 

Labor leaders believed the American standard was one of the most ef

fective ways to reconnect the working class to the body politic. According 

to the Voice oj Labor. the standard would protect fragile republican insti

tutions: "In a political sense. the high standard of living is a chief require

ment for the preservation of republican institutions. And it is a public 

duty of the most sacred kind to protect the workingmen of the country . . .  

to secure a high standard of living. They are American citizens. and the 

safeguarding of liberty and virtue is entrusted to their charge." In order 

to maintain a "self-governing Republic." the Anthracite Coal Commis

sion declared several decades later. "all American wage earners have 

a fundamental economic right to at least a living wage. or an American 

Standard of living." Once again. the justification was political as much as 

economic: without it "there could not be an intelligent and sound citizen

ship." Moreover. "failure to realize this right . . .  breeds revolutionary 

agitation." 16 
The language of the American standard served a function strikingly 

similar to that of the earlier republican language of virtue. Workers de

scribed the standard as both an inherent trait and a quality that could be 

developed in people. just as antebellum artisans understood virtue. Cer

tain conditions. usually related to economic organization. could promote 

it. while others would seal its destruction. Possessing the American stan

dard would enable the worker to fight injustice in tl:1e form of low wages 

and long hours. just as virtue enabled the artisan to fight it in other 

forms. such as the concentration of political power. An unjust economy. 

however. would prevent perpetuation of the American standard. Like vir

tue. it was a quality reciprocally linked to economic and political life. Its 
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presence was a symbol of a healthy republic, Its absence a telltale sign of 

danger. As the labor leaders who contributed to the Voice oj Labor noted: 

"The wage earners' standard of living, which rests so largely upon the 

wages received and upon the hours of labor, determines the physical, 

mental and moral foundations of the masses upon which the structure of 

American Institutions must rest." 1 7  

Another political aspect of  the American standard was the connection 

It drew between high wages and national Identity. Whereas previously, 

labor leaders had distinguished the United States from other countries 

by the sovereignty of Its large class of small producers, In the late nine

teenth century they began to maintain that America's high standards set 

It apart. According to this new category of "American exceptlonallsm," It 

was the need for high wages and the ab1l1ty to consume which properly 

distinguished Americans from others. George Gunton, for example, drew 

a distinction between "stupefied peasants who h�ve no new wants" and 

American workers with their "multiplication of wants and tastes." The 

"American mechanic" George McNelll described had "a parlor with a car

pet on It, a mantelpiece with ornaments on It, pictures on the wall, books 

on the tables, kltchenswlth fac1l1t1es" - amenltles that even the "comfort

able" of Europe did not possess. American republican Institutions rested 
on a broad bed of affiuence and taste, and those with lower standards of 

living, claimed Ira Steward, were "eminently un-American." IB Refusing 
to submit to low wages (as If there were an element of choice In this 

submission) became understood as an act of national and cultural self

definition. 

The fltpslde of this nationalism was a fear of those perceived as hav

Ing "lower" standards. This fear often took on raCist, sexist, and nativ

Ist overtones. Proponents based national health on the American stan

dard and Interpreted lower standards as a grave danger to the country. If 

the "standard of living Is the measure of civilization," Frank Foster wrote 

In 1 900, low standards threatened clvil1zatlon. "The low standard of liv

Ing has produced the degradation of labor witnessed among the Orien

tals," noted the contributors to the Voice oj Labor, selecting the group 

most frequently denounced for threatening the standard by replacing the 

American worker with "brutes." They equated brutishness and despot

Ism with the low standard ofl1v1ng and thus highlighted the danger to the 

republic. "If this standard Is lowered," they concluded, "American citizen

ship would be debased." 19 

Once the American standard was defined as a quality Ingrained In 

white male wage earners through years of cultural habit, It became easy 
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for these workers to find others lacking in the acculturation and genetic 

makeup necessary to maintain such standards. The American standard 

was used not only to separate the United States from other countries but 

to promote a hierarchy within the country. Organized workers wielded 

the standard against immigrants, blacks, and women as often as they did 

against stingy employers. 

Race. Geader. aad Ideatity 

James Duncan, a leader of the Granite Cutters' National Union and a 

vice-president of the AFL, revealed a great deal about the nature of the 

American standard when he defined the living wage as a "rate of wage 

sufficient to permit the maintenance and progressive improvement of the 

American Standard of Living in the group to which the worker belongs." 

By assuming a multiplicity of "American standards," Duncan acknowl

edged what many trade unionists tried to conceal: that they were willing 

to accept a variety of standards, reserving the pinnacle of the American 

standard for white, male, trade unionists. Below were ranged the stan

dards acceptable for women, African Americans, immigrants, and un

skilled workers. One 1 925 study titled, Social and Economtc Standards oj 

Uving was explicit about this hierarchy. It contained chapters contrast

ing the American standard of living with the "Immigrant," the "Feminine," 

and even the "Rural" standard of living. 20 

Understanding of the American standard was somewhat tautological: 
the only way to achieve It was through high wages, but the only way to 

gain such wages was to possess high standards. McNeill expressed this 
ambiguity well: 'Those who have the least want the least, those who have 
more want more; in this fact is the hope of the labor movement." This 

vision of the labor movement was hardly inclusive, for It refused to admit 
those judged as having too f ewwants into the house of labor. In like man

ner, George Gunton explained the standard of living as a function of na

tional cultures. 'The standard of living in any community will be high or 

low . . .  as the number of the daily wants of the people is large or small. It 

is lower in Asia than in Europe, lower in Europe than in America . . .  for 

the reason that the wants of people in the former places are fewer and 

simpler than those of the latter." According to his model, only those with 

high standards could hope to improve their lot. Others would forever be 

locked into a cycle of low wants and low wages. "An American will starve 

or strike rather than accept Chinese wages." wrote Gunton. "because the 
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American standard of living demands higher wages," but the "Chinaman 

receives low wages because he will live in a low way." Gunton perceived 

isolation from the market as a mark of primitive society, as in "darkest 

Mrica, in Asia . . .  or in the Southern states of America." Conversely, he 

believed that market relations and high levels of consumption signaled 

modem civilization.2 1 

The American standard provided workers, especially trade unionists, 

with a discourse about politics and civilization which served their speCific 

interests even as it invoked universal values. According to its logiC, those 

who were civilized became increaSingly so through higher wages, but the 

unCivilized were not equipped for a high standard of living and would 

either fritter away their wages or hoard them unnecessarily. The qual

ity that made the American standard possible - a mindset disposed to 

think in terms of consumerism and ever-increasing levels of wealth

had different meanings f or different groups. Without character and trade 

unions, these forces would be improperly aSSimilated and would not 

translate into a high standard of living. 

In 1 897 Henry White connected the consumerist logic with exclUSion 

in his plea for immigration restriction. "Production has increased many 

fold, but the consuming power of the people . . . is not suffiCient to 
buy what has been made. hence overproduction." Instead of stopping at 

this standard trade union explanation of the consumerist basis of eco

nomiC life, White went on to lay out the other half of the equation. Under

consumption, he suggested, could only be stopped by eliminating the 

underconsuming immigrant. 'The struggle of the wage workers for a 

higher living . . .  is rendered more desperate by the constant addition of 
others . . .  who. accustomed to lower standards of living, make possible 

the sweat-shop and the slum. "22 In this interpretation. the weak charac

ter of immigrants, reinforced by the low wages they would inevitably re

ceive. could make the American standard of living unreachable for all . 

Under these circumstances, the standard became as much a pipedream 

as the search for virtue in a despotic polity. 

In keeping with their new political economy. workers grounded their 

critique of groups that threatened the American standard in the realm of 

leisure rather than productive labor. White workers routinely conceded 

that the Chinese worked hard and competently; it was in the area of lei

sure that they found them defiCient. "While the Chinaman works indus

triously enough. he consumes very little, either of his own production 

or of ours," declared Samuel Gompers and a union colleague in a 1 906 

anti-Chinese pamphlet tellingly titled Meat VS. Rice: Amertcan Manhood 
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against Asiatic Coolietsm. Which Shall Survtve? They claimed that "the 

white laboring man . . .  is injured in his comfort, reduced in his scale of 

life and standard of living, necessarily carrying down with it his moral 
and physical stamina." The title of one section of the pamphlet, "Asiatic 

Labor Degrades as Slave Labor Did" suggests that trade unionists treated 

the subversion of the American standard as the moral equivalent of slav

ery. Similarly, while granting that the Chinese were "tireless" workers, a 

San Francisco newspaper criticized them in 1 90 1 for their "mean-living": 

'They present the American workingman with the alternative of commit

ting suicide or coming down to John Chinaman's standard of wages and 

living. "23 In this scenario, maintaining the American standard was liter

ally a matter of life or death for white workers. 

Labor leaders claimed that workers could not compete with groups that 

possessed lower standards without threatening the foundation of the re

public. They often framed this argument in racial terms . .. It is an insult 

to the respectability and manhood of an American to expect him to com

pete in the labor market with the heathen of Asia," declared two members 

of the Knights of Labor. "Such competition is an utter impossibtltty" since 

no "American can offer to work for wages so low that the Chinese will not 

bid lower." The "caucasians," Samuel Gompers bluntly wrote in 1 905, 

"are not going to let their standard of living be destroyed by negroes, Chi

namen, Japs, or any others." In 1 885 an article in John Swtntons Paper 

declared Chinese standards a threat to American workers: "Does any one 
class imagine it can compete with men who live like vermin. whose fami

lies cost nothing. and whose food and clothing are but nominal in cost?" 

In contrast, "American" workers defined themselves by their elegant life
style and expansive purchasing habits. The article argued that, because 

of their low standards. the Chinese would never Americanize.24 The Chi
nese Exclusion Act of 1 882 ensured that they never would. 

The American standard enabled white male workers to refashion them

selves as wage-earning citizens and gave them a means to declare others 

unfit for membership in the polity. In an open letter "To the Friends of 

Labor Everywhere," a San Francisco labor organization castigated the 

Chinese for defying "white Christian" labor's economic and political un

derstandings. They were, this group insisted, antirepublican, uninter

ested in freedom, and ignorant of the meaning of ctttzenship: 'They come 

here more as slaves than anything else . . .  robbing their fellow man of his 

just heritage, - the right to live in a decent manner, and to raise his chil

dren to become useful ctttzens of this republic. "25 

A central component of the Chinese slaVishness was the inability to 
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consume properly. It was a portent of a new kind of critique of the la

bor movement when Thomas Armstrong. a Pennsylvania labor radical. 

condemned the Chinese in 1 876 because they were not "true consum

ers." Whereas American workers understood the significance of circulat

ing their money. according to the San Francisco workers. the Chinese 

"take out of circulation daily the sum of seventy-five thousand dollars . . . .  

They trade and traffic entirely with themselves. They spend none of the 

money they earn with the white merchants of the city. They import most 

of the articles they use." The article continued: "It is madness for the 

white to think of competing with them . . . .  They can live on five cents 

a day; they eat rice and the offal of the slaughter-houses and we are 

inclined to think they eat something worse in the shape of vermin." A 

St. Louis labor newspaper declared: the "Chinaman hoards his money; 

he is of no benefit to the community. morally. socially. or ftnancially." 26 

According to this argument. the Chinese worked for less because they 

were willing to spend less. not vice versa. In other words. Chinese stan

dards were not a result of low wages but rather a cause of them. 

Although proponents of the American standard emphasized the im

portance of cultivating desires. they did not believe that all desires were 

equal. They praised the practical over the sensual. the respectable over 
the rough. They distrusted most popular amusements. bel1evingthat they 

would destroy the good character necessary for the preservation of civil 

society. Ira Steward condemned leisure entrepreneurs who "minister to 

human follies and vices." especially those who "sell rum. print dime 

novels. race horses or play base ball for a living." Rather than praise the 

saloon as the site of a working-class culture of mutualism. like many 

native-born labor reformers he conSidered "inebriated or dissipated la

borer" a detriment to the labor movement. 'The cheap and contemptible 

amusements of the poor." Steward lamented. sounding like a nineteenth

century member of the Frankfurt School. "are their wretched attempts to 

forget." Workers seeking such amusements. he complained. "are not suf

ficiently ambitious to agitate for anything"; they "attend the circus. but 

never go to labor meetings; and are generally ready to take the strikers 

vacant places." Truly class-conscious workers. according to Steward. put 

their wealth to its "highest moral uses. " 27 

It was not simply needs in general. then. but "civilized" needs - often 

defined by a gender-conscious vision of domesticity- that characterized 

the American standard. Following Steward's example. Gunton argued 

that the home. not the saloon or the whorehouse. should be the "focal 
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point" of consumption. The manly American worker, in this view, stood 

for respectable, rather than profligate, consumption through the frame

work of the patriarchal family. The San Francisco labor leader W. W. Stone, 
for example, contrasted the bread winning needs of whites and Asians 

to show that domestic tastes created an unbridgeable gap between the 

two groups: 'The caucasian must add to his own individual needs the 

cost of maintaining a wife and family. There is rent to pay, clothing to 

be provided, books to buy, and, added to all thiS, the many little wants 

that arise out of the conditions of a Christian civilization." In contrast, 

critics charged, the Chinese had few wants and no nuclear family to 

speak of. Chinese workers, Stone wrote, "content with a fractional inter

est in the body of a female slave," did not share the "Caucasian family's" 

faith in domesticity. The American standard was linked to a viSion of a 

well-nourished, respectable family life. Ownership of a whole woman 

cemented this patriarchal family structure. 'The conditions of life in 

America and Asia are so entirely different that the laboring men ofthe two 

continents can never meet on an equal footing," declared two San Fran

ciSco workers. 'The American has a home and a family to support . . . .  

The Chinese in San Francisco and California are not hampered by any 

such social duties and social obligations and social necessities. They 

have no homes and families."28 Lacking the personal and familial impe

tus to consume, the Chinese represented the antithesis of the American 

standard. 

The Chinese were not the only group villfied for violating the logiC of 
the American standard through excessive thrift, cheap taste, and a lack 

of family values. 'The Dago . . .  lives far more like a savage or a wild 
best than the Chinese" and therefore can "underbid the American work

ingman," declared Eugene Debs in 1 89 1 .  "In respect to economy and 

frugality they greatly resemble the Chinese," noted the Democratic Party 

platform of 1 884 in reference to South and Eastern European immi

grants. "One of them will walk miles, if necessary, to a butcher's shop 

and carry off thankfully the offal and refuse given them." The same year, 

Congressman Martin Foran, the fonner labor leader, described Italian 

and Hungarian immigrants as Ignorant of American economic logic: 

"They are brought here precisely in the same manner as the Chinese were 

brought here . . . .  very many of them have no conception of freedom . . . .  

They do not know to purchase any of the luxuries which tend to elevate 

and enlighten people . . . .  they are . . .  willing slaves." 29 The rhetOriC is 

strikingly Similar: Ignorance of the newly defined consumerist boundary 
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between freedom and slavery. inability to purchase properly. and lower 

standards conspired against the possibility for white native-born workers 

to achieve their birthright. the American standard. 

The logic of the American standard propelled the critique of other 

groups in another direction as well. Whereas the Chinese were faulted for 

underconsumption. blacks were said to consume mindlessly and limit

lessly.30 The two groups represented two poles of primitivism in a modem 

economy: excessive self-denial and instant gratification. Either extreme 

would disrupt the seamless web of economic life as laid out by trade 

unionists. who defined their own consumption patterns as the American 

norm: respectable. Christian. and Civilized. 

A decade after his critique of Chinese underconsumption. Gompers 

ascribed the St. Louis Race Riots of 1 9 1 7  to what he called a "clash of 

standards" - that is. differing patterns of consumerism. "East St. Louis 

became a sort of convention center for excited. undiSCiplined negroes 

who were intoxicated by higher wages than they had ever known." World 

War I had opened a plethora of high-wage jobs previously off-limits to 

black workers. The result. according to Gompers. was the natural con

sequence of paying high wages to workers not yet in possession the 

American standard: "Low wage workers found unfamiliar opportunities 

involving responsibilities in liVing and a social obligation for which they 

were totally unfitted by experience." However high their wages. blacks 

were still "low wage" workers. according to Gompers. who invoked the 

oft-stated belief that character preceded standards of living: "Inevitably 

I racial) conflict comes through a clash of standards - standards of work 
which means also standards of life."3 1  

Women wage earners were also accused of  threatening the American 

standard. but for reasons relating to working-class constructions of gen

der roles. Organized workers. experts. and politicians were united in 

the belief that women had fewer needs than men. and therefore a lower 

standard applied to them. Frequently an analogy was drawn between 

women untrained in the art of bread winning and the culturally unrefined 

male immigrant. Whereas the immigrant had few needs because of his 

unCivilized culture. women did not know how to cultivate their desires 

because men had traditionally fulfilled them. Even though women made 

most purchases. it was not their job to cultivate desires . "Everywhere the 

laborer gets what he has learned to consume and no more." as Edwin 

Chamberlin put it in 1 888. "It is the standard of living which determines 

wages . . . .  That is why women get less wages than men. and children less 

than either. Why the wages of a family where all work is no more than 
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that of the father when he alone labors."32 By entering the wage labor 

marketplace, women endangered standards that had become second na

ture to their brothers. husbands. and fathers. 

Yet women's low standards were not interpreted in quite the same sense 

as those of other groups with "degraded" standards of living. The prob

lem was not that women had low standards but that they possessed no 

standard of living whatsoever. It was. after all, defined as a male quality. 

'Their effort to be self-supporting is of so recent an origin that a large 

proportion of them are satisfied if they can merely add something to the 

famUy income," wrote Henry Seager in 1 9 13.  "They have no definite, in

dependent standard of living and consequently are contented to accept 

wages that lighten more of the burdens of their support for their fathers. 

brothers or husbands, but are Pitifully inadequate for that increasing 

number who do not live at home or whose home conditions are such that 

they must contribute."33 The qualitative definition of the American stan

dard of living, then, squeezed women out as it did other groups, making 

it difficult for any of them to be recognized as even potential bearers of 

high standards. 

With its market orientation and emphasis on consumption, the Ameri

can standard of living discourse could be understood as exemplifying an 

apolitical. "pure and simple" American labor movement, but such an in

terpretation robs the discourse of its complexity. The American standard 

represented a modem attempt to link economics to morality and politics. 

Yet It Is Significant how little the discourse of the American standard re

ferred to work itself. By marking consumption as the site for the devel
opment of working-class character, organized labor tried to create a new 

discourse of virtue. replacing a producerist republicanism with a con

sumerist one. In so doing. these workers emphasized the centrality of ma

terial well-being to class consciousness. 
By stressing the subjectivity of standards of living, organized laborers 

placed themselves at the center of any consideration of the nation's polit

ical economy. Yet by promoting the idea that living standards are a func

tion of race and gender, white male workers maintained that others were 

incapable of expanding their social needs and consuming respectably. 

By defining "American-ness" and civtltzation against the "other," the dis

course made consumption as much a terrain of exclUSion as production 

had ever been. 
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"The Consumer. of course. represents society as a whole." So M. E. J. 

Kelley matter-of-factly concluded her 1 897 article introducing the well-to
do readership of the North American Review to the burgeoning working
class strategy of the "union label." Despite her use of the expression "of 
course." Kelley was not conveying a universally accepted idea. The pro
ducerist ideology dominant in the nineteenth-century placed the makers 
of useful goods at the moral and political heart of the nation. Consumers. 
by contrast. were generally regarded as either wasteful or extraneous to 
an ideal economy. since they did not produce anything of value. , Yet Kel
ley was on to something. By the late nineteenth century many workers 
had begun to question the privileged place of producer ism and to empha� 
size the promise of consumption. The union label. on which Kelley re
ported. was one of several consumerist ideas to arise in working-class 
thought in the postbellum decades. 

No longer treating production as singularly paramount or discrete. la
bor leaders began to understand the economy as a dynamic system to 
which both forces were essential. and they tried to understand how they 
were related. Some considered production and consumption equally im
portant George McNeill. for example. argued that the "equilibrium be
tween production and consumption must be adjusted. " 2  Increasingly. 
however. working-class leaders considered consumption the more impor
tant aspect of the equation. and they began to see high wages as based 
on consumption.3 A statement by a Milwaukee trade union organization 
in 1 900 reflects this consumerist tum. "Inasmuch as the means of sus-

95 
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taining life can only be produced by labor. it follows that labor . . .  consti

tutes the true measure of value." the statement began. adopting a posi

tion consistent with the tradition of producerist rhetoric. But in fleshing 

out the practical meaning of labor value. it drifted far from conventional 

notions of producer ism: 

To make this measure of value . . .  requires that the people should be 

organized in their capacity as consumers . . . .  It is the consumer who is 

the real employer of the producer. and whereas the producers consti

tute the great masses of the consumers. it does seem. from a business 

point of view. that they ought to be able to pay themselves at all times 

and under all circumstances an equitable compensation for all the ser

vices they render to society. that is to themselves.· 

By proposing that workers organize as consumers and that. as con

sumers. workers could become their own "employers." this organiza

tion endorsed a new kind of class consciousness which rooted even the 

labor theory of value. the quintessential element of producerism. in 

consumption. 

Workers would seem to be unlikely participants in this "consumerist 

turn." Lacking the financial resources of middle-class shoppers. entrepre
neurs. and investors. how could workers claim speCial status as consum
ers? 5 American workers had proudly identified themselves as producers 

and staked political claims upon that identity. which they contrasted to 
the nonproduction of fops. millionaires. and bankers. who. preCisely be

cause they did not produce. had no rightful place in a republic. Prior to 
the consumerist turn. the celebration of producers usually involved a si

multaneous condemnation of consumers. W. J. Rorabaugh writes: "Me

chanics almost universally held that all wealth was created by labor . . .  

while merchants. attorneys. absentee owners. and others were . . .  con

sumers of wealth who had cleverly transferred into their own pockets 

wealth created by others."  William Sylvis. leader of the powerful Iron 

Moulders Union in the 1 860s. contrasted manly producers with "effemi

nate non producers" and "consumers." Moreover. who could deny that 

even the hated "speculators" consumed? 6 Was it not a mistake to uni

versalize an act that virtually defined bourgeOiS social practice. one for 

which workers could claim no speCial ability and which. moreover. was 

off limits to all but the richest workers? 

Yet certain advantages accrued to these late nineteenth-century work

ers who began to identify themselves as consumers. Just as "producer" 
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could be interpreted broadly to include all but the most outlandish spec

ulators, so too could "consumer" be inclusive whtle casttng the laborer in 

a special Ught. Union label campaigners claimed to be "extending democ

racy through purchasing power." Simtlarly, organized labor defended the 

eight-hour day as a "right of cittzenship, a concrete expression of social 

equaltty." In additton to securing workers the full frutts of their labor, the 

goal of the new consumer practtces was to assure workers of a sattsfying 

Itfe when not engaged in totl, and a new means to poltttcal power. 'The 

fact that tn the end the totlers must be the great body of the consumers, 

has been given Itttle or no consideratton at all ," declared Samuel Gom

pers in 1 893. 'The prospertty of a natton, the success of a people, the 

civtliztng influence of an era, can always be measured by the comparattve 

consumtng power of a people." 7 Gompers was not alone tn developtng this 

class-conscious consumerist vision. 

If the label "consumer" raised difficult questtons ofworktng-c1ass iden

ttty, another thorny issue for labor was that both the shorter hour and 

union label movements were products of a wage labor economy about 

which some labor radicals were uneasy. Many anarchists, for example, 

opposed the eight-hour movement precisely because the acceptance of 

wages implted a separatton -which they vehemently rejected - between 

labor and capttal, wage earner and owner. "To accede the pOint that capi

taltsts have the right to eight hours of our labor," edttorialtzed the Chi

cago anarchist newspaper Alarm in 1 885, "is more than a compromise, tt 
is a virtual concession that the wage system is right." In this view, re

ducing the number of hours of wage labor did not make tt acceptable. 

"Whether a man works eight hours a day or ten hours a day, he is sttll a 

slave" to his "capttaltst masters," wrote Samuel Fielden, later notorious 
as a Haymarket anarchist. As Alan Trachtenberg has noted, 'The label 

seemed to stgnify labor's wtlltngness to accept the wage system in ex

change for a secure place wtthin the social order."8 

As wtth the Uvtng wage discourse, both movements operated wtthin the 

market, rather than outside of it. In his path breaking interpretatton of 

the humanttarian sensibility, Thomas Haskell writes of "the power of 

market discipltne to inculcate altered percepttons of causatton in human 

affairs." Wtth the rise of market culture, he argues, people became aware 

of the "remote consequences of one's acts." Market man, according to 

Haskell, has to "devote such close attentton to the remote consequences 

of the various choices before him that he lives partly in the future." Has

kell's analysis provides a useful model for interprettng the union label and 

eight-hour movements. Both were sttuated tn the market and spawned 
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a new type of causal thinking in which consumption had far-reaching 

consequences.9 

The following chapters explore these two movements as examples of 

organized labor's growing fascination with consumerism. Among the first 

working-class movements to understand the worker as inextricably con

nected to market culture, both treated consumption as characteristic of 

modem life and tried to tum it to labor's advantage. The eight-hour move

ment. rooted in the shorter hours movements of antebellum labor radi

calism, gained momentum after the Civil War, reaching its peak as a mass 

movement in the 1 880s and remaining a major reform goal of organized 

labor until the New Deal . "As the years have gone by," Samuel Gompers 

noted in 1 9 15 ,  "the eight-hour philosophy which originated in the misery 

and toil of workers has become an accepted principle of society and 

industry." 10 

The promotion of union labels by organized labor began in 1 874 and 

quickly became a common trade union practice. By 1 897 E. Lewis Evans 

of the Tobacco Workers Union could reel off a wide array of labeled goods 

marketed to trade unionists, pointing out that if workers so chose, they 

could supply virtually all their needs with labeled goods. 

On the garments we buy we request to be shown the tailors' or garment 

workers' label. We make our purchases from a clerk who carries his 

card ready to show that he belongs to the union of his calling. Our wives 

and mothers, when they want a broom, choose one which bears the . . .  

label. . . .  When buying tobaccos, we demand of the dealers that the plug 

or package . . .  shall bear the . . .  label. When we desire to indulge in a 

draught of the amber flUid brewed from malt and hops, we find the 

brewery workers' label on the barrel or on the bottle in the case. I I 

The two movements quickly gained broad acceptance in working-class 

culture and transformed the meaning of class consciousness. They share 

parallel histories that shed light on the strengths, weaknesses, and di

lemmas of working-class consumer activism. 
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Merchants of Time 

"Men who are compelled to sell their labor, very naturally desire to sell 

the smallest portion of their time for the largest possible price," wrote 

George McNeill in his widely quoted 1 887 discussion of the eight-hour 

day, The Labor Movement: The Problem oJTo�y. 'They are merchants of 

their time." The phrase "merchants of time" conveyed McNeill's ambiva

lence toward wage labor. On the one hand, he was evoking the artisanal 

ideal of the control of time. Craftsmen frequently demonstrated their in

dependence and "manliness" during periods of industrialization by refus
ing to work regular shifts. They viewed the capitalist control of time, most 

evident in routinized shifts and wage labor, as a degrading portent of pro

letarianization, which they fought by taking periodic "Saint Mondays," 

spontaneous drinking binges, and other unscheduled breaks. Employing 

a gendered rhetoric of their own as ''freeborn American women," working 

women also fought the oppressive rhythms of industrial work. I 

Yet the idea of "selling" time as a merchant sold wares was new, reflect

ing a shift, endorsed by eight-hour theorists, from the artisanal notion of 

skill as capital to the wage-earning notion of time as capital. In 1 886, the 

Knights oj Labor approvingly quoted Karl Marx's comparison of workers 

to salesmen in language Similar to McNeill's: ''You [businessmen) are con

tinually preaching to me the gospel of 'saving' and 'abstinence.' Good! I 

will, like a sensible, saving business man preserve my own faculty, my 

labor force, and abstain from any foolish expenditure of it . . . .  I demand . . .  

a working day of normal length . . .  because I demand the value of my 

commodity like every other vendor." American workers echoed Marx's 

view that they could subvert bourgeois values by applying them to their 

99 
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own experience as wage laborers. 'The capltal1st maintains his rights as 

purchaser when he tries to make the working day as long as possible:' 

noted Marx. "the laborer maintains his right as seller when he wishes to 

reduce the workers' day." 2 The principles of capltal1sm, they thought. 

could be turned against capltal1sts. The point of comparison for workers 

In their campaign for shorter hours was not the artisan but the capitalist. 

not the producer but the merchant, and not the artisanal moral economy 

but the market-based social economy. 

Wage workers, as McNeill made clear, were "compelled" to sell their la

bor power; they had become "merchants" by necessity, not choice. The 

element of compulsion, however, did not necessarily mean that workers 

had no control over the exchange of time for money. This view of wage 

labor as entrepreneurship, with the worker acting as a sort of capitalist, 

was one of the recurring themes of the eight-hour movement. The goal, 

according to labor leaders, was to exchange labor for as much free time 

and money as possible. George Gunton titled one section of his elght

hour pamphlet commissioned by the AFL, "Leisure the Basis of Oppor

tunity." Demanding as twin goals "more wages and more time, - more 

wages to obtain more comforts, and more time wherein to enjoy them," 

McNeill highlighted the consumerism at the root of the eight-hour move

ment. Free time and money would enable workers to consume. A suc

cessful "merchant of time," was not a "wage slave" but quite the opposite. 
the proud possessor of an American standard ofllvlng. 'The reduction of 

hours of labor reaches the very root of society:' declared Samuel Gom

pers. "It . . .  makes of [ the worker) what has been too long neglected - a 
consumer Instead of a mere producer. "3  

The eight-hour movement reasserted the Importance of time In  worklng

class Ideology. Some market-based Interpretations of time were consis

tent with artisanal republ1can notions of leisure, according to which 

working citizens needed time for civic particlpation.4 Others Insisted 

upon workers' need for time to plot their emancipation. The Eight-Hour 

Committee of the AFL revealed a romanticized conception of this process 

In 1 89 1 :  'The taste for freedom grows from that upon which It feeds, and 

would-be oppressors of labor well know that if the wage-earner Is once 

given the time and opportunity to learn his own strength, to husband his 

own resources, to organize his own faculties. and to widen his own hOri

zons, he Is thereby furnished with the weapons which shall secure for 

him Industrial emancipation." Some took a more radical view. The elght

hour day. Horatio Winslow wrote In 1 9 1 1 .  "will give workers the time 

they need to think about revolution." Many labor radicals endorsed the 
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shorter day as a first step toward the destruction of the wage system. "It 

is folly to speak of wiping out the wage system altogether at an early date 

unless we have a well fed. healthy. intell1gent working class and only with 

short hours and good wages can such a class exist." declared the news

paper of the Cigar Makers in 1 876.5 

But the new linkage between time and politics also differed from the 

republican view. most crucially in the conception that workers negotiated 

the control of time through the market rather than outSide of it. In ad

dition. eight-hour proponents aSSOCiated free time with increased con

sumption and stressed the economic. as well as the political. benefits of 

shorter hours. McNeill claimed that "leisure acts upon the minds of men 

and creates new wants." Free time and increased wages would allow the 

worker to consume. enhanCing the circulation of wealth in the economy. 

"If the mechaniC devotes the major portion of his working hours to an 

unvarying monotonous toil his wants are simple and hiS wages poor." 

wrote Edwin Chamberlin in 1 888. "Every reduction of the hours of labor 

has been followed by an increase in production and consumption. that 

is. by an increase of wages on account of new and greater demands."6  

The poem. "Blessings of  Eight Hours." which appeared in the Garment 

Workers' newspaper in 1 907. also connected shorter hours to material 

improvements: 

Eight Hours means higher wages. 
More work for willing workers. 

More hours for blissful pleasure. 

Less tramps to sell their manhood. 

Less women combatting drudgery. 

More comforts in each family . . .  

More things produced for more and better people. 

More things consumed. a greater. grander market. 

More wealth. more health. less poverty and sickness. 

A nobler manhood. woman and children glorified. 7 

The poem gives the world of consumption special privilege. With its fre

quent use of the word "more" (which appears seven times in ten lines). 

and with references to "blissful pleasure." "comforts." "�s consumed." 

"wealth." and the "greater. grander market." the poem deSCribes a world 

in which material wealth makes moral health possible. 

From the begtnning in the 1 860s Ira Steward cast a huge shadow over 

both the practice and the rhetoric of the shorter hours movement. The 
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twelve-hour days Steward logged as an apprentice machinist in the early 

1 850s converted him to the cause, and as a leader of the Machinists' and 

Blacksmiths' International Union, he helped found Boston's Eight-Hour 

League in 1 863. Steward spent the last twenty years of his life working 

for shorter hours as a labor activist, pamphleteer, and lobbyist. So obses

sive was his focus that his enemies in the labor movement called him an 

"eight hour monomaniac." But he gained a devoted following among a 

wide range of trade unionists and labor reformers, including Wendell 

Phillips, F. A. Sorge, and Samuel Gompers. George McNeill and George 

Gunton conSidered him a mentor despite his prickly personality. McNeill 

named a son after him and dedicated poetry to him; both men continued 

to work in the eight-hour movement after Steward's death.8 

Steward was the first labor leader to abandon the view that only the 

destruction of the wage system could redeem the republic. He main

tained that the core of the republican vision could be realized through 

shorter workdays and higher wages, and he believed the first step must 

be a legislatively enforced shortened workday.9 Although Steward's rheto

ric approached the producerist ideal, it did so in the new context of wage 

labor. Despite claims that the ultimate goal was to eliminate wage labor, 

shorter hour rhetoric was premised upon the idea of the buying and sell
ing of labor power. Notwithstanding his qualms about the system, Stew

ard believed that wages could be manipulated to the worker's benefit. He 

commented: "The wages we receive, under the present system, are not a 
just equivalent for our Labor . . . .  From time to time Employers decide 

that we are making too much money. We have deCided that They are 

making too much money! They cut down our Prices! We Shall cut down 

their hours!" 1 0  

In his most important published essay, "A Reduction of Hours an In

crease of Wages" ( 1 865), Steward declared, "As the hours are reduced, 

wages will increase until every producer shall receive the full value of his 

services." I I  Thus he did not question the moral foundation of producer

ism, the right of workers to the full value of their product. Nevertheless, 

he claimed that the dual goals of producer ideology - an equivalence be

tween payment and product in the economic realm and respect for the 

worker in the social arena - were no longer feaSible through artisanal 

production but could be attained in a wage labor economy. Whereas most 

labor leaders thought that a wage system would increase inequality be

tween labor and capital. Steward believed that it was not wage labor per 

se but low wages that led to economic and social inequality. 

Steward's pamphlet can be read as one of the first attempts to make the 
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republican moral economy relevant to the grand army of wage earners in 

post bellum America - a task that became a central preoccupation of the 

labor movement in the late nineteenth century. Like the living wage idea, 
Steward's political economy legitimated wages while reinterpreting them 

as a measure not of production but of the consuming powers of the 

worker. As he put it, "More leisure will create motives and temptations for 

the most ordinary laborer to insist upon higher wages." The wage in

crease in this schema results from increased "motives" and "tempta

tions," not from increased production. Steward invoked a nascent vision 

of a consumer-driven economy in which higher wages would lead to 

greater consumption, which in tum would drive production in an endless 

cycle of economic advancement. Longhours and underconsumption were 

the major cause of low wages, in his view. Conversely, "tempting workers 

through their new leisure to unite in buying luxuries now confined to the 

wealthy" would lead to high wages and a healthier republic. 1 2 

Production as Ezchaage 

David Montgomery has argued that what made the eight-hour movement 

radical was its focus on production rather than distribution. Whereas 

populists, according to Montgomery, "located exploitation in the process 

of eXChange of commodities," eight-hour activists, such as Steward, came 
closer to the fundamental source of exploitation: "the process of produc

tion itself." 13 Eight-hour proponents, however, would have rejected the 
distinction between exchange and production; although still understood 

as distinct moments in the cycle of economic life, they were being sub

sumed into a single Circular multivariable equation, in which no one 

strand could be isolated. The wage earner lived within a web of related 

identities and activities. He or she was a worker, a producer, a merchant, 

a consumer, an owner of labor, a self-owner, and a citizen. Workers pro

duced goods and sold labor power. With their free time and wages, they 

consumed, thereby becoming owners of labor and citizens. In this web, 

consumption played a singularly important role, linking workers not only 

to production but to public life. 

This joining of production and consumption was related to a new view 

of economic life. Like Thomas Haskell's humanitarians, eight-hour activ

ists believed that market transactions had a direct effect on faraway 

events and people. lhe world has virtually become one vast commu

nity," declared Walter Logan, a proponent of shorter hours, in 1 894. In 
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eight-hour theory. all economic actions catalyzed a chain reaction of re

sponses. including the cultivation of tastes and the creation of wants. 

Shorter hours. according to Steward. "stimulated" men "to demand 

higher wages." Long hours. by contrast. had a debilitating effect on the 

nation's economy and culture. since those who work too many hours re

fuse "to ask for anything more than will satisfy bodily necessities." Offer

ing the example of a mechanic who labored fourteen hours a day. he 

asked: "How many newspapers or books can he read? What time has he 

to visit or receive visits? to take baths? to write letters? to cultivate flow

ers? to walk with his family? Will he not be quite as likely to vote in op

position to his real interests as a favor? . . .  What will he most enjoy. works 

of art. or rum? Will he go to a meeting on Sunday? . . .  His home means 

to him his food and his bed." Gompers declared. 'The cumulative effect of 

improvements is cheaper and increased production. hence lower selling 

prices and the benefit of all society." Thus he demonstrated the kind of 

causal thinking characteristic of the consumerist tum. No longer was the 

producer uncontested king of the market. The new view understood wage 

earners as sellers of labor and as consumers whose actions affected the 

entire economy. As a result. the lines blurred between various economic 

actions. 1 4 

The Paradox of Sborter Boars 

aDd BilClaer wages 

In the 1 870s Ira Steward's wife, Mary, wrote a couplet that served for the 
next several decades as a Slogan of the eight-hour movement: "Whether 

you work by the piece or by the day / Decreasing the hours increases the 

pay." The "fundamental principle of short-time advocates" Lemuel Dan

ryid concurred in his AFL eight-hour pamphlet. is that "wages rise as 

hours are shortened. " 15 Ira Steward's pamphlet. "A Decrease in Hours an 

increase in Wages." articulated. in a characteristically less pithy way. the 

same logic as his wif e's poem. 

For producerists the paradox seemed unresolvable. Howcould working 

less increase wages, when working less meant producing less? It seemed 

clear to them that the more one worked the more one earned. Eight-hour 

advocates dismissed this view as "a fallacy" because it failed to take into 

account the new consumerist social economy of labor. aSSOCiated with 

the living wage and the American standard of living discourse. "It is the 

cost of living rather than the long number of hours employed which has 
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ever determined the standard of remuneration for labor." Danryid argued 

in his eight-hour pamphlet. Against the grain of producerist thought. 

eight-hour proponents insisted that by working fewer hours workers ac

tually increased the value of their labor. Yet they did not reject producer

ism outright so much as extend its logic into the domain of wage labor. In 

addition to the civic benefits ofleisure. fewer hours would mean that capi

taHsts owned less of workers and therefore that workers could recapture 

more of themselves. George McNeill rejected economic orthodoxy: ''TIle 

oft-repeated statement. that less hours of labor means less wages. is his

torically untrue and theoretically unsound. and is based upon a false 

theory of the law governing wages." Following the logiC of the American 

standard. he invoked international comparisons to demonstrate the fal

lacies of the mainstream view: "If wages were regulated by the number of 

hours of work. then among those classes or commun1t1es where the day's 

work was longest. wages would be highest. and where a day's work was 

shortest wages would be lowest." In fact. he argued. the "reverse is true." 

"Civ1l1zation follows the Hne of less hours of daily work; and civilization 

simply means. materially. the highest purchasing power of a day's la

bor." 16 Eight-hour advocates thus modified producerism to suit a wage 

labor regime in which workers did not own the means of production but 

sold their time. 

For many labor leaders. the eight-hour movement was the surest way 

to promote healthy wants and desires as well as the means to fulfill them: 
high wages. "A reduction in the hours of dally labor gives the workers the 

opportunity for leisure. rest. and recuperation." wrote Gompers. "and 

these give the further opportunity for the cultivation of better deSires. im
proved surroundings. and the conception of a higher Hf e; in other words. 

improvement in their standard of Hfe." Shorter hours would embolden 

workers to resist any measure that threatened to reduce their level of 

respectable comfort. Gompers wrote: ''TIle individual who works eight 

hours or less . . .  goes to and from work when well-dressed people are on 

the streets . . . .  He has longer time to stay at home. sees other homes 

better furnished. and consequently wants a better home for himself. He 

wants books. pictures. friends. entertainment." 1 7 

Respectable Desires _d the Leisure Ethic 

Middle-class commentators feared that working-class leisure would pro

mote less than respectable deSires. They did not see shorter hours as a 
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way to Improve cMc life and the standard of living of workers; rather they 

feared that an overpaid. underworked proletariat would pursue the un

savory habits of drinking. whoring. and desecrating public spaces. Some 

upholders of high culture feared that shorter hours would promote de

bauchery. The New England poet James Russell Lowell. for example. pre

dicted soon after the Civil War that shorter hours would create a "mate

rial and unldeal world" that he "would not care to live In.'' 18 Working-class 

leisure looked to him like a threat to clv1l1zatlon. 

Eight-hour advocates responded to these fears by emphasizing that 

workers would use their newfound freedom constructively. 'The charm 

of the Eight hour system." Ira Steward wrote. "Is that It gives time and 

opportunity for the ragged. the unwashed. the Ignorant and lll-mannered 

to become ashamed of themselves and their standing In society." Given 

the leisure. he believed. workers would develop "ten thousand schemes 

for the amelioration of the condition of man." George McNelll similarly 

predicted "the now-dawning day [which) shall witness a well-built. fully 

equipped manhood. using the morning hours In the duties and pleasures 

of the sunlit-home; taking his morning bath before his morning work. 

reading his morning paper In the well-equipped reading room of the 

manufactory. " 19 

Romantic descriptions of llfe after eight hours became such a staple of 

labor rhetoric that they can be considered a genre. Labor spokesmen 

tended to paint a sentimental picture of the uses of leisure. exaggerating 

the likelihood that workers would follow respectable pursuits. A "Stone 

Cutter" provided a classic example of this sentimentalizing Impulse. be

ginning with an accurate catalog of bourgeoIs fears: "We learn from hun

dreds of Satanic newspapers that If eight hours were fixed as the length 

of a day's labor. the working people would not know what to do with their 

leisure time; they would spend It In loafing and gambling. rlotlngs. de

bauchery and drunkenness. hanging around the street comers and sit

ting In bar-rooms drinking liquor and wasting their money." To refute the 

charge of debauchery. the worker described his own stereotyplcally re

spectable week. "Monday." he began nobly. "I went to the meeting at the 

Union; Tuesday. I was at home with a sick baby; Wednesday. I took my 

wife to the theatre; Thursday. I took a tum down Third Avenue with her 

to buy some things for the house; Friday. I called on some friends; to

night I'm In the house before going to the market. and to-morrow I'll 

spruce up and go to Church."20 Such use of leisure to attend to commu

nity and family responslb1l1t1es created an Image of domesticity to make 

Catherine Beecher proud. 
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Invoking a similar narrative, Terence Powderly denied the romantic 

view of the artisanal past so often invoked. Old-timers, he wrote, "will re

member that workmen" lived slovenly lives of unremitting toil and pov

erty, regarding "corned beef and cabbage . . .  as delicacies." With fewer 

hours workers "naturally acquired new tastes and habitS,"  all respect

able in Powderly's account since they fostered "home consumption and 

adornment. "2 \ 

George McNeill posited a direct relationship between fewer hours and 

moral improvement. He declared that workers who remained "occupied 

in discussing the fighting merits of gamecocks or men" and who spent 

their "periods of rest in filth and drunkenness" would "be paid to the level 

that will enable the laborers to enjoy themselves in their own low condi

tion." The goal of the eight-hour movement was to "disturb this class of 

men from their sottish contentment" and thereby to lift "the level of their 

manhood." 22 

Eight-hour rhetoric was often connected to the temperance movement 

and general working-class uplift. 'The eight-hour work-day is more than 

an economic question - it can be termed a great Christian and moral 

one," wrote Val Fitzpatrick in the railroad workers' newspaper. "Exces

sive hours of labor not only stunt the intellect and the body and breed 

disease, but burden and becloud that spiritual, rational and immortal 

part in man which distinguishes him from brutes - the soul." 23 

The debate about shorter hours and respectability reflected the fear 

prevalent in the late nineteenth century that working-class libido threat
ened civilization. Both workers and reformers agreed on the need to chan

nel dangerous desires. Whereas some middle-class Americans believed 

that increased leisure and wages would spur such urges, organized labor 
argued that they were caused by overwork and underconsumption. The 

eight-hour movement sought to take the (male) worker out of the factory 
and put him in the home, the church, and the store, where he would con

tribute to the nation's economy, ciVil society, and moral life . Union labels 

provided another means to channel consumption toward respectability 

and class consciousness. 
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Producers as Consumers 

With the eight-hour movement. trade unionists began to think about the 

market as a tool workers could use to strengthen themselves rather than 

an enemy bent on stripping their power a way. The union label movement 

took this rethinking a step farther. As Edgar Perkins. the president of 

the Indiana State Federation of Labor declared in 1 897. the union label 

"makes it possible for us to use our power as consumers. a force that can 
be wielded to incalculable benefit." Capitalizing on their newfound appre
ciation of the market. union labelists organized their collective consum

ing power. With the union label. wrote John Mitchell. "the power of the 
workingman as a consumer was enlisted in support of his demands as a 

producer.'" 

The union label movement did not share the noble origins of the living 

wage and eight-hour movements. Its roots lie closer to those of that more 

morally ambiguous working-class consumerist notion. the American 

standard of living. The union label began in 1 874 as part of the anti

Chinese movement when white cigar makers in California used it to dis

tinguish their product from that of "Coolie labor." As in the American 

standard of living discourse. the focus of the union label was consump

tion rather than production. White workers rarely criticized the quality of 

the product produced by Chinese workers; instead. they blamed the "coo

lies" for accepting "starvation wages" and for "hoarding money" through 

underconsumptton. The union label represented a "question of race." 

noted John Graham Brooks. since "all a priori theories of liberty and 

brotherhood yield quickly before the actual competition of different stan

dards of living in a common market." Union labelists summed up these 

complaints in the claim that their Chinese competitors did not. and could 

not. possess such an "American" worldview.2 

1 08 
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The white cigar makers encouraged all white San Franciscans. espe

cially trade unionists. to aid them by purchasing only white-labeled Ci
gars. The reward for such consumption would be the maintenance of 
living wages for white workers and the unemployment. and ultimate 

exodus. of their Chinese competitors. Cigar makers should not have to 

"live like coolies," declared William Wolz. the leader of the San Francisco 

union. in 1 878. noting that working-class consumers had great power to 

"redeem" the Cigar makers' trade by "creating demand" and compelling 

manufacturers to employ white labor. In an essay that took second place 

in a contest sponsored by the AFL in 1 904. P. H. Shevlin wrote that the 

label would help the "purchaser discriminate between a union Cigar. 

manufactured under sanitary condtttons. and the rat-shop. coolie-made. 

filthy product."3 

Born as a trade union strategy. the union label also served an impor

tant ideological function: it reconstructed artisanal values for a modem 

wage economy. The union label provided a way to ensure through con

sumption the qualities that "producers" demanded: self-ownership. ethi

cal exchange. decent working conditions. and good remuneration. Arti

sans generally fought for these at the point of production; the union label 

was aimed at the point of consumption. Within a few decades. the act 

of purchasing union label products took on the Significance previously 

granted only to shop-floor actions. 

Yet there was an inherent conflict in working-class consumeristtactics. 

which John Mitchell inadvertently expressed when he noted that workers 
"are interested as producers in obtaining as high wages as possible; as 
consumers in being charged reasonable prices. "4 How could workers rec

oncile their desire to buy the cheapest products possible with their rec
ognition that proper consumption was an act of working-class solidarity? 

Working-class women. charged with the dual tasks of managing the 
household budget economically and supporting trade unionists through 

the purchase of labeled products. bore the brunt of this dilemma. Market

based solidarity. however powerful a weapon. bore the seeds of its own 

destruction. 

If the eight-hour movement showed that producers understood them

selves to be consumers as well. the union label movement demonstrated 

that consuming workers thought of themselves as producers. owners. 

and employers of labor. even though they did not own the means of pro-
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duction. Walter Macarthur, a member of the Coast Seamen's Union and 

the winner of the AFL's union label essay contest, declared that the label 

"constitutles) the purchaser las) the real employer." M. E. J. Kelley con

curred: ''TIle consumer is the real maker of goods. "5 The market had 

transformed the meaning of ownership for union label advocates. No 

longer did it connote simply owning the tools and "fruits" of production. 

Through consumption, they believed, self-employment, and thus self

ownership, once again became possible. 

The new conception of collective self-employment treated consumer de

mand, not producer prerogative, as the first cause of production. Through 

demand, the working-class consumer- described by a Milwaukee labor 

organization as a "power possessing shopper" - "hired" the help to satisfy 

the wants. Label proponents likened this employment in familiar terms 

to that of an artisan hiring a journeyman to make a product, even though 

the "employment" was indirect, mediated by the market. In a 1 907 letter 

about the union label, a garment worker named Bowler declared that 

he would refuse to purchase nonlabeled products, for to do otherwise 

amounted to "hirl1ng) unfair help." Bowler equated purchasing a product 

with hiring the labor that produced it.6 

Markedly departing from previous labor ideology, union labelists be
lieved that consumption initiated the process through which workers be

came employers and, ultimately, owners of their own labor. The pur

chaser, whom the labor reformer Herbert Morley called the "ultimate 

employer;' acted as owner by "creating a market for the product of the 
worker" through the act of buying goods. Treating the purchasing power 
of workers as an untapped resource, Charles Blame, general secretary

treasurer of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, claimed that "every dollar 

spent for union label products is a dollar spent to support and increase 

the power of organized labor." The "wage-earners are, in a large sense, 

their own employers,"  as the Shoe Workers ' Journal noted in 1 9 1 6 .  ''TIle 

workmen in a shoe factory, in a narrow sense, do not employ themselves, 

but with a proper organization of the purchasing power of all the wage 

earners of all trades and callings, the shoe workers, acting m concert with 

all their fellow-workers in other trades, would become their own employ

ers, in a collective sense, of the shoe manufacturer for whom these par

ticular shoe workers were working." 7  The path to "self employment" pre

scribed by the union label markedly differed from older understandings 

of the concept. The "narrow sense" of employment described by the shoe 

workers' newspaper would have seemed simply common sense to an ear

lier generation. The very basis of the wage slavery discourse had been 
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that the wage laborer did not employ himself or herself but lived under 

the thumb of an employer. 

According to the market-based logiC of the union label. employment 

could no longer be limited to the workplace. The new conception of self

ownership operated not on the shopfloor but in the storefront. As the 

Union Label Advocate adjured. "You as the consumer are the employer of 

labor and if you have to work for wages see to it that your hard earned 

money is not expended to support employers who do not recognize any or

ganization of the men they employ."8 The union label movement enabled 

workers to employ their employers as well as their fellow workers. With

out working-class patronage. construed as a form of self-ownership. the 

"real" employers were doomed. Shopping had become a class-conscious 

activity. 

A corollary to the concept of purchasing as "hiring" was the belief that 

the failure to purchase labeled products resulted in the "firing" of fellow 

trade unionists. "Every time a union man buys an article that does not 

bear the union label he is throwing union men out of work. " declared Earl 

Hoage. secretary of the Denver Union Label League. Furthermore. label

ists claimed. poor purchasing habits resulted not only in the dismissal 

of comrades but in the hiring of enemies. As Charles Blaine wrote. 

"Whenever any wage earner spends a dollar of his wages for the product 

of non-union labor. he is employing non-unionists just as eft" ectively as if 

he started an independent business of his own and actually employed 
people working under his personal direction." Others used blunter lan

guage. Breaking a picket line was not the only way to support "scabs"; 

the careless worker could inadvertently "hire" them through purchasing. 

Thus. the inaugural issue of the newspaper of the Union Label League of 

New York City declared in 1 9 1 8: "When a union man buys goods without 

the union label he is doing just what he condemns employers for dOing 

employing non-union labor." Buying the right products was. by contrast. 

an act of solidarity. "When all the money earned by trade unionists is 

spent strictly for union-made products." Morley wrote. "think of the great 

force for good that will be thereby exerted. With the consequent greatly 

increased demand for such products. how much easier it would be to se

cure further improved conditions in all crafts . . .  to what extent such a 

condition would tend to clarify the labor question and bring labor truly 

into its own. "9 

Union labels provided a way for labor to come "into its own" through 

consumption. If "all wage earners could be persuaded to concentrate 

their purchasing power on behalf of union label products." a labor news-
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paper claimed in 1 9 1 6. "the cause of organized labor would be very 

materially advanced." The enormous aggregate "purchasing power" of 
working-class Americans made organized consumption especially impor
tant since "the wages of labor . . .  constitute the great volume of the mar

ket in which the goods and wares of merchants and manufacturers are 
sold." The welfare of all classes depended on working-class consumption. 

since workers were what the Knights of Labor newspaper called the na

tion's "chief consumers." They were the most important. noted Gunton. 

"not because wage earners are better than anybody else" but because 

they are more numerous. Nearly three decades later John L. Lewis de

clared that "the purchasing power of the American masses is the pivot 

upon which our whole economic system turns. " 10 

Positing that collective action through consumption was more effective 

than direct action at the point of production. union labelists encouraged 

and reinforced new understandings of the market and consumption. The 

Shoe Workers '  Journal maintained that collective consumption through 

union labels could equalize power relations between employer and em

ployee in a way no longer feasible in the productive arena. 

If the combined wage earners thought that that particular shoe manu

facturer was fit to be employed by them. and if they were satlsfied with 

his goods. they could continue to give him employment. but If they did 

not like his goods and were not satisfied with his general conditions 

they could discharge that shoe manufacturer Just as easily. by with

holding their patronage from his goods. as the shoe manufacturer could 

discharge the humblest workman In his employ. I I 

If the economy consisted. as many workers imagined. of a seamless web 

of buying and selling. production and consumption. the union label 

movement acted concretely upon this belief by claiming to tum working

class consumers (and others) into owners and employers of labor. 

Through the actiVity of shopping. the notion of proprietorship. central 

to antebellum labor ideology. reemerged in modem consumerist form. 

Fashioning a new kind of class consciousness. labelists linked purchas

ing to ownership and tied solidarity and independence to consumption. 

'The union label . . .  appears to be the only means of helping workers in 

the factOries to help themselves;' wrote John Graham Brooks in an 1 898 
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article for the journal of the Department of Labor. Brooks's comment. 

written barely two decades after the birth of the label. revealed the extent 

to which consumerist thinking had affected working-class conscious
ness. For factory workers to "help themselves." said Mitchell. it was nec

essary for them to organize "as consumers just as they have already or

ganized as producers." Ida Van Etten told the AFL convention in 1 890. "It 

is one ofthe most imperative duties of the working people that they awake 

to a sense of their responsibilities as consumers. " 12 Buying union label 

goods was the foremost of these consumer responsibilities. 

The conception of purchasing as collective self -ownership promoted by 

label proponents provoked a more general rethinking of the meaning of 

class consciousness. Consumerist approaches came to supplement. ifnot 

replace. pOint-of-productlon strategtes. Robert Hunter argued in 1 9 1 6  

that traditional working-class values could best be promoted through 

consumption. "Workers must stand by each other. believe in each other. 

work with each other and love each other in the shop." he began. repeat

ing the classic expressions of producerist culture. Yet the rest of the sen
tence added a new twist to the meaning of solidarity: "But there must also 

be unity where they go to the grocer or the clothier. " 13 This was a unity 

based in all comers of the web of market relations. 

Hunter was hardly unique in his view that to disregard aggregate power 

at the cash register was to negate the power of shopfloor solidarity. Union 

labelists viewed shopping as a new and powerful form of class expression. 
According to Hunter. labor needed a philosophy of spending to comple
ment its philosophy of production. a consumerism to work in tandem 

with producerism. since "union men of this country as a body spend no 
less than $ 1 .500.000.000 a year to purchase the necessities of life." 
Workers who proudly paid union dues but unthinkingly shopped at non
union stores more than negated their dues: "Today union men often 
spend $40 a month to destroy unionism where they give $ 1  a month to 
build up unionism." With each penny spent. workers either aided them

selves or abetted the enemy. Spending. for these union labelists. was a 

zero-sum game; as Morley put it. "Every cent spent by a union man is . . .  

spent in the employment of some kind of labor." Workers. wrote Hunter. 

must support the right kind: "Every dollar of that immense sum that is 

spent for non-union goods is spent to break down the unions." He juxta

posed the new pole of working-class activism to the old: "If the union men 

bought right. they would not have to strike so much." 14 

The union label promoted an altered conception of working-class 

duty. In the process. what David Montgomery has called "mutualism" 

namely. traditional codes of honor governing workers' relations with one 
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another - began to be applied to consumption. The union label. wrote 

Matthew Woll. was a "constant reminder of common interest and com

mon duty." not solipsistic but communal. 15 

The kinds of coercion long used to enforce solidarity in the workplace 

began to be applied at the cash register as well. Evoking older codes of 

masculine honor before a Senate committee in 1 90 1 .  Samuel Gompers 

called the purchasing of union label goods an "unwritten law." In 1 9 1 8  

Peter J. Brady. president of the New York State Allied Printing Trades 

Council. applied standards of mutualism to shopping and decried im

proper spending as traitorous. Edward Spedden. in a study of the union 

label. concurred that a large part of the movement's success rested on 

trad1t1onal forms of trade union coercion applied to new contexts. He de

scribed coercion among union members that seemed no different from 

the more fam1l1ar images of. say. forcing an open union vote or intimidat

ing a fellow worker into joining the picket line. Socially oriented con

sumption had become central to the "creed of trade unionism." 16 

The union label represented a socially oriented approach to the market. 

As a tum-of -the-century union label organization in Philadelphia put it. 

"You are your brother's keeper to the extent of your purchasing power. 

Every cent you spend for bread. for instance. can become a potential de
mand for better conditions for one of the most oppressed class of work

ers - the bakers." Solidarity could not be abandoned in the "hardcash 

fight of the open market." Label proponents repeatedly reminded workers 

of the need to be "consistent." that is. to act class consciously when 

consuming. I ? 

Nowhere was the producerist meaning of class consciousness chal

lenged more cogently than in the newspaper published by the New York 

City Union Label League. Each issue of the Union Label Advocate con

tained a cartoon that drove home the same pOint: old-fashioned produ

cerist class consciousness. if practiced in isolation from the newlydiscov

ered consumerism. was not only irrelevant but downright harmful to the 

cause oflabor. Class consciousness must be consistent on the shop floor 

and at the cash register. One cartoon. for example. depicts a union meet

ing of seemingly class-conscious workers (fig. 3). A sign bearing the old 

aphorism "United We Stand. DiVided We Fall" hangs on the wall. The sec

ond panel contains a hint of change; a sign in the background reads. 

"In Union There is Strength - Demand the Union Label." Otherwise. the 

scene evokes class-conscious producerism. Yet when the workers are 

forced as an act of class solidarity to discard all their non-union-label 

clothing. nearly every one at the meeting winds up covered only with a 
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barrel. Workers are literally stripped bare before the power of consump

tion. Another cartoon demonstrates that buying goods made in "scab" 

factories would negate even unanimous strike votes. whereas patronizing 

union label stores might altogether obviate the need for strikes (fig. 4).  

Another pOints out that fair employers cannot continue to employ union 

workers if no one buys their goods (fig. 5) . Once again. solidarity at the 

point of production meant nothing unless it was accompanied by consis

tency at the point of consumption. 

Proponents frequently compared the label to the boycott. anotherpopu

lar form of consumer radicalism. 18 Whereas the boycott punished mer

chants who refused to abide by union principles. the label rewarded 

those who sold union-made products. If the boycott represented the stick 

of consumer ostracism. the union label was the carrot of consumer pa

tronage. Both rested on a conception of the market as an arena in which 

workers could reward or punish. and proponents treated the two strate

gies as fUpsides of the same coin. "When a man. whether he be a work

man or any other consumer. insists upon a label." John Mitchell wrote. 

"he is boycotting every article which does not bear that label." The union 

label seemed to many workers to be a more positive option. and many 

labor spokesmen hoped it would make boycotts unnecessary. In his prize

winning essay. Walter Macarthur called the label "powerful because it ac

complishes by peaceful means. with absolute certainty and little cost. 

that which the strike and boycott seek to accomplish. always atgreat cost 

and sacrifice and often without apparent results." "Since the union label 
has come so generally into use." E. Lewis Evans noted. "the boycott. 

while necessary at times in urgent cases in conjunction with the label. is 
becoming obsolete. " 19 This was the difference between rewarding your 

friends and punishing your enemies. 

Despite its emphasis on consumerism. the union label did not com

pletely sunder the essential working-class connection to production. The 

movement did not promote consumption for its own sake but tied neces

sary consumption to working-class interests. Union label proponents ar

gued that solidarity had to be maintained on all fronts if it was to be 

meaningful. 

Geader _d Worldag.C .... ACeaOJ 

At the tum of the century. workers were not the only group to organize as 

consumers. Middle-class consumer organizations such as the National 
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Consumers League also flourished.20 Noting the support that middle
class Americans had often provided workers in the nineteenth century, 

John Mitchell advocated strategic alliances with sympathetic consum
ers.21 Writing in the Amerfcan Federatfontst, Frances Williamson also 

counseled coalition building. We "must enlist the buyers," that is, the 

general public, to "tum on the current of purchasing power." Williamson 

assumed that the bulk of these buyers would be women.22 

The union label muddied the waters of traditional working-class rheto

ric, making it hard to distinguish fundamental acts of class conscious
ness from those which were merely ancillary. In July 1 920, for example, 

the Unton Label Advocate admonished, "Demand the Union Label - Do 

Your Duty as a Union Man." It was a new conception of duty - not strik

ing or fighting for control of the means of production but proving one's 

manhood through class-conscious shopping. This reconceptualization of 

agency and power in working-class life had gendered ramifications, since 

women were seen in the social division oflabor as consumers and men as 

producers.23 A headline in the Unton Label Advocate in March 1920 -

"To the Consuming Public, All Organized Labor and All Fair Minded 

Housewives" - encapsulated one of the problematic aspects of consum

erist class consciousness. By sandwiching "organized labor" between two 

other constituencies, consumers and housewives, the headline implied 

that male wage earners could not go it alone. They must have the support 

of consumers, housewives, and others outside the domain of male shop
floor culture. 

If consumption was the defining aCtivity of the workers, did women not 

have a major role to play in labor success? Invoking a traditional di
chotomy, one cartoon in the Union Label Advocate expressed this prob
lem by showing how women's consumption was as important to the labor 
movement as men's production (fig. 6). The cartoon offers a Critique of the 
hypocritical union man who continues to buy nonunion products, while 

his wife dUtifully shops at the union store. Its critique of male incompe

tence at the point of consumption lauded women's ability to consume in 

a class-conscious manner and at the same time revealed anxiety that 

"feminine" traits might become more central to the labor movement than 

"masculine" ones. Union labelists often noted that women controlled the 

purse strings of labor's vast aggregate wealth and therefore had a crucial 

role to play in promoting the new class consciousness.24 Union men, con

cerned about the prospect of increasing female power in the labor move

ment, developed two conflicting images of working-class women: as de

pendent on men and as controllers of men. "Union men's wives, mothers, 
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and daughters above all others must know that they are the direct bene

ficiaries of the [union labell." noted Gus Burquist in 1 9 1 7. "They cannot 

help but know that if it were not for the unions the breadwinners of the 
nation would not be receiving one-half of the wages which they are now 

paid. "25 Although dependent on the male breadwinners' earnings. they 

also. through consumption. determined the size of the pay packet. 

One strategy to overcome gender anxiety was belittlement. A cartoon 

in the Union Label Advocate inadvertently revealed the anxiety of male 

workers toward those outside of their sex and class (fig. 7). A woman re

former. dressed in frumpy do-gooder attire. complete with hom-rimmed 

glasses. unfashionable hat. and drab coat. is put in her place by a union 

man. The mild ridicule of a middle-class woman. a type usually seen as a 

representative of mainstream consumption. forms a pOinted contrast to 

the portrayal of the men's self-assurance about consumption. By describ

ing male working-class tastes as superior to female middle-class tastes. 

moreover. the cartoon undermined the idea that consumption was a 

realm outside the purview of the typical male worker. 

But more often ambivalence rather than belittlement reigned. An ar

ticle in the Union Label Advocate of March 1 920. reflecting this confUSion. 

valorized male workers as the chief agents of working-class activism. The 

action it advised them to take. however. was far from traditional: "Fellow 

workers have your wives. mothers and sisters give a square deal and re

ceive a square deal by demanding the union show card of the butchers." 
The article implied that working-class men could aid the cause by insist

ing that their female relatives shop properly. 
Labelists struggled to find ways to make label activism reinforce rather 

than subvert gender roles. But in so doing. they reflected the gender ten
sions inherent in this new class consciousness. Walter Macarthur com
mented. for example. 'The instincts of woman and the interests of labor 

are conjoined in the union label." Women. Macarthur suggested. are 

natural born consumers. who could initiate male unionists in the mys

teries of consumption. "Who have the largest per cent of [purchasingt 

power in hand?" asked Frances Williamson. 'Those who buy the chil

dren's clothes. the family groceries.  and other supplies. Who else. then. 

but the wives. daughters and sisters of labor union men should lead in 

establishing this reform?" According to Williamson. a woman's job was 

"simply to ask for and purchase none other than goods bearing the work

ers' guarantee that the right to sanitary condition and living wages were 

respected in the making." The success of the union label. in this view. 

depended upon the purchasing chOices of women. Although they hoped 
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to reinforce traditional gender roles, label advocates of necessity stressed 

the centrality of women to the success of the movement. As one propo

nent claimed: "We want [women) to be union purchasers and large pur

chasers, that is to say, we want to earn the highest wages. "26 However 

reluctantly, labelists ceded a central element of activism to working-class 

women. 

If the main task of the labor movement was to "create demand" and to 

consume wisely in addition to acting at the point of production, how 

could the sexual division of working-class agency stand? "Housekeepers 

have it in their power to make or unmake the bakers, broom-makers, and 

a host of other trade unions," declared M. E. J. Kelley, assigning to women 

the power to support or destroy organized labor. She urged women to use 

their power wisely "to help create a demand for union labels by refusing 

to wear shoes, hats, collars, cuffs or coats or trousers which do not carry 

on them the union workman's guarantee of fair making." Treating con

sumption as the motor of economic life and the key to trade union suc

cess brought women's activities to the fore. 27 

Despite this rhetoric, trade unionists generally relegated women's pur

chasing to a secondary category. Even as labelists acknowledged the sig

nificance of women's consumption, they stressed the power of men to 

force women under their control to purchase properly. The label. declared 

P. H. Shevlin, "seeks to enlist woman as the chief auxiliary." 28 Similarly, 

the Shoe Workers ' Journal noted in 1 9 1 6  that "we must support all forms 

of auxiliary movements that are calculated to assist In strengthening the 

union cause," and it Singled out for special mention the Women's Trade 

Union League.29 

If purchasing was a form of employment and women did the bulk of the 
shopping, then it was women who most directly faced the problem of 

making consumption the bulwark of the labor movement. Which behav

ior brought more financial reward: stretching a husband's paycheck as 

far as possible or loyally purchasing labeled goods? Union label organi

zations, fully aware of the importance of managing the family budget, 

urged union women to eschew cheap, unlabeled products. '' 'Bargains' 

are usually the product of the sweatshop," warned a Duluth labelist. 

"Don't imagine that your tastes are so refined that you cannot satisfy them 

with labeled articles," chastised another labor newspaper. Although ac

knowledgments of women's importance were a standard part of the union 

label rhetoric, a good deal of attention was focused on women's failure to 

meet their responsibility. Laurel Koster, an organizer for the Woman's 

Label League, noted that workers tended to blame "scabs" when the root 
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of many problems at the workplace should also be assigned to "the woman 

who is either too careless or Indifferent to demand the label on all the food 

and clothing she purchases for her family." Women were seen as potential 

agents of subversion. Is it any wonder that. as Dana Frank has shown. 

working-class women never fully embraced the union label strategy? 30 

Ethical venus Free eoDSumptiOD 

Advocates saw the label as a way to reconnect ethics and economics by 

providing consumers with a tool to improve the working conditions of 

those who made the goods they bought In his 1 898 report on the union 

label. John Graham Brooks viewed the ethical possibilities With enthusi

asm. The label. he wrote. "promises a quiet adjustment. through busi

ness methods. of these ethical difficulties which are now troubling the 

minds of consumers." In a modem industrial economy. John Mitchell 

agreed. "the label makes the consumer for the first time a responsible 

agent capable of passing judgement and knOwing good from evil." Con

versely. declared the Reverend William White. the consumer "is morally 

answerable for Insufficient wages In proportion to his power to make rea
sonable effort towards bettering them." It was incumbent on worktng
class consumers to be good "employers." thereby assuring living wages 

to their "employees." M. E. J. Kelley believed that conscientious con
sumption would lead to concrete changes in the workplace. Ultimately. 
she expected "the ethical sense of the community" to become "so highly 
developed" that "the sweatshop will disappear." Although consumers no 

longer bought goods directly from craftsmen. the productive process did 

not have to remain hidden. The union label would enable consumers "to 

meet a desire for some guarantee that the articles are what they are rep

resented to be." The label. she predicted. would "bring an ethical element 

Into economic transactions. " 3 1  

In an age In  which producers and consumers rarely experienced face

to-face contact. advocates expected the label to reinstate this connection. 

"In the simpler economic relations of the middle ages when the consumer 

usually dealt directly With the market of the goods he bought. the obliga

tion to pay a price that would cover fair wages was easily perceived and 

acknowledged. but the complicated mechanism of modem industry ob

scures this obligation and divides responsibility." noted William White. 

Ethics did not have to be sacrificed at the altar of the market. however. 
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wrote Walter Macarthur, since the label would allow "every good citizen" 

to practice morality and honesty through consumption. 32 

George Gunton was of an entirely different mind. He disliked precisely 
what many union label proponents praised: that the label put "ethical 

considerations prominently into their bargain-making." Gunton feared 

the ramifications of Injecting morality into economic transactions. "The 

union label asks us Individually to go around inquisitorially Into the 

shops and do two things at once, buy our goods and inquire Into the eco

nomic conditions under which they were produced," he wrote in 1 899. 

'That Is taking away the freedom of the purchaser." 33 

These competing views reflected a dispute about the role of the con

sumer in market society. For supporters, the union label evoked an ear

lier era of face-to-face economic transactions and restored the trans

parency that characterized the artlsanal economy. Others thought the 

mysteries of the market redounded to the benefit of working-class con

sumers. Through his support of eight hours and high wages, Gunton pro

moted policies that would enable workers to purchase more. He remained 

unalterably opposed to the idea that workers should tamper with the 

gears of consumer capitalism, criticizing the "obnoxious inquisitorial 

function [00 demanding the history of every article [one) buys." Gunton 

believed It to be "almost Impossible to make the consumer In his capacity 

as a consumer, to be a reformer, a trade unionist, and a legislator." Re

jecting the consumer surveillance promoted by many union labellsts, he 

proposed a vision of separate economic spheres in which workers acted 
as producers when working and consumers when shopping. What would 
help consumers most, he believed, were abundant cheap goods and the 

money and time to enjoy them. Gunton disliked the coercive aspect ofthe 

label because he believed that It Interfered with the workings of the mar
ket. The duties of the worker were rigidly circumscribed: "to fight for his 
wages . . .  [and) to see that all industries are organized." Consumers, In 

his view, had an equally Important counterva1l1ng agenda. It Is "the con

sumer's interest," he argued, "whether he Is a member of a labor union or 

not, to buy everything where he can to the best advantage." 34 

Workers deserved every opportunity to participate in the game of con

sumption, Gunton believed, but they had no right to change the rules. If 

the rules were not set by the market, "uneconomic condlt1ons" ln which 

"freedom does not and cannot exist" would prevail. Consumption must 

operate freely within a large population of consumers looking for the best 

price. Gunton was not blind to workplace abuses and believed that the 
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populace should promote good conditions and unions; he went so far as 

to call it the "duty of the consumer, as a citizen" to do so - but only as a 

citizen, not as a consumer. TIle "real way to improve the laborer's wage is 

not to go and wrangle at the counter . . . .  It is too late then; we must help 

the laborer before his product gets to the counter."35 

Others agreed that the union label movement was misguided. From a 

middle-class perspective, Starr Hoyt Nichols concurred with Gunton's as

sessment oUts likely success. "Not one consumer in a thousand," Nichols 

maintained, "would ever buy an article" on the basis of how the workers 

who made it were treated. 'The consumer buys because he wants the 

thing he purchases, and because he is satisfied with its quality and 

price." Ethical considerations were irrelevant to the shopper, who "no 

more thinks of asking how its maker lives than he thinks of asking about 

the living of the farmer of whom he buys his wheat, or the condition of the 

men who grew his sugar or tea." Even if shoppers wanted to base pur

chases on such considerations, the modem market made it virtually im

possible to do so: "SUch inquiries reach too far beyond the possible circle 

of business activities to be prescribed to any great extent. One has too 

much to do to keep one's own conditions satisfactory to oneself to ask 

about the concerns of people who make his soap and shoes and hats . . . .  

nor could any society or union . . .  make sure . . .  that all kinds of goods 

were produced under conditions the best for their producers."TIle "circle" 

of economic l1f e had become so unwieldy that the attempt to understand 
all aspects of it was as impractical as it was unwise. It was unrealistic to 

expect consumers to make sure that producers were well paid, especially 

since "high prices have never been a public craving, and never will be." 

Furthermore, consumerist do-gooders were "not heeding the needs of 

workmen who cannot be employed at such rates because they are not 

worth them. "36 

Maud Nathan of the National Consumers' League proposed a general 

"consumer's label" attesting that the producer was paid a living wage re

gardless of union affiliation. Nathan, too, thought it would be difficult to 

get consumers to pay attention to working conditions since "the mass 

of shoppers are selfish . . .  eager only to obtain the greatest bargains at 

the least cost to themselves." Unlike Gunton and Nichols, however, she 

thought that consumers had an obligation to concern themselves with 

this issue. "Of what use is it to 'build up commerce' if the standard of 

living and the welfare of the wage earners are not to be built up too?" Too 

many workers received not living wages but "dying wages" because of ir

responsible consumption. Nathan endorsed the idea of purchasing as 
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owning in order to encourage consumers to concern themselves with 

working condtttons. "It is a well-established economic fact that purchas

ers create what they purchase. Their desires create economic demands. " 37 

James Boyle investigated the union label in Milwaukee and concluded 

that workers and proprietors rejected it for reasons Similar to those out

lined by its critics. Several years later Edward Spedden would note that 

"the consumer not affiliated in some way with the trade union movement 

does not show great enthusiasm for a label which stands simply f or union 

versus non-union condtttons." But Boyle found that even those in the 

trade union movement had problems with the label. 'The label is a mis

take; it is contrary to human nature," one trade union leader told him. "It 

puts unnecessary burdens on the union man who is expected to pur

chase the label goods." A union label storekeeper bitterly concurred. 

"Across the street there is a union man now, gOing into a cheap, shoddy 

store. where he can buy a few cents cheaper," he complained. "So it is 

with union men. They rant and bellow and then sneak around to some 

scab shop to find sweat-shop clothes made by little children. They want 

to receive union wages, but don't want to pay union prices." Another mer

chant claimed: "I have no demand whatever for label goods. A department 

store must stand for bargainS. We cannot afford to pay union prices for 

goods. We have a big union trade on our non-union stock, because we 

buy cheap and sell cheap." Yet another told Boyle: "Union men like to use 

trust-made goods. They smoke Duke's mixture, chew Battle Axe plug, 
and smoke Henry George Cigars - all trust-made (and under the boycott 

of the AFL). "38 While the market opened up the posSibility of working

class solidarity, it also gave workers strong incentives to act in their own 

best interests. 

Both the eight-hour and union label movements extended the domain 
of the worker into previously uncharted economic and political territory. 

As with the living wage discourse, the consumerist emphasis of both 

movements did not Signify an abandonment of working-class identity; 

rather, it was an attempt to adapt to new circumstances. By emphasizing 

consumption as essential for the health of the worker and the republic, 

the eight-hour movement shifted the focus of labor ideology away from 

production. Union labelists tried to reestablish control over the means of 

production through the collective organization of purchaSing power. Both 

movements, regrounding the meaning of working-class solidarity in ways 

that. like the living wage discourse, made leisure and consumption cen

tral to labor's notions of freedom, independence, and democratic citizen

ship. Yet the label brought with it a new vision of class consciousness 
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which threatened masculine and consumerist prerogatives and was never 

fully accepted. even by male trade unionists. Clearly. many consumers 

(Including those In the working class) could not be bothered to investigate 

the conditions under which their purchases were made. and some critics 

maintained that such tactics actually defeated the goals of the consum

erist tum. 

In spite of the successes of these movements between the CIvil War and 

World War I. by the 1 930s neither was central to labor actlvlsm. 39 The 

reasons for this transformation have as much to do with the broad cur

rency many of these Ideas gained within the wider culture - particularly 

among business and policy elites - as with the failures of consumerism 

as a strategy within the labor movement. Both movements Introduced 

models of economic and political thinking that deeply affected twentleth

century reformers. politicians. and business leaders. In the first half of 

the twentieth century. consumerism as activism was replaced by con

sumerism as public policy. shifting from a labor strategy to a strategy 

promoted by government and business. 
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From the coining of the term in the early 1 870s, middle-class commen

tators addressed the living wage with varying degrees of applause, bewil

derment, and criticism. They perceived this discourse as firmly rooted in 

working-class culture. For "fifteen years this idea of a 'Living Wage' sim

mered in the minds of Trade Unionists" before reformers discovered it, 

observed the British reformer Sidney Webb in 1 899. In 1 907 the New York 

TImes called the living wage "Mr. Gompers' Slogan," indicating the degree 

to which outsiders associated the idea with the labor movement. l 
Late in the Progressive Era. however. reformers appropriated the living 

wage as an idea of their own. Although their interest clearly followed 
indeed, directly resulted from - labor's agitation for the living wage, pro
gressive commentators often claimed that they had invented the idea ex 

nthUo or that nonworkers had coined the term, and even that the idea was 
relatively new. In 1 9 1 6. for example, Edwin O'Hara, the chairman of the 

Industrial Welfare Commission of Oregon, suggested that Pope Leo xm 

had coined the term in his 1 89 1  papal encyclical Renun Novanun. Secre

tary of Labor James Davis claimed in 1 922 that the recent "war first gave 

us the living wage to think about. "2 Its new advocates failed to recognize 

that several generations of workers had struggled for the living wage 

their demands well publicized in the popular press - by the time of the 

Great War. 

Yet in a sense middle-class advocates were right to claim that they had 

invented the term, for the living wage they promoted differed markedly 

from the working-class version3 Most reformers expressed little enthu

siasm for arguments that tied living wages to workers' wants and desires 

1 3 1  
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or for workers' advocacy of the benefits of mass consumption. James 

Young, for example, took up the "new issue," by defining the living wage 

in a way that would have shocked Samuel Gompers, as "the least a man 

can live on. "4 Young was one of many who used the terms living wage and 

minimum wage interchangeably. As reformers came to conceive of them

selves as definers, not refiners, the living wage became synonymous with 

subsistence. 

Although the middle-class definition of the living wage was only a faint 

echo of the working-class version, middle-class debates about its mean

ing recapitulated many of labor's themes, notably the crtttque of wages 

based on supply and demand and the idea of need-based wages (though 

they set the level of need quite low). Even subsistence wages faced criti

cism. The arguments against them, which reached their climax with the 

Supreme Court decision inAdktns v. ChUdren's Hospital ( 1 923), paralleled 

the main argument against the older version of living wages - namely, 

that to ground wages in needs was to violate "natural" economic laws. 

As middle-class commentators began to shade the meaning of the liv

ing wage toward subsistence, the "living wage era" appeared to draw to a 

close. Organized labor gradually lost interest in the term as it came to be 

identified with the bare minimum. Labor leaders sometimes endorsed 
minimum wages for poorly paid women workers but not for union mem

bers, for these wages were defined at a level well below the consumerist 

version they demanded. 

Although the living wage discourse seemed to lose its force, fading 

(among workers) or being redefined downward (by middle-class advo

cates), there is another side to this story. The consumerist tum that de

veloped with the living wage discourse continued to gain popularity and 

flourished in the 1 930s as never before. During this decade, labor's high 

wage, high consumption arguments gained currency as economists, pol

iticians, and commentators came to see the twin problems of low wages 

and underconsumption - issues that living wage advocates had singled 

out as the most pressing dangers in a republic of wage earners - as cru

cial to ending the Great Depression.5  The term "living wage" may have 

temporarily lost its place in labor rhetoric; yet the ideas and practices it 

represented and promoted became central to the discourse of the revived 

labor movement in the Depression decade. Indeed, as I argue in Chap

ter 8, the legacy of the living wage was central in the construction of the 

New Deal consumerist political economy. 
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Subsistence or Consumption? 

The living wage had become a uniquely potent Issue In American political 

culture. reported the popular business journalist Samuel Crowther In an 

examination of the concept that appeared in CoUter's In late 1 922 and 

early 1 923. The "country Is due for a season of political agitation over a 

purely economic Issue that may Involve every one of us." he wrote. The 

living wage would prove even more Important than the economic Issues 

that had deeply engaged an earlier generation of ordinary Americans: 

The phrase "living wage" . . .  Is gOing to go much deeper to the root of 

things than did "Free Silver" and "Sixteen to One" twenty-odd years 

ago. but with this difference . . . .  The phrase "free silver" was not com

pelling. It did not mean anything until it was explained. The phrase "liv

ing wage" is compelling. It means something very direct and personal 

to every one of us. And it does what free silver never did. It brings up in 

review nearly the whole state of existence . . . .  The question is being 

asked: "What is the use of wages. and therefore what is the use of work

ing unless thereby one gets enough to live?" 

The living wage. Crowther predicted. would gain unprecedented power as 

a cultural symbol and social force. Crowther was not the only one to make 

bold claims for the term. James Young expected that it would "assume a 

national and economic Importance overshadowing almost any problem 

of Industry." Secretary of Labor James Davis spent a good part of the 

year barnstorming the country. advocating what he called a "living and 

saving wage." 1 

1 33 
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These predictions were borne out several months later when the Su

preme Court set off a storm of protest by overturning the minimum wage 

law of Washington. D .C . .  in Adkins v. ChUdren's HospttaL2 The living 

wage and its increasingly popular companion term. the minimum wage. 

had become the foremost economic issue in public consciousness. 

The practical question. no more self-evident to Americans in the early 

twentieth century than it was in the nineteenth century. remained: was 

it feasible or deSirable to guarantee a rate of wages based on needs? By 

the tum of the century America's astonishing productivity was widely 

noted. but could the country ensure subsistence to every working citizen 

and his or her family? If so. could the minimum wage exceed subsistence 

and ensure an American standard of living for all? Progressives began to 

answer these questions in the affirmative. though there was significant 

ambiguity about what this affirmation meant - expansive living wages or 

bare subsistence. Samuel Crowther believed that "for the first time in the 

history of the world" it was possible to pay workers "enough to satisfy all 

of their necessities and many of their desires." In 1 945. Aaron Abell 

reached a similar conclusion: "In view of the country's ample productive 

resources. a living wage for all was morally imperative and ultimately 

attainable. "3 

A transformation In the Ideas ofprofesslonai economists provided a key 

impetus in the development of a national debate about living wages. In 

the late nineteenth century the profession came to reject the reigning or
thodoxy. the "wage fund" theory. which held that wages came out of a 

fixed sum of capital and that therefore raising wages for one group would 
necessarily lower the pay of other workers. American economists. led by 

Francis A. Walker of MIT. argued that wages could rise as far as the coun

try's productive capacity could take them. Even if economists did not see 

the living wage as wise. by the tum of the century most believed it to be 

theoretically possible. Many even endorsed it. "For the benefit of those 

who think the minimum wage proposition fantastic and contrary to what 

is conceived of as 'economic law .
.

. • wrote one advocate, Elizabeth Glen

dower Evans. "our Massachusetts bill was endorsed by pretty much the 

whole economic department of Harvard College. "4 

Religious reformers were the first group outside ofthe labor movement 

to call for a living wage. beginning with Pope Leo XIII's encyclical of 1 89 1 .  

which catalyzed Catholic demands for a guaranteed living wage. The pope 

echoed the meaning if not the tone of organized labor's language: 'There 

is a dictate of nature more imperious and more ancient than any bargain 

between man and man. that the remuneration must be enough to sup-
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port the wage earners in reasonable and frugal comfort." John Ryan. a 

Catholic priest and social activist. placed the living wage on the Progres

sive agenda for social reform in 1 906 with A Uvtng Wage. in which he 

urged lawmakers to reign in the free market by recognizing ethically 

grounded natural laws. As a theologian wrote in 1 922. the church under

stood wages in the context of a "larger conception of economic and social 

well-being."5 

Between 1 9 1 0  and 1 923 almost half the states in the union. respond

ing especially to the vigorous lobbying of female reformers and social 

workers. adopted minimum wage laws for women workers.6 Nebraska 

proposed the first state minimum wage law in 1 909 (enacted in 1 9 13)  

designed to  protect "the American standard of  living." Massachusetts 

passed the first minimum wage law in 1 9 1 2. and more than a dozen 

states quickly followed. The minimum wage stayed in the public eye 

through the initiatives of political parties as well. In 1 9 1 2  the minimum 

wage appeared on the platforms of the Progressives and the Socialists. In 

1 9 1 6  it was on the Democratic platform and by 1 920. spurred by the exi

gencies of World War I when the National War Labor Board pursued a 

policy of living wages. even the Republican Party called for a minimum 

wage to "preserv[ e) standards of living." 7 Presidents Theodore Roosevelt. 

Wilson. and Harding all claimed to support living wages.s Nevertheless. 

there was significant opposition to a legal minimum. It was not until 1 938 

with the Fair Labor Standards Act that a national minimum wage law was 
enacted. 9 

Coatesu., the LiviD, Wage 

Despite the new interest. there was no new unanimity. The meaning of 

the term "living wage" was contested as it had been from the start. "A 

majority of men and women find it necessary or expedient to work for 

wages." wrote William Giles. a sociologist, in 1 903. "and the question of a 

fair compensation for labor and of a fair and equitable division of the 

products of toil is a most important one." but the real question as ex

pressed by Michael O·Kane. a Catholic priest, in 1 899. was "how are we 

to determine the value of labor?" This question. which had been Vigor

ously debated by workers since the 1 870s. became. as Crowther and 

many others noted. a national obseSSion. Americans. William Allen White 

said in 1 922. were in search of a "philosophy of the living wage." 1 0  

The terms of the twentieth-century debate about wages were uncan-
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nUy continuous with those of the earlier era. Middle-class reformers. 

whether for or against minimum wages. used a vocabulary reminiscent 

of nineteenth-century producerism. Opponents invoked producerist be

liefs to assert the need to maintain a productive equivalence between 

work produced and wages paid and to critique wants and desires as ill

defined. capricious. and likely to lead to working-class debauchery. In 

addition. some critics also invoked the new concept of "freedom of con

tract" against even subsistence wage proposals. 

Although both workers and reformers used the terms inconsistently 

and ambiguously. it is clear that the views of workers differed radically 

from those of reformers. even those who supported minimum wage laws. 

Thus. although the terminology sometimes confused matters. a major 

political struggle took place in the early twentieth century. centering on 

the question of how society should value labor. Labor argued strongly 

for the need to modify (but not eliminate) market forces and to reward 

workers on the basis of their capacity to consume. By contrast. most 

middle-class minimum wage advocates and opponents believed that 

wages should be based upon productive value. which was best mea

sured. they claimed. by the market. Workers rejected the distinction be

tween livtng wages and minimum wages in order to preclude the possibU
lty that minimum wages might become a national standard for wages; for 

them. all wages should represent some kind of living wage. Their middle

class opponents also rejected the distinction. but for precisely the oppo

site reason. They wanted to define the living wage at the low level of a 

subSistence minimum wage. 

WorldDg.c .... DeflDitiOD. 

In connecting high wages and consumption to moral and political health. 

most labor leaders favored the term "living wage." but they also used 

other terms to describe this commitment. They invoked the "American 

standard of living" or the "natural value of labor." and they denigrated 

earnings that did not m�asure up to this level with gendered and racial

ized slurs: "girls' wages" or "slave wages." They drew a clear distinction 

between acceptable and unacceptable wages. but they did not consis

tently distinguish between living wages and minimum wages. In an 1 898 

debate at the Nineteenth Century Club in New York. Samuel Gompers 

titled his lecture. "A Minimum Living Wage." leaving ambiguous which 

adjective was the more important modifier. In 1 902. he reflected labor's 
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conflation of the tenns: "Organized labor stands for a minimum wage, 

that minimum being a living wage." On this circular definition, a living 

wage was a minimum wage and vice versa. To further confuse matters, in 
defining the living wage a few years later, he replaced the word "living" 

with the word "minimum:' otherwise quoting the exact same definition 

that he had promoted in his 1 898 debate. 1 1  As late as 1 9 1 2  an article in 

his American Federatfonlst treated the two tenns as synonyms. 1 2  

For organized labor, the minimum wage represented the low end on 

the spectrum of conceivable living wages. Labor's living wage advocates 

rarely defined the living wage in minimal tenns. "A living wage does not 

mean simply a bare subsistence wage," noted the economist Edwin Selig

man in 1 898, summarizing organized labor's view. "It does not mean 

simply enough bread and enough drink barely to keep body and soul to

gether." In detennining the living wage, the labor journalist James Boyle 

wrote in 1 9 13 ,  workers should ask. "What is the American Standard of 

Living? - and what is the minimum wage sufficient to maintain that stan

dard?" Organized labor generally distrusted legal minimum wages, which 

were far below their conception of living wages. The AFL "is not in favor of 

the legal minimum wage, although of course it is strenuously trying to 

secure a living wage for all its members," noted Boyle. pointing to the cru

cial distinction for organized labor between minimum and living wages. 13 

The distinction helps explain Gompers's otherwise puzzling lecture title, 

"A Minimum Living Wage." Gompers conceived of a spectrum of living 

wages which would compensate a worker In accordance with his needs. 
To speak of a minimum l1ving wage was to imply the existence of more 

deSirable living wages that far exceeded the minimum. As we have seen, 
Gompers himself elUCidated a consumerist vision of a living wage. Most 

other labor leaders followed suit. For those within the house of labor a 

wage affording mere existence did not qualify as a living wage. 

Although trade unions generally supported minimum wages for their 

less fortunate peers, they distinguished them from the living wages ap

propriate for their members. "The question of a living wage does not 

appeal directly to those workmen whose remuneration Is high," noted 

Henry Macrosty in 1 898. E. E. Clark, leader of the Order of Railway Con

ductors of America, made a Similarly telling remark in a 1 903 round table 

of labor leaders, who were asked their views on minimum wages defined 

In narrow tenns as subsistence wages for indigent workers. Although 

Clark considered the issue "a very important one," he maintained that it 

did not "apply to the classes of employment in which the members of Our 

Order are engaged." 14 Conductors wanted living, not minimum, wages. 
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Fearing an emphasis on subsistence at the expense of consumption. 

organized workers opposed the attempt to make minimum wages the 

centerpiece of Progressive labor reform. Within the labor movement opin

ions varied about whether minimum wage laws should be supported at 

all . "In asking for a living wage." wrote William Cunningham in 1 894. "we 

do not demand a maximum wage that shall never be exceeded." Gom

pers. actively opposed to any such legislation. repeatedly expressed the 

fear that the "minimum would become the maximum." 15 

Middle-Cla .. Deflaitloa8 

In struggling to define the living wage. middle-class advocates. like work

ers. frequently commented on the terminological confusion. These defi

nitional debates reflected not airy linguistic exercises but a struggle to 

determine the proper value of labor. Some saw the differences as aca

demic. "Economists recognize a difference between a 'minimum' wage 

and a 'living' wage." James Boyle wrote in 1 9 13 .  "but generally the terms 

are used synonymously; and for practical purposes. in America they may 

be conSidered the same thing." Samuel Crowther. too. believed that the 
"phrase 'living wage' has a very definite and very plain meaning." but he 
conceded that for most Americans "it is all but impossible to define the 
phrase in words."  Well into the next decade. other commentators contin

ued to decry the ambigUity and vagueness of the various terms used to 

connote living wages. B. C. Forbes wrote: "We have been hearing and 

reading a great deal lately about the 'living wage: the 'saving wage: the 
'minimum wage: and other kinds of wages." He did not mention the 

"family wage:' which was just then coming into vogue. "Nowadays very 

few persons object to the principle of the living wage." the Bureau of Mu

nicipal Research of Philadelphia confidently declared in 1 9 1 9. but then 

it conceded the difficulty of defining the unobjectionable term. 

Too often we have been disposed to confuse a living wage with the mini

mum for which a worker can be hired . . . .  When we speak of a living 

wage. we must have in mind a certain standard of living that such a 
wage is to make pOSSible. In the popular mind however. this standard 

has been at best a very vague concept. Even the so-called American 
Standard of Living. which has been so much bandied about by political 

orators. is extremely indefinite. 16 
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Notwithstanding these clarion calls for clarity. no clear definition 

emerged. "Perhaps the main obstacle to the application of the minimum 
wage." the Philadelphia group continued. "has been our lack of definite 
understanding of what constitutes a living wage." Alongside the Issue of 

what to call the living wage was the question of what standard of liVing 

should attach to this "wholly relative phrase." An article In LUerary Di

gest. noting the wide variety of possible living wages. claimed that work

ers had no "right to a liVing wage. So long as the 'lIvlng wage' was only an 

abstraction. nobody quarreled with It It was economically nebulous and 

Innocuous. But when people tried to apply it concretely. its lllusory char

acter became manifest . . . .  A dollar has a different value for nearly every 

earner and user . . . .  In the same surroundings a 'liVing wage' for one 

workman might mean either affluence or indigence for another." 1 7 

Many reformers solved the defin1t1onal problem by sharply distinguish

Ing between liVing wages and minimum wages. Thus. Emily Green Balch. 

an economist at Wellesley College. explained that living wages were those 

that permitted workers to raise "the standard as far as progress might 

enable them to do." and minimum wages proVided only for basic subsis

tence. 18 Several generations of reformers echoed William Cunningham's 

1 894 claim that it was "necessary . . .  to distinguish the liVing wage from 

a starvation or minimum wage." In describing the minimum wage as the 

linchpin of the Progressive program for social reform In 1 9 13.  Henry 

Seager. a sociologist and president of the American Association for Labor 
Legislation. argued that minimum wages should mark "off from the rest 

of the Industrial army the IndiViduals and classes who cannot earn living 

wages." 19 

Even those advocates who defined the minimum wage narrowly distin
guished between subsistence and higher wages. Catholic reformers. es

pecially. saw a difference between reasonable needs and unlimited con
sumption as a baSis for wages. The inherent worth of human beings. they 

believed. should not be taken as license for hedonistic consumptlon.20 

Father John Ryan. like other reformers. believed that the liVing wage cor

responded to high standards of living and the minimum wage provided 

subsistence. Call1ng the minimum wage "merely the minimum measure 

of just remuneration." he conceded that "it Is not in every case complete 

wage justice." Ryan promoted a narrow living wage as a way to prevent 

the most egregious problems of poverty. Admitting that such a standard 

was low. Ryan wrote that the minimum wage "does not necessarily In

clude any of the Intellectual. aesthetic. moral. or SOCial necess1t1es; it Is a 
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purely physical standard." Confirming Ryan's view. E. C. Fortey in 1 9 1 2  

listed five groups of workers. ranging from the unskilled at the bottom of 

the social pyramid to "the class consisting of professional and business 

men" at the top. 'The problem of the living wage concerns the first group 

alone." he wrote. 2 1  Even this limited conception of the living wage. how

ever. faced strong criticism. 

The lIiDlIDam Wage Critique 

The belief. voiced frequently in our own time. that the minimum wage 

violates economic and moral law by overvaluing some forms of labor has 

deep historical roots. The fundamental fla w ofthe minimum wage. a busi

ness lobby noted in 1 9 1 5. was that it based wages on needs. when the 

true measure of wages should be "the quality or kind of service rendered 

or work done. "22 That same year Rome Brown. a corporate attorney and 

minimum wage foe. decried the "socialist spirit of compulsory division. of 

disregard for economic law." which had "pervaded the advocacy of the 

minimum wage." It was unacceptable to base "the absolute right to a 

minimum wage upon the mere fact of the existence of the wage earner. 
regardless of his efficiency." 23 Opponents rejected minimum wages as 
economically invalid. impossibly vague. socialistic. and infringing free

dom of contract. 

These condemnations of living wages co-opted and subverted the lan

guage of labor republicanism. They evoked the producing classes' tradi

tional object of wrath. freeloaders. those who gained their "unearned in
crement" by robbing from others. The idea that poor workers somehow 

extracted surplus value from the rich turned the logic of producerism on 

its head. In the nineteenth century working people had routinely de

plored capitalists as undeserving "parasites." Now the same epithet was 

being turned on workers - and the poorest ones at that. In 1 9 1 3  Joseph 

Lee succinctly summarized this view when he wrote that minimum wages 

would hand to workers an unwarranted "bonus in excess of wages (in the 

usual. and competitive sense)." The Washtngton Eventng Star said that 

"one group of people can not get more than its proportionate share of pro

duction without robbing others of their just proportion." but in this analy

sis. it was workers. not capitalists. who were taking more than their 

share. The Supreme Court gave this view judicial sanction in 1 923 when. 

in the Adkins case. it condemned minimum wages that exceeded "fair 

value of services rendered" as an illegal form of "compulsory extraction." 
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If workers understood themselves as the producers and rightful owners 

of the excess wealth enjoyed by their employers. the court viewed workers 

as robbers. "Requirement of a minimum wage. without corresponding re

quirement of amount or efficiency of service in return. is the taking of 

property without just compensation. "24 

The view that the living wage. whether understood as subsistence wages 

or more. circumvented fundamental principles of economics was central 

to the rhetoric of opponents. Rome Brown counterposed the artifiCial 

machinations of the minimum wage with the "inevitable workings of the 

natural law of economics." Wages properly corresponded to productive 

value. not needs. Any violation of this truth. wrote Brown. "has inevitably 

the tendency . . .  to disturb the natural conditions governed by the law of 

supply and demand. by the law of competition and by other economic 

laws." A representative of the New York Retail Dry Goods Association con

demned as "wrong" any "principle of wage payment which reqUires wages 

to be paid on any other theory than value returned. " 25 

The only acceptable basis for wages. according to this view. was earned 

equivalence. Opponents of the living wage viewed the concept of need as 

constructed and the concept of worth as natural. It seemed to them that 

any determination of compensation apart from work performed was in

herently unjust because it guaranteed what it should be possible to gain 

only through honest toil. Opponents juxtaposed the "fictional" value of 

minimum wages to the "real" value of wages paid according to market 
principles. The "value of labor." wrote Rebekah G. Henshaw in 1 9 1 5 .  

could not be "fixed by legislation. any more than the value of money." 
According to Crowther. the fact that "words somehow imply a right to live 

regardless of" the work performed "stands in the way of the living wage." 

He rejected the view that wages were a kind of gift: "Something cannot be 

had for nothing. One of these days we shall have to have a standard of 

work. It is a necessary precedent to a standard of living . . . .  We cannot 

expect the American Standard of Living to be any higher than an Ameri

can standard of work - but I have yet to hear anyone talk eloquently on 

preserving the American standard who so much as mentioned work." 26 

These opponents argued in nineteenth-century producerist language 

that fair wages resulted from hard work, not legislative guarantees. 

Confident in the need! worth dichotomy. critics of the living wage con

trasted its seductive appeal with the harsh realities of the market. "If con

tentions were that the Board should establish a 'living wage' the majority 

would readily accede to the proposition." declared the Railroad Labor 

Board in 1 922. "But the abstract elUSive thing called 'the living wage' con-
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fessedly based upon a makeshift and a guess [ is )  a bit of mellifluous 

phraseology. well calculated to deceive the unthinking." The deception. 

critics claimed. was rooted in the vague and dangerous need-based core 

of the living wage demand. which implied. according to one critic. "no 

necessary correlation between the wage and the work done." In 1 9 1 9  a 

speaker condemned the "labor theory that every worker who does a full 

day's work is entitled 'of right' to a living wage for it." 27 Once again. oppo

nents deployed producerist rhetoric to challenge and deleg1t1mate labor's 

living wage demand. 

Even narrowly construed minimum wages. opponents claimed. could 

potentially reward workers beyond their just deserts. thereby robbing 

others of their rightful property. Minimum wage opponents did not al

ways agree on the nature of this robbery - some believed workers to be 

its chief victims. others saw employers as the robbed - but they agreed 

that all compulsory wages were inherently dangerous.28 ''TIle use of the 

word 'wages • implies an equivalent:' declared Edward Atkinson. an econo

mist and businessman. in an 1 898 debate with Gompers. "If the work 

done is not worth the equivalent in money or goods. no indiVidual or cor

poration can possibly pay the 'living wage .
. .  

• Basing wage levels on need 

violated economic law. no matter how minimally the need might be de
fined. "In the past. labor . . .  had been paid on the basis of supply and 

demand:' James Young wrote in 1 922; "labor now demands compensa

tion fixed to its needs." This "new theory of distribution" was invalid. he 

concluded. because "no wage can be paid in any industry . . .  which is 

higher than the wage earned." Opponents contrasted the living wage to 

the "earned wage." Victor Morowetz decried the blithe assumption "that 

every worker is entitled to a living wage" as a violation of economic com

mon sense. "It is not possible to make the theoretical family wage univer

sal because it would exceed total productlon."29 

Freedom of contract was another bulwark in the argument against the 

minimum wage. This idea. valorized in the late nineteenth century by 

conservative jurists. held that freedom to make contracts was the basis 

of liberal democracy. and any interference in this process would under

mine free government. Central to this argument was the fiction that in

dividual workers and capitalists came to uncoerced agreements. Wage 

agreements were seen as voluntary. the product of free will; the result of 

such agreements was the natural. market-determined wage. The doc

trine made market values the touchstone of freedom and rejected any 

government or union interference as a sign of the failure of liberal society. 

Some judges went to striking lengths to uphold this concept. In Bunting 
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v. Oregon ( 1 9 1 6) ,  for example, the Court overturned the state minimum 

wage law because it violated the indiv1duals' right to choose his or her 
standards of l1v1ng. "If the amount of money received as a wage is not 
sufficient to support a laborer . . .  is society to demand ofthe employer an 
arbitrary increase in wages?" asked the Court. "We have jacked up the 

standard of l1v1ng of the ordinary laborer to such a point that any man 

who is propertyless is so only by choice or misfortune," declared Samuel 

Crowther, echOing nineteenth-century "free labor" rhetoriC that held all 

workers earning less than a l1vtng wage personally at fault. 30 

Some opponents even denounced the mlnlmum wage as "social1stic," 

amounting to state-sponsored redistribution of wealth. Rome Brown con

demned the unfair distribution of property in Oregon's minimum wage 

law as "a new expression of the paternal1stic and soc1al1stic tendencies of 

the day." "TIle minimum wage as a rate for industrial payment is a catch

ing slogan, and the dreary-eyed social1st and excited emotional1st gladly 

declare the minimum wage the utopia for industrlal llls," said John Kirkby 

in a 1 9 1 3  speech. Crowther complained that the l1vtng wage "says in ef
fect that the workers are a class." The Rallroad Labor Board in 1 922 car

ried this fear to bombastic heights: 'The theory of 'the l1vingwage' if car

ried to its legitimate conclusion would wreck every rallroad in the United 

States, and, if extended to other industries, would carry them into com

munistic ruin."31 

The absolute measure of  production seemed preferable to a relative 
scale of needs, which were notoriously difficult to measure and often mis
guided or inappropriate. Wllliam Glles noted that proponents of need
based wages "do not say what is meant by wants. Men's wants or desires 
vary greatly: and if such a formula were acted upon, some people's needs 
would increase enormously, and their efficiency would decrease in pro
portion." The Rallroad Labor Board also insisted that no "arbitrary stan
dard of l1v1ng" would be appropriate. 'That the desires and requirements 

of all men are equal and al1ke is not correct, and that any committee of 

experts would set up an average l1v1ng standard upon which a wage scale 

could practically be based has not been demonstrated anywhere."32 The 

variety of wage earners' needs must preclude the possib1I1ty of allocating 

wages according to a standard of l1v1ng. 

The critics of minimum wages saw no necessary reason why wages had 

to approximate needs. Samuel Crowther speculated that avaricious hu

man nature dictated that wants would always exceed wages. Agreeing 

with labor's consumerist prophets that needs had no clear l1mit, oppo

nents bel1eved that without very definite l1mitation of productivity the en-
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tire wage system would crumble. J. Laurence Laughlin in 1 9 1 3  identified 

as "unjustifiable" the new notion "that wages shall be paid on the basis 

of what it costs the recipient to live." As the title of his article "Wages and 

Producing Power" indicated, Laughlin believed the only moral and eco

nomically feasible basis for wages was production, not needs - "produc

ing power," not "purchasing power."33 

Minimum wage advocates and opponents shared the belief that work 

and value had been tom asunder, but they came to very different conclu

sions. Opponents viewed this situation as a crisis; supporters saw it as 

an opportunity to redefine the meaning of labor value. Samuel Crowther 

commented on what he saw as the excesses of the living wage movement: 

"Our indiVidual requirements are such that what one man would think 

ample another would find wholly insufficient. One man's living wage is 

another's dying wage." Edwin Seligman used strikingly Similar language 

to demonstrate what was good about the movement: "What is a living 

wage for one man is not a living wage for another. What is a living wage 

for one class is not a living wage for another. What is a living wage for one 

country is not a living wage for another." 34 Each used the language of 

variable desires to support different causes. 

Living wage advocates argued that the separation between wages and 
value would foster a more just political economy. Opponents argued that 

the nebulousness of the living wage made it dangerous and that it would 

force capitalists to pay workers well, even if they would not work hard 
or could not distinguish true needs from luxuries. ''Toys and movies. 

thanks to human cravings. are often bought in place of bread." editorial

ized the Nation in 1 922.35 The problem was not necessarily the wage level 

but the skewed priorities of some workers, who preferred entertainment 

to nourishment. 

J. N. Darling's cartoon ''The Living Wage Puzzle" visually demonstrated 

reformers' perceptions of the tension between living wages and work val

ues (fig. 8). The ideal wage relation seemed so simple. The problem came 

when the parties refused to hold up their end of the eXChange. either by 

working below requirements or by profit gouging. Nevertheless . the car

toon reflected concessions to minimum wage critics on the question of 

value. endorsing the idea of a ''fair days' wages for a fair days' work." Ad

mittedly. the concession was partial. for labor drew a distinction between 

living wages and ''fair wages" of this sort. 

This partial acceptance notwithstanding. the Adkins decision of 1 923 

revealed a lingering suspicion of the living wage. The Supreme Court 

reverted to the traditional argument against the minimum wage in its 
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rejection of the District of Columbia law. It decried the violation of free

dom of contract and the undue burden on employers to reward workers 

according to their needs. "In principle, there can be no difference between 

the case of selling labor and the case of selling goods," the Court con

cluded, firmly rejecting the core ofthe liVing wage ideology, the belief that 

market forces must be modified for human ends if social justice was to 

prevail in an industrial society.3s 



8 

The Living Wage Incorporated 

Denounced as communist by businessmen. condemned as a violation of 

free contract by judges. and redefined in minimal terms by reformers. the 

working-class living wage appeared mOribund by the mid- 1 920s. As liv

ing wages became equated in the popular mind with minimum wages. 

organized labor abandoned the phrase. For many American workers liv

ing wages came to represent a bare subsistence. not a goal but something 

to escape. The liberating vision of the living wage. it seemed. had passed 

into history. 

Yet even as the term appeared to be dying. the ideas underlying it con

tinued to gain cultural legmmacy. (As early as 1 895. a commentator had 

noticed the "silent but powerful influence" of the living wage. ) 1  The con

sumerist complex of ideas which flourished and became central to New 

Deal political economy did not emerge out of thin air as many histOrians 
have assumed. During the previous half century of debate about the liv
ing wage. the seeds of the New Deal order were steadily being planted.2 

During the Progressive Era. the middle classes had made the living 

wage central to their ideology by defining it down from the expansive 

working-class version of the late nineteenth century to the minimum 

subsistence wage. The working-class and middle-class visions of the liv

ing wage occasionally found common ground in the 1 920s. when promi

nent business leaders and politicians supported the living wage and 

policy makers began to promote the benefits of working-class consump

tion. In the next decade a marriage was sealed. In the consolidation of the 

New Deal. the rival versions of the living wage ideology converged in pub

lic policy and political economy to become accepted as economic common 

1 47 
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sense. In language recall1ng that of labor's consumerist tum. Franklin 

Roosevelt declared In a Fireside Chat of 1 938. "We suffer primarily from 

a failure of consumer demand because of a lack of buying power." 3  The 

living wage had become so Integral to the American social contract that 

some commentators. viewed the matter as settled by the post-New Deal 

political economy. In the late 1 950s Arthur Schlesinger Jr. urged liberals 

to shift their goals from a concern with "establishing the economic con

d1t1ons which make Individual dignity conceivable - a job. a square meal. 

a living wage. a shirt on one's back. a roof over one's head." to a focus on 

quality-of-life Issues. such as moral decay and mass culture.4 

Despite the judiclary's attack on minimum wages. which put a stop to 

minimum wage laws until the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1 938. optimis

tic claims about the living wage abounded after World War I. as business 

leaders and reformers trumpeted the rising American standard of living 

as good for business and for the stability of the republic.s While the pro

moters of welfare capitalism reSisted wage Increases. they also opened 

the door to a non-market-based conception of economic fairness. which 

(theoretically. at least) took workers' needs Into account. 6 Even Industrial 

engineers adopted a model of high wages and ever-expanding needs.7 

This new living wage was not without cost to working people. Reformers 
had reconceived It as a top-down notion. Secretary of Labor James J. 

Davis declared. for example. that "the living wage. in its original meaning 

Is something obsolete." Davis Identified a "wider conception of what con

stitutes a truly living wage" and declared that it was now "entertained not 

alone by the workman himself. but the American people as a whole have 

willingly conceded it to him." By defining the living wage as something 

that the American people had "conceded" to workers. Davis robbed the 

term of its original force. The Nattcn agreed that the living wage was a 

middle-class gift. an "appealing slogan" offered to workers.S 

The middle-class adoption and adaptation of the term. however. was 

more than co-optation. The core of the working-class living wage Ideology 

seeped Into the rhetoric of reformers and politicians. Davis. for example. 

praised the living wage for helping to produce a respectable working 

class. whose "tastes have been heightened" by "enjoyment of books. of 

pictures. music. the theatre. a chance at higher education." An "In

creased standard of living." he predicted. would continue to Improve the 

lot of the worker. "A wage that not only met the reasonable expenses of 

living but provided a fair margin of saving (would) correspondingly In

crease the prosperity of all up to the point of full saturation to the limit of 

human wants. a pOint not yet even In sight."  Neither Ira Steward nor 
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Samuel Gompers would have said it any differently; reformers and busi

ness leaders alike now posited the centrality of working-class consump
tion to the health of the economy and the polity. It was now taken for 
granted that as Davis noted. "workers are the great buying public." and 

widely distributed consumption would provide economic benefits: "If each 

of the 7.097.283 women clerks and wage earners in the United States and 

the wives and daughters of the 23.346.373 men clerks and wage earners 

in the United States would buy another cotton dress. another woolen 

dress. another silk dress. the question of unemployment in the textile 

industries would be solved." The president of the National Association 

of Manufacturers told a Senate committee: "Whatever will increase the 

earning capacity of our people will make it possible for them to be greater 

purchasers and increase the value of our market." 'The buying power of 

this country rests with the masses." declared Thomas J. Watson. founder 

of lBM. before the National Industrial Conference Board. "It doesn't make 

so very much difference whether we buy anything more this year or not. 

but the whole thing depends upon whether the masses. the working 

people of this country are going to buy. " 9  

The middle-class version of the liVing wage may have been built upon 

its working-class antecedent. then. but it was also shaped by reformers 

who defended the minimum wage. These defenders transformed midcen

tury understandings of political economy in critical ways. Continuing to 

define the liVing wage differently from workers. minimum wage advocates 

nonetheless promoted several positions that overlapped with labor's liv

ing wage definition: a view of wages as constructed rather than natural; 
an understanding of the economic benefits of mass consumption; a rec
ognition of the close relationship between the health of American democ
racy and the freedom. independence. and active citizenship of its work

ers; and the desirability of a political order that would recognize this state 
of affairs. More than half a century after organized labor had first pro
posed the liVing wage. the continuing emphasis on recasting value and 

modifying the market showed the struggle was ongoing. The ideas of the 

living wage discourse remained central to the economic vision of the 

American Century. 

The Rede8DitioD of Valae 

Some minimum wage advocates. recapitulating the logiC of critics. tem

pered their demands with the proviso that wages not rise above work 
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value. They accepted so-called natural laws of wages dictated by abstract 

market forces. J. H. Richardson, for example, wrote In 1 927 of the need 

to "prevent the payment of wages lower than the economic value of the 

work done." Despite Richardson's belief In the "elastic character of llvlng 

wage," he accepted the notion that It was possible to overvalue wages. 

After declaring that there was "a minimum wage below which [a worker) 

cannot go," Michael O'Kane conceded that the "employer Is not bound 

to give wages In excess of the certain or probable profits which the la

bourer's work Is likely to realize." An article In the American Catholic 

Quarterly Review declared of the minimum wage: "Its fundamental lnten

tlon Is summed up In the phrase, 'a fair day's wages for a fair day's work. '  

It does not aim a t robbing employers of even a single dollar of property 

which they have Individually acquired." With a significant shift from ear

lier working-class rhetoric, these supporters took seriously the possibil

Ity that the minimum wage could overvalue labor. They supported as a 

compromise what Aaron Abell called a level of "comfort," understood as 

"a standard midway between the extremes of luxury and subsistence." 1 0  

Such a standard, they assumed, would Incorporate both need and value. 

Other minimum wage advocates set aside the value question and 

pOinted to the specter of a discontented working class. They suggested 
that the minimum wage would avert more radical working-class political 

action. James Boyle called It "the only alternative to Socialism." "Any ef

fort to force American workmen below the recognized standards of living 

will Inevitably result In Industrial strife," wrote Edward Fllene, a progres

sive bUSiness leader, In the wake of the Adkins decision. J. A. Norton de

clared In 1 9 1 9  that a legal minimum wage would result In the "natural 

death of the Bolshevik!." In 1 92 1 the Anthracite Coal Commission en

dorsed the living wage as a bulwark against revolution: "All American 

wage earners have a fundamental economic right to at least a living wage, 

or an American Standard of Living . . . .  Failure to realize this right . . .  

breeds revolutionary agitation, and prevents our self-governing Republic 

from being what It should be. " I I  

Echoing labor's arguments that a high-wage economy was a healthy 

economy, others endorsed the minimum wage for Its macroeconomic 

benefits. For example, the economist John Hobson argued that the mini

mum wage would Increase "the general purchasing power of the worker," 

and the resulting Increased consumption would "enlarge the volume and 

regularize the character of employment." Fllene debunked the concept of 

overvalued labor and claimed that high wages abetted commerce while 

low wages made bUSiness "dull." 1 2  
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Many minimum wage advocates. however. asserted an alternative 

theory of value. Understanding wages as a social construction. they 

maintained that society. not abstract forces. should properly detennine 
the value of work. These arguments converged in the consensus that the 

market's allocation of wages had to be modified to ensure a just sOciety. 

Echoing working-class defenses of social economy. Henry Rogers Seager. 

for example. denounced "the dreary science of political economy." Seager. 

like other minimum wage proponents. believed that workers must be pro

tected from the dangers of an unregulated free market "We are passing 

from the era in which the subSistence of any class of our working popu

lation can be left to the uncontrolled fluctuations of supply and demand 

and the higgling of the market." declared one minimum wage advocate. 

Sidney Brooks. in 1 9 1 2. 13 This claim echoed Henry George's nineteenth

century warning about the dangers of overreliance on market "higgling" 

to determine social value. 

Religious arguments contributed to the shift away from the detenni

nation of wages solely by abstract. unproblematic application of the con

cept of value. Rather than treat wages as unchanging and sacrosanct. 

theologians argued that no eternal principles of justice could be said to 

inhere in the wage relation. which was. they pOinted out. "a compara

tively new thing." Treating wage levels as contingent rather than natural. 

just as labor's living wage advocates had done. opened them up for polit

ical struggle. Wages "are but a means toward the achievement of a higher 

human existence:' wrote Father Cuthbert in 1 922: 'The first conse
quence of admitting this principle is that wages should properly be based 

not upon the market value of a man's work. but upon the necessity of his 
well-being as a man. Market value enters into the question not as a pri

mary determining factor. but as a secondary conSideration for the secur

ing of the worker of a wage which will enable him to attain to a proper 
human existence." For Cuthbert. as for working-class liVing wage advo

cates. wages were properly a function of needs. not markets. 14 

Even bef ore Adktns. a group of livmg wage defenders lashed out against 

those who accepted the logic of the oppos1t1on. "Most people's notion of a 

minimum wage is based upon the slave-owner's idea. enough to keep the 

worker alive and fit for work." Alice Henry wrote in 1 9 1 3. 'The minimum 

wage we are hearing most about today can only mean the least remunera

tion that the poorest paid employe can be compelled to accept." In her 

view minimum wages that were not tied to decent standards ofliv1ngwere 

precisely the kind that workers had traditionally dubbed "slave wages." 

Two years later Walter Lippmann critiCized the narrow version of the liv-
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ing wage which offered ')ust enough to secure existence amid drudgery." 

He called Instead for wages that would "make life a rich and welcome ex

perlence." '!! With minimum wage and livlngwage Increasingly used Inter

changeably, Henry and Lippmann used different terms to make similar 

cr1t1ques of subsistence minimum wages. 

The Adkins decision spurred a vigorous middle-class defense of the liv

Ing wage. Despite the optimistic predictions of James Davis and others, 

Elizabeth Brandeis feared that the "oppressive wage" would replace the 

"living wage." Supporters of the living wage, the voluntarist Gompers In

cluded, denounced the decision. The New Republic condemned It by re

covering the epithets of the earliest living wage advocates, wage slavery 

and prostitution. Noting the IncompatibiUty of "democracy and wage

slavery," the magaZine InSisted that the "choice between slow starvation 

and moral degradation" was no choice at all and concluded that It was 

"time for organized labor to formulate a national conception of the mini

mum below which no class onabor should be permitted to fall ." '6 

Even the avowedly antlsoclalist John Ryan, a reformer rather than a 

radical, condemned objections to minimum wages as based upon a mis

understanding of the nature of wage labor. Mindful that the living wage 

had begun as a critique of the market's allocations of wages, Ryan believed 
that an unfettered free market would inevitably produce low wages. 

Wages, he perceived, were less a product of "natural laws" than of power 

relations, and the "worth" onabor was a function of what capitalists were 

w1lling to pay and workers able to demand, rather than an objective mea
sure of work value. In a 1 923 letter to the labor reformer Florence Kelley, 

Ryan questioned "the wisdom of trying to embody In a law a requirement 

that the wages should not exceed the value of the services." He proposed 

Instead a different understanding, that the "value of the worker's services 

Is always equal. In the only Intell1glble sense of the phrase possible, to the 

legal minimum wage." 17 For Ryan, as for labor's living wage advocates, 

human needs trumped market forces as the proper measure of wage 

justice. 

Like the ploneerlngworklng-class living wage theorists, reformers aban

doned the notion that labor value could be measured at the point of pro

duction alone. The act of laboring Itself should be the only requirement 

for living wages. "Having performed his part of the general task of produc

tion," wrote Ryan in his earliest articulation of the living wage In 1 902, 

"the laborer's right to live from the common product becomes actual and 

unquestloned." '8 Implicit In this formulation, as In the working-class dis

course, was the Idea that "the common product" was large enough to sup-
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port all workers in reasonable comfort. Since individual contributions to 

the product were immeasurable, Ryan and other living wage supporters 

believed that pay should accord with needs. Although these advocates 
claimed that production and wages should roughly correspond, they 

based their claims on collective, not indiVidual, productivity. 

Minimum wage advocates also rejected the idea that only production 

measured the "true" value of labor. They believed the only adequate mea

sure was needs. 19 'The living wage is based, not on the value of a man's 

work, but on his requirements as a man in civilized SOCiety," one advocate 

declared.20 This replacement of market value with human value became 

a key element of the minimum wage argument, as it had been of the living 

wage discourse. Rejecting the dogma that "wages must be proportionate 

to the value of services rendered," J. W. Sullivan argued that it was im

possible to separate value from questions of power: "Every one knows 

that there is little connection between value of services and wages paid; 

the employer pays no more than he must." The Massachusetts Minimum 

Wage Board said much the same in 1 9 1 2: 

There is a common and widespread erroneous view that (minimum 

wage) legislation is an attempt to provide by government that low-paid 

workers shall receive more than they earn; that it runs counter to an 

economic law which, by some mysterious but certain process, corre

lates earnings and wages. There is no such law; in fact in many indus

tries the wages paid bear little or no relation to the value or even to the 

selling price of the workers' output. 

The board concluded that minimum wage critics were using the idea of 
natural law to mask raw power with the patina of principle. The typical 

worker, according to Father Cuthbert, "did not usually obtain the price 

his labor was worth in the market, simply because there was no real free

dom in the barter on the worker's part." Since the market reflected the 

dominance of capital over labor, it was wrong to take its determinations 

as the final word on economic justice, as Father Cuthbert noted: 'The 

taking of market value as the ultimate basis of the worker's wage was 

wrong ethically, in that it limited the responsibility of the employer to pay

ing a reasonable price for the mere product of Labor apart from wider 

considerations of the workers' welfare."  2 1  

The appeal to  natural law, minimum wage advocates charged, was not 

a tum to transcendent truth but an attempt to obfuscate the power dis

parity between labor and capital. The "objection to a legal minimum wage 
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which is most persistent in people's minds," Walter Lippmann wrote, con

cerned the question of value. "lbey say to themselves, 'How can you force 

an employer to pay a girl more than she is worth?' Isn't that against all 

business, common sense and the laws of economics? . . .  Isn't it abso

lutely wrong to force any woman to receive more wages than she earns?" 

Lippmann responded by charging that opponents did not have a better or 

more just system of value than proponents. Indeed, he claimed, there 

was no way of "telling how much she is worth," since "no one has the least 

idea whether their income has anything to do With their productivity or 

their efficiency." Wages, then, were more a function of the employer's 

power than of any objective measure of productive value: "That is why . . .  

talking about wages depending upon 'wage-worth, '  is using a catchy 

phrase and a neat theory which in practice means literally nothing at all. 

The kind of women's work to which the minimum wage would apply has 

no standard by which wages are fixed."22 

Turning critics' views on their head, these middle-class advocates of 

higher wages promoted their own rival versions of economic justice. "Un

der the present social system," wrote Scott Nearing in 1 9 15 ,  "there is no 

relation between the social needs of a man and the wage which he re

ceives." It seemed clear that "the term worth should be abandoned" until 
users of the tenn recogntzed Its fundamental connection to needs. For 

Nearing, a living wage providing "a return in proportion to social needs" 
marked "the barest beginnings of a policy of economic justice applied to 
wages. "23 

Proponents of living wages challenged the ideal of free contract, the bul
wark of opponents' conception of work value. They stressed the unequal 

nature of the wage bargain and pOinted, once again, to the constructed 

nature of wages. Workers argued that power imbalances made the ideal 

of the free contract unreachable for most workers. As the Independent 

caustically observed in 1 9 1 2, "An appalling mass of human wreckage 

has been produced by the assumption that legal freedom of contract" 

could exist "when the parties to the bargain were respectively Might and 

Helplessness." Edwin O'Hara saw the invocation of freedom of contract 

for low-wage workers as "the height of irony." A wide variety of politicians 

and labor leaders condemned freedom of contract as a masked justlfica

tlon for low wages. If the state had power to act for the welfare of the 

people by regulating hours and working conditions, concluded a 1 9 1 1 

editorial in the American Federattontst, "it would seem to follow that it is 

equally with the power of the State to fix a minimum wage."  The state, it 

concluded, "has both the right and the duty to protect its citizens in their 

right to a decent livelihood. "24 
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Although refonners advocated the living wage throughout the 1 9 1 0s and 

1 920s, it was not until the Depression decade that consumerist ideas be

came conventional wisdom and economic policy, as they remained f orthe 

half-century reign of the New Deal order. What was new in these years 

was the recognition of their significance by political elites. Although New 
Dealers and their descendants played a critical role in shaping and im

plementing this vision, they no more created it than had the generation 

of Progressives that preceded them. Nor did the new generation of labor 

leaders invent the language of the living wage; instead, they adapted and 

modified the inheritance of late nineteenth-century American workers. 

As it became increasingly consonant with mainstream views, labor's 

consumerist language in the 1 930s and 1 940s was more widely publi

cized than ever before. In these years, labor's demands for high wages, 

purchasing power, and an American standard oflivtngwon public accep

tance. New Dealers, as Lizabeth Cohen notes, endorsed labor's concept of 

"moral capitalism," including its demands for a "need-centered pay sys

tem. "25 Political and business leaders doubtless had their own agenda in 

promoting consumption, but they did not so much invent this complex of 

ideas as implement it in public policy and business practice. In this cru

cial way, to borrow Cohen's phrase, workers "made the New Deal." In 
theorIZIng about the relationship between consumption and Industrial 

democracy, living wage advocates had laid the ideological groundwork of 
New Deal economic thinking. 

Historians have generally depicted labor's consumerist posture of the 
1 930s and 1 940s as new, imposed from above, and conservative: new, 
because consumerism marked a sharp departure from traditional labor 
ideology; imposed, because the consumerist ideas were rooted in middle
class culture and fOisted on workers; and conservative, because this con

stellation of ideas led labor to abandon opposition for incorporation. 

These depictions are interrelated Nelson Lichtenstein, for example, 

writes that in the postwar years, "the labor movement began to substitute 

the language of technical Keynsian1sm - 'purchasing power: 'aggregate 

demand: 'wage-price stabUity'-for much of the prewar lexicon of power, 

justice and industrial democracy." Michael Kazin argues that working

class consumerism of the 1 930s "marked a change in labor's language 

from the nineteenth century when consumer was a synonym for para

site." Steve Fraser suggests that the consumer focus of the postwar era 

drained the labor question of "its moral preeminence, its political threat. 
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and its elemental social significance. "26 The gains of the labor movement 

In the 1 930s were undermined, on these views, by its willingness to adopt 

a new consumerist vision not of its own making. 

In the context of the long history of the living wage, however, labor dis

course In the Depression decade Is a story of contlnulty.27 The Important 

shift In labor language from producerlsm to consumerism occurred not 

In the 1 930s but after the Civil War, when the discourse of wage slavery 

gave way to the language of the living wage, unleashing a powerful 

working-class vision that has continued to shape politics, economics, 

and culture from the New Deal to the present. Far from being new or Im

posed, the terms "purchasing power," "consumption," and "aggregate 

demand" were born, along with the living wage, In working-class polit

Ical economy. The living wage was the prolegomenon of New Deal labor 

discourse. 26 

This Is not merely an antiquarian debate about timing. The continuity 

In labor discourse calls Into question the sharp divide that the post-

1 930s period Is said to represent In the political standpoint of organ

Ized labor. Historians have often depicted the consumerist tum as an 

abandonment of labor's oppositional tradition.29 Living wage advocates, 

however, did not see a contradiction between a republican language of 
politics and an emphasis on high wages and consumption; from the in

ception of the living wage Idea they stressed the compatibility, Indeed the 
symbiosis, of these Ideas. They would not have recognized the sharp di

vision drawn by the political theorist Michael Sandel, for example, be

tween the "political economy of citizenship" and the "political economy of 

growth. "30 For living wage advocates, high wages and organized consump

tion were the very basis of citizenship in the republic of wage earners. 

"I believe we are at the threshold of a fundamental change In our popu

lar economic thought, that In the future we are going to think less about 

the producer and more about the consumer," declared the presidential 

candidate Franklin D. Roosevelt In May 1 932.31 Roosevelt was able to en

vision this future largely because of the previous half century of Ameri

can working-class activity. As living wage advocates had maintained for 

more than fifty years, producers and consumers were one and the same. 



Coda: Interpreting the Living Wage 

and Consumption 

In his 1 939 play Abe Uncoln in IUtnots. Robert Sherwood recreates one of 

the famous 1 858 debates between senatorial candidates Stephen Doug

las and Lincoln. The scene reaches a climax when Douglas scores points 

with the large crowd by supporting the demand of the white workers of 

Illinois for a "living wage." Despite its dramatic success. the line is in his

torical error. ASide from the fact that the term "living wage" would not be 

coined for another decade and a half. such a demand would not likely 

have drawn cheers from the workers' in Douglas's audience. who in 1 858 
did not even wish to view themselves as wage earners. To be sure. the 
racially charged version of "wage slavery" so vividly depicted by Sher

wood's Douglas. in which the distinction between white "free" labor and 

black slave labor was becoming ever more minute. would have resonated 
among white workers. !  But for these workers. freedom consisted of inde

pendent artisanship. not wage labor. however well paid. Most antebellum 

workers placed wage labor with slavery along a continuum of bondage. 

Sherwood. an enthusiastic New Dealer basking in the glow of the 1 938 

passage of the first national minimum wage legislation. the Fair Labor 

Standards Act, anachronistically projected into the past the sensibility of 

his own era, which accepted the legitimacy of wage labor. 

Sherwood was far from unique in his ahistorical and imprecise use of 

the term "living wage."  Its origins and history have been left to surmise 

and half truth. like those of many concepts deemed "traditional." 2 Part of 

the vagueness associated with its origins is due to the Wide variety of 

Americans who invoked and challenged the term in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries Without any firm definition. In the absence 

of consensus. various groups were able to invest the living wage with very 

1 5 7  
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different meanings. From its coining in the 1870s. advocates of living 

wages debated whether they should provide workers with a bare subsis

tence or a more luxurious lifestyle. In addition. proponents wondered 

whether everyone. regardless of race. sex. ethnicity. and sklll level. should 

be entitled to the same kind oflivingwage. or whether distinctions should 

be encouraged. 

Scholars have added to the chronological and definitional confusion. 

Whlle the Uving wage has been addressed frequently. its formative years 

have been largely unresearched.3 One result of the inattention to its late 

nineteenth-century origins and development is that many historians use 

the term "f amlly wage" instead of I1v1ng wage. substituting a phrase that 

nineteenth-century workers never used for the one favored by workers. 

middle-class proponents. and even enemies of the concept.4 The term 

"f amlly wage" was rarely. if ever. invoked by workers in the period I study 

in this book. With the exception of brief mentions of the phrase "famlly 

living wage" by the economist Wllliam Smart and Father John A. Ryan. 

neither of whom was a worker and both of whom routinely used the term 

"l1ving wage." I have found no uses of the term "famlly wage" before the 

Progressive Era. Although "famlly wage" is favored in the historiography 

and by many contemporary commentators. "UYing wage" is the proper 
historical tenn.5 

To suggest that the famlly wage is a category constructed by historians 
is not to deny that "family wage" scholarship has shed I1ght on a number 

of critical issues. including the Origins of the welfare state and the persis

tence of patriarchal famlly structures. It has spawned a fruitful debate 
concerning gender. breadwtnning. and class consciousness. The point is 

to note the important difference. too frequently ignored by scholars of the 

famlly wage. between historically created categories and expressions used 

by historical actors themselves. Fatltng to note this distinction has led 

historians to ignore or misinterpret the meaning of the "living wage." For 

contemporaries. the phrase "l1ving wage" represented a set of issues not 

adequately addressed by the historiographical label of the famlly wage. 

The term "famlly wage." developed by ProgreSSive Era reformers (al

though not widely used untll the 1 920s). described a wage. often sanc

tioned by the state. which would enable male breadwinners to support 

their famUtes.6 Whlle some advocates of the living wage proposed simllar 

measures. the famlly wage had a considerably narrower focus than did 

most demands for the I1ving wage. inasmuch as it stressed poor families 

and subsistence rather than organized male workers and consumption. 

Workers found a term introduced by reformers less appealing than the 

one that. as Gompers put it in 1 894. "the working people establ1sh for 
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themselves." Even as politicians and reformers joined the debate, they 

continued to use the term "living wage." From its earliest uses in England 

and America in the 1 870s, to the 1 898 "living wage debate" at New York 
City's Nineteenth Century Club, to John Ryan's influential 1 906 book, to 

Secretary of Labor James J. Davis's well-publicized endorsement in 1 922 

of "A living and saving wage," proponents and opponents spoke of the 

living wage. 7 

Even more significant than this mislabeling is that lack of research into 

its origins has also led historians to take the living wage for a kind of 

working-class Ur-demand, always and forever a part of the rhetoric of the 

labor movement In her excellent study of women workers during World 

War II, Ruth Milkman quite rightly refers to it (although she uses the term 

"family wage") as a "long cherished" and "longstanding" idea that shaped 

workers' attitudes and practices, but she provides no information as to 

how far back this "working-class cultural ideal" can be traced.s Those 

who have speculated on the origins of the living wage have inaccurately 

placed its genesis well before its actual appearance in the post-Civil War 

world.9 The existence of the "family wage" in antebellum America has 

been more often asserted than documented. 

Of course, some components of the living wage have antebellum roots. 

It would be foolish to claim that the notion, which bears an obvious rela

tion to many ideas promoted by antebellum workers, emerged out of . 

whole cloth in the 1870s. IO  The development of the male breadwinner 
norm. the defining element of the "family wage ideology" as understood 

by modem historiography, can be traced to the early years of the indus

trial revolution. II Other contributing concepts, including ')ust price" and 

"fair wages," antedate the nineteenth century. 12 Indeed, the living wage 

discourse is incomprehensible without understanding the legacy of ante

bellum radicalism and the century-old struggle against wage labor; it is 
best viewed as a crystalltzation, a culmination of several trends, rather 

than as an invention. 

Despite these continutttes with earlier labor demands, there are impor

tant grounds for dating the origins of the living wage in the postbellum 

period. The most important reason is that workers coined the term not in 

the prewar years but in the early 1 870s. In the context of the powerful 

working-class antagonism to wage labor, the coining and acceptance of 

the term "living wage" is itself significant, providing a sharp contrast with 

the pervasive view of wage labor as degrading. Given what Eric Foner 

calls their "widespread hostility to wage labor," it would be hard to imag

ine antebellum workers invoking any expression that legitimated perma

nent wage labor. 13 
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Although well aware of the genealogy of earlier labor ideology. most 

advocates of the living wage described it as something new. part of an 

innovative political economy in which traditions of artisanal radicalism 

mixed with novel understandings of both wage labor and consumption. 

Regardless of whether the term was used prior to the early 1 870s (and I 

have found no such evidence).  founding narratives of the living wage 

firmly labeled both the term and the idea a new and transf ormative phase 

in the labor movement. With the living wage. workers developed a posi

tive understanding of wage labor and constructed a new consumerist 

identity. 

The "new labor history" has challenged the powerful legacy of the John R. 

Commons school oflabor history. which depicted. as Amy Bridges writes. 

"an adamantly nonpolitical working class resolutely focused on earn

ings." 14 Commons's colleague. Selig Perlman. argued that American work

ers were. unlike their peers in other industrial countries. "wage con

scious" rather than class conscious. IS Although they have rejected the 

Commons school in every other way. the new labor historians have tended 

to view wage struggles as evidence that workers became. in John Bod
nar's words. "considerably narrower in their obJectives." '6 Instead. labor 

historians have highlighted political party formation. community con
flicts. and shop-floor behavior as signs of an authentic class conscious

ness. both more important than and distinct from wage demands. I 7 POSi

tive attitudes among workers toward wage labor remain either neglected 

or are offered as evidence of conservatism. 

Complicating the Commons school vision of an apolitical working class. 

the new labor history eschews an "exceptionalist" model that devalues 

the American working-class experience for not conforming to European 

patterns in favor of a conception of class consciousness based on work

ers' actual behavior. Yet for all its revisionism. opposition to wage labor 

still remains the sine qua non of class consciousness. the sole "essential" 

aspect of a model that eschews "essentialism." 18 Sean Wilentz. for ex

ample. understands class consciousness "not as any particular set of 

ideas. doctrines. or political strategies but far more broadly as the articu

lated resistance of wage workers . . .  to capitalist wage relations. " 19 The 

living wage demand. though framed Within the wage system. was part of 

a political struggle over the very meaning of wage labor. Indeed. living 

wage advocates promoted a conception of need-based wages which closely 

paralleled the Marxist vision of "to each according to his needs." 20 As 
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Michael Merrill has suggestively written: 'The proletarianization of the 

work force and the spread of the wage system has generally been a de

mand. not a defeat. of the working-class movement. Most people prefer a 
wage guaranteed by law to a nebulous right of customary appropriation

witness the continuing demands for wages jobs by women and other 

members of the unpaid labor force." He continues: "Most workers . . .  

have preferred . . .  to keep the [wage) system and organize within it to 

secure a larger and larger share of the social product. Continually de

manding higher wages . . .  may be the only authentic. fully proletarian 

SOCialism we have had or ever will have - a socialism in which workers 

themselves have the greatest power and freedom." 21  

If  I propose in this book a new conception of wage labor. it  is equally 

dependent upon a rethinking of the politics of working-class consump

tion. Like wage labor. this is a subject historians. until recently. have 

treated with little sympathy.22 Since Werner Sombart·s Why Is There No 

Soclallsm in the United States? analysts have attributed the absence of 

radical working-class politics in America to its high standard of living. As 

Sombart concluded in 1 906: 'The American worker lives in comfortable 

circumstances . . . .  He is well fed . . . .  He dresses like a gentleman and she 

like a lady. and so he does not even outwardly become aware of the gap 

that separates him from the ruling class. It is no wonder if. in such a 

situation. any dissatisfaction with the 'existing social order' finds diffi

culty in establishing itself in the mind of the worker . . . .  All SOCialist uto
pias come to nothing on roast beef and apple pie."23 For Sombart. the 

ability to live comfortably obviated the need for class politics. While the 

new labor history has challenged Sombart's view that American workers 
lacked class consciousness. it has rarely questioned Sombart's assump

tion that consumerism eclipses working-class consciousness. What Wal

ter Benn Michaels has written about literary criticism could also be ap

plied to the new labor history: it "has customarily understood itself and 

the objects of its admiration as being opposed to consumer culture - and 

with few exceptions continues to do so. " 24 

The historiography of consumerism in America. long marginalized. has 

rapidly moved toward the center. Previously treated - when deemed wor

thy of discussion at all - as a bourgeOiS arena in which middle-class 

Americans fashioned themselves as a distinctive group or. alternatively. 

as a phenomenon that began with mass production in the 1920s (this is 

still the standard view of the survey textbooks). consumerism is now rec

ognized as a broad. complex. and long-term development closely con

nected with fundamental historical transformations. 25 
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An unlikely aspect of the reevaluation of consumption has been per

haps the most fruitful: a focus on the participation of workers in the mak

ing of modem consumer society. 28 It is now widely noted that the United 

States began to shift from a producer society to a consumer society in the 

late nineteenth century.27 Working-class Americans played an important 

role in this shift. In the 1 980s and 1 990s historians have demonstrated 

the significance of workers' participation in the emerging mass culture of 

tum-of-the-century America. Kathy Peiss has shown how laboring girls 

and young women. children of immigrants. made trips to dance halls. 

amusement parks. and theaters part of their daily lives despite tight 

economic circumstances . Susan Porter Benson has demonstrated that 

working-class women shaped the culture of the department store. Roy 

Rosenzweig has pOinted out that workers took an active part in debates 

about public parks and saloons. Francis Couvares has argued that Pitts

burgh workers helped create the mass culture of that city. In studies of 

Chicago and Los Angeles. Lizabeth Cohen and George Sanchez have un

covered strong links between ethnic workers and mass culture. 28 These 

scholars treat commercial culture not simply as a site of elite social con

trol or hegemony but as a contested terrain significantly shaped by work

ers' tastes and participation.29 No longer would most scholars of con
sumer society agree with the assertion of Richard Fox and Jackson Lears 

that "the search for consumer culture should begin by concentrating on 

the activities of urban elites."30 

My examination of the living wage contributes to this growing literature 
by revealing a central. yet unstudied aspect of working-class participa

tion in the development of consumer society. namely. its significant ideo

logical input. Heretofore most studies of labor and consumption have 

focused on workers' participation in mass culture. not on their more ex

plicitly political engagement with consumption. In reconstructing the re

lationship between the living wage and an ideology of consumerism. I 

hope to challenge assumptions about the origins of consumer society and 

its political valence. The living wage discourse highlights labor's early en

gagement with nascent consumer SOciety. It uncovers a strand of political 

thought. still prevalent in a variety of forms such as "green consumer

ism." closely tied to consumer activism. A more complete history of the 

development of consumer society should encompass consumer activism 

as well as popular culture. It should include the development of a con

sumerist conventional Wisdom in state and business policy as well as the 

rise of advertising. It should treat working-class as well as middle-class 

identity. In this book I offer the beginning of such a history. 
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